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MESSAGE FROM THE ORGANIZERS
It is indeed a great pleasure to write this message to the International Research Conference on
Humanities and Social Sciences (IRCHSS) - 2014 abstract booklet on behalf of the organizing
committee of IRCHSS-2014.
A research conference is a premier forum for academics and professionals from around the
world to come together to share their research on a particular discipline. In this regard, the
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences (FHSS) of the University of Sri Jayewardenepura
has made an outstanding contribution to the dissemination of knowledge by providing an
excellent forum for the academics and researchers to come together and share their views in
the sphere of humanities and social sciences. The number of extended abstracts received by the
organizing committee exceeding 200 show the spirit and enthusiasm of academics and
researchers to participate in this mutual critical discussion. The conference being an annual
event and hosted for the third time this year speaks for its success and that it has already been
established as a promising tradition of FHSS.
However, the organization of an international research conference involves diverse
stakeholders. We take this opportunity to thank them and express our gratitude to them. First,
we thank the Vice-Chancellor, Dr. N. L. A. Karunaratne of the University of Sri
Jayewardenepura for his unstinting support and cooperation, advice and guidance, and the keen
interest taken in the organization of this event. Second, we extend our deepest gratitude to the
Dean of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Mr. C. L. K. Nawarathna for his
leading role in the organization of IRCHSS-2014 and his excellent understanding of the
seriousness of the task and thus providing constant guidance, and support till last moment of
the conference. Also, we deeply appreciate the contributions made by all the other stakeholders
and sponsors as without their cooperation and patronage, this event would not take this shape.
Our special thanks go to Prof. H. H. D. N. P. Opatha of the Department of Human Resource
Management and Dr. (Mrs.) C. A. D. Nahallage of the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology of the University of Sri Jayewardenepura for conducting workshops on academic
writing.
Dr. Shirantha Heenkenda

Dr. Lalith Ananda

Conference Chair

Conference Secretary
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MESSAGE OF THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
It is with great pleasure I send this congratulatory message to the proceedings of the
International Research Conference on Humanities and Social Sciences (IRCHSS)-2014
organized by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences of the University of Sri
Jayewardenepura.

The conference is an outstanding effort on the part of the Faculty of Humanities and Social
Sciences which reflects the spirit and enthusiasm of the Faculty members to achieve academic
excellence through research and innovation. It coincides with Sri Lanka’s effort of becoming
the knowledge hub of Asia and thus is an important milestone in this regard. It provides an
excellent opportunity for intellectuals from all over the world to engage in mutual critical
discussion on topics ranging from humanities to social science disciplines.

As the Vice-Chancellor of this University I have always accepted this importance and promoted
research not only as a doorway to knowledge but also as a vital ingredient for the country’s
development.

Therefore, I take this opportunity to thank the organizers of this conference and the entire staff
of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences for their untiring efforts and commitment to
make this event a success.

Finally I wish to express my sincere thanks to the participants of this conference who have
contributed immensely to enrich the field of Humanities and Social Sciences.

With all the best wishes!

Dr. N. L. A. Karunaratne
Vice-Chancellor
University of Sri Jayewardenepura
Sri Lanka
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MESSAGE OF THE DEAN
It is indeed a pleasure to send this message to the International Research Conference on Humanities and
Social Sciences (IRCHSS) - 2014 organized by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences (FHSS)
of the University of Sri Jayewardenepura.

This conference which highlights the academic and research progress of FHSS and the vibrant
enthusiasm of its members to engage in research marks a salient milestone in this transitional phase of
the university from conventionality to modernity. The FHSS, being always in pursuit of innovation and
enhancement has readily acknowledged the significance of a research forum where mutual critical
discourse on diverse issues can take place. IRCHSS – 2014, hosted for the third consecutive year this
time thus has a tremendous national significance.

The success of the symposium can be attributed to the untiring efforts of the symposium committee and
numerous stakeholders who have supported this key event in diverse ways. I thank all of them for their
commitment and hard work to make this event a success.

Let me also express my sincere gratitude to the researchers for undertaking to present their research
findings at this International Symposium. I congratulate all of them and look forward to some inspiring
academic sessions.

Mr. C. L. K. Nawarathna
Dean
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
University of Sri Jayewardenepura
Sri Lanka
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Innovation on the Tracks of Heritage and Environment
in Sri Lanka
Dr. Siran Upendra Deraniyagala
Former Director General of Archaeology
Department of Archaeology, Sri Lanka
MA (Cantab); Dip (Lond); PhD (Harvard); DSc (Sabaragamuwa), DLitt (Peradeniya)
Fellow National Academy of Sciences (SL); Permanent member International Union of Pre and Protohistoric Sciences;
Fellow American Anthropological Association;Former President United Nations Association of Sri Lanka; Former
President, Sri Lanka Council of Archaeologists, Fellow Sri Lanka Council of Archaeologists

My professional career as an archaeologist, or more specifically as a human palaeo-ecologist,
has focused on research into the systemic interaction between man and environment in South
Asia, with Sri Lanka as a focus, during the last couple of hundred-thousand years. During much
of this period India and Sri Lanka were conjoined as a single geographical unit. One had,
therefore necessarily to think beyond this island’s borders, reaching out to wider South Asia
and indeed farther afield.
It was globally applicable methodology that mattered, which left no room for fragmented
thinking circumscribed by geographical borders. Its application had necessarily to be multidisciplinary, involving all aspects of the social sciences balanced against the natural sciences,
with a dash of the physical sciences thrown in. The framework upon which these interacting
studies were strung was chronology which is constitutes the core of palaeo-ecology.
The research was conducted under the aegis of the Government’s Archaeological Department,
which established a new research excavation wing in 1968. I was appointed as its first head,
but had to function more or less in isolation due to the lack of colleagues in several of the
numerous fields that my research involved. It is only since the 1990s that a new generation is
gradually taking over the baton in what is deemed a relay with a very long distance yet to
traverse.
Moving on to the substantive results of these efforts, chronologically Sri Lanka’s earliest
cultures were scientifically dated for the first time. They extended back to at least 130,000
years before the present (BP), with as yet uninvestigated sites stretching back to 500,000 BP
or earlier. These findings have been placed the Indo-Pakistan context where prehistoric
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cultures are now known to reach back to 2 million years BP. Concurrently, investigations
were launched into prehistoric environments from over 230,000 BP onwards: the two parallel
tracks of cultural versus environmental studies contributing together towards formulating a
palaeo-ecological model for South Asia to be tested by ongoing international research.
The next prehistoric period that was dealt with was on a more familiar topic: that of the
Balangoda Culture and its author Balangoda Man, the first anatomically modern humans
recorded from Sri Lanka. It has been dated recently to over 45,000 BP extending up to an illdefined upper boundary of ca. 4000-3000 BP when it was superseded by the Early Iron Age.
Technologically, the Balangoda Culture is distinguished by a category of stone tools referred
to as geometric microliths.
Major advances were effected in data retrieval, focusing on prehistoric habitations in coastal
dunes of the Dry Zone and caves of the Wet Zone. They resulted in far greater resolution being
achieved as regards prehistoric culture on the one hand and their environments on the other,
and their interaction. Settlement and subsistence patterns of Balangoda Man were delineated
and population densities estimated. These were projected, with necessary adjustments, to the
pre-45,000 BP periods, providing an important series of hypotheses to be tested.
Comparative studies were conducted, specifically with India. For the first time similarities
between Sri Lanka’s microlithic technology and that of certain Sub-Saharan African cultures
were demonstrated. – Some 20 years before the avant garde elite among prehistoric
archaeologists in Europe and America began a similar exercise. American biological
anthropological expertise was brought to bear on the remains of Balangoda Man that were
recovered. These researches combined led to a considerable expansion of insights into the
genetic and population dynamics of South Asia and beyond, right up to the times of recent
tribal populations in India and Sri Lanka.

Much of my research was conducted single-handedly, due to the lack of colleagues in Sri Lanka
in the fields concerned. The research on the microlithic Balangoda Culture and its physical
anthropology is continuing apace under the

direction of a new generation of field

archaeologists, such as Nimal Perera formerly of the Archaeological Department, who work
as teams who, given my experience, refer to me for guidance. These studies constitute an ever
intensification of analytical procedures, thereby sharpening the definition of data interpretation.
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Inputs from international centres of excellence, such as the Universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, are transforming this programme into a truly international project. Its wider focus
now is on delineating the movements of anatomically modern humans from Africa,
commencing at an estimated ca. 75,000 BP (genetic dating), specifically into South and
Southeast Asia. Sri Lanka is one of the important nodes for these investigations, with hints that
its coastal dunes might contain evidence to refute this theory and to increase the age of this
event to over 75,000 BP at ca. 130,000 BP or even earlier. It represents innovation ‘without
borders’ integrating a multi-disciplinary international research effort with a global vision.
While the prehistoric period was my primary research focus, it extended to the Early Historic
period down to ca. 250 AD. The historical period was, until recently, thought to have
commenced with the advent of a script and writing around 250 BC with the reign of Emperor
Asoka. This dating applied to the whole of South Asia. Research excavations conducted under
my direction in the Citadel of Anuradhapura, first in 1969, followed by a more intensive series
from 1984 to 1988, brought to light evidence of an iron-using civilisation, practising farming,
manufacturing high-quality pottery and beads and breeding cattle and horses which, in the
absence of a script, has been designated the Protohistoric Iron Age (Early Iron Age). Contrary
to the then current view, based on the interpretation of the chronicles, that Anuradhapura
was founded in the 6th – 5th centuries BC, this project yielded scientifically established
radiocarbon dates which pushed back the beginnings of Anuradhapura to the 10th century BC.
This came as a revelation to Sri Lankan historians and archaeologists. Moreover, the
excavations and associated radiocarbon dates traced the growth of the settlement from a very
large village of over 25 hectares at ca. 900 BC to a city of ca. 70 ha at ca. 500 BC. By 250 BC
the Citadel (excluding the peripheral monastic complexes) had exceeded 100 ha (ca. 250 acres)
in extent. of outstanding significance for the whole of South Asia was the discovery that a
script, and hence writing, was prevalent in Sri Lanka by the 6th -5th centuries BC (radiocarbon
and thermoluminescence dating). Naturally this was met with scepticism by the ‘establishment’
of historians and history/epigraphy-based archaeologists who refused to shed their dating of
ca. 250 BC. This situation necessitated the invitation of a team of eminent archaeologists from
the University of Cambridge to test the validity of my results by expanding one of the
excavations of 1986-1988 which yielded the early evidence for writing. The Cambridge team
excavated from 1989 to 1992 and confirmed our findings beyond doubt: Anuradhapura did
indeed commence at ca. 900 BC and writing was found from a layer that was dated to the 5 th
century BC from a layer that was slightly younger than the one that produced our dates. Two
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very substantial volumes were published by the Cambridge team, which incidentally observe
that by 250 BC the Citadel at Anuradhapura was unmatched in size in India south of the North
Indian city of Ujjain.
The innovative light shed by the Anuradhapura Citadel project on the beginnings of the
historical period in South Asia is continuing to reverberate throughout the scholarly world of
indologists, way beyond the borders of Sri Lanka. It has direct implications on the pattern of
the rise of urbanism in South Asia. For instance, had Anuradhapura grown anomalously to the
rest of peninsular India, but in step, albeit on a smaller scale with the great Early Historic cities
of the Gangetic Plain? Did it function as a central place in long distance connections between
Southeast Asia and West Asia? Did North India and Sri Lanka link up in this exercise against
the bulk of peninsular India? Was there trade rivalry between North India and Sri Lanka - which
led to the epic of the Ramayana being woven around it in all its poetic phantasy? (The last may
be extreme poetic phantasy in itself; but worth keeping in mind.)
The frontal assays on the prehistoric and Early Historic periods left a grey area in between: the
protohistoric period prior to ca. 1000 BC. I had long noted that the Horton Plains in the
highlands might yield evidence of early farming paralleling the evidence from the New Guinea
highlands. Hence when a team of Swedish specialists arrived to conduct investigations in
Sigiriya I suggested that they investigate the Horton Plains as well, which they did very
effectively together with a pollen analyst from the Postgraduate Institute of Archeology of the
University of Kelaniya (PGIAR), T.R. Premathilake. The results have been revolutionary.
They indicate incipient cultivation of oats and barley and the herding of cattle (?) developing
from ca. 17,000 BP onwards. By ca. 10,000 BP both cereals were being cultivated as full
domesticates. This implies that Sri Lanka, in addition to West Asia and East Asia, had been yet
another epicentre for the beginnings of farming in the world. Corroborative evidence is
expected from the highlands of South India. Much more field and analytical work needs to be
effected in Sri Lanka before this view is firmly established; but the foundation has been laid.
Another set of revolutionary discoveries pertain to the period directly antecedent to the
protohistoric Iron Age in Anuradhapura dated to ca. 900 BC. The fieldwork of R. Somadeva
of the PGIAR in the hills around Timbolketiya and Haldumulla are stated to have yielded
evidence of an Early Iron Age village culture dating to as far back as ca. 1750 BC. This is a
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very early date for the use of iron in South Asia and it presents new horizons for researching
on the initiation of iron technology in South Asia.
Moving on to a field different from research, namely the management of the archaeological
resource that is a major component of Sri Lanka’s heritage, it was my destiny in 1992 to become
the head of the Archaeological Department of the Government, which constituted the apex
institution in the management of the total archaeological heritage of Sri Lanka (TAH). This
inevitably drastically reduced my research inputs, except by proxy, but gave me an opportunity
to attempt to improve the quality of professionalism in Sri Lanka’s archaeology. Towards this
end, I drafted a National Archaeological Policy (NAP) in 1994. In the meantime, as head of the
Archaeological Department, I was successful in drafting a revision to the powerful Antiquities
Ordinance of 1940 for which, in 1998, the Ministry for Cultural Affairs obtained the approval
of parliament. Among the salient new features of this revision was the re-definition of the
term monument to include, in addition to the built environment, all sites bearing evidence of
human activity, such as habitation accumulations and prehistoric cave dwellings; the extending
of the powers of the Antiquities Ordinance to include the territorial sea; the making of
archaeological

impact assessments (in addition to environmental

impact assessments)

compulsory prior to the undertaking of listed of development projects; and, most importantly,
to empower the Director-General of Archaeology to formulate a NAP. My draft for an NAP
of 1994 was thereafter revamped and approved by parliament in 2008, creating perhaps the
first NAP to have been put in place anywhere in the world. It has subsequently received
international acclaim for its clear, forward-looking concepts, incorporating, adapting and reorganising the most incisive thinking in international heritage management.
The primary mission of the NAP was to enhance the quality of the management of the total
archaeological heritage (TAH) of Sri Lanka by embarking on a set of clearly defined
programmes pertaining to the TAH. These were enumerated thus, in order of priority:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Human resources development
Protection
Documentation
Conservation and maintenance
Enhancement of public awareness
Research
Lateral and vertical integration of the NAP with the national policies of linked
institutions.
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A Master Plan was to be formulated for activating these programmes as per their place in the
prioritisation scheme. The programme for the enhancement of human resources (inclusive of
institutional resources) has been activated, commencing necessarily with the apex institution
for the management of the TAH of Sri Lanka, the Archaeological Department. A scheme for
restructuring the Department has been formulated on short, medium, and long-term bases. The
Department is now in the throes of applying this scheme in practice, with all the hurdles
presented by recruitment potential and procedures. What really matters is that the mission, NAP
and Action Plan for the proper management of the TAH of Sri Lanka has been clearly
enunciated and that there is little room, from now on, for obfuscation and side-stepping of
issues.
I have attempted in this resume of my professional career to present a case study of innovation
in research and heritage management in Sri Lanka, finally extending its reach beyond my tenure
as a public servant to my successors as heads of research and heritage management. The highest
priority now needs to be assigned to the enhancement of human resources. There is a drastic
deficiency in this area, which has to be remedied before morale drops and everybody runs out
of steam.
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MEDIA CONVERGENCE OF AUDIENCE PERSPECTIVES:
THE ROLE OF FACEBOOK

Shyama Janakee Jinasena
University of Colombo, Sri Lanka
shyamajinasena82@gmail.com

In the 21st Century the prominent media has changed as the new media under the impact of
convergence. The new media taking the advantage of technological progress are adopting more
information in more ways than either print or broadcasting. There is a true convergence in the
new media and its global presence enables the new media to provide the audience with a unique
combination of extensive global resources, technical expertise and deep knowledge gathering.
New media in the digital transformation make a platform for the people all around the world
to use media as they wish anytime, anywhere. New media create a highly interactive platform
through which individual and communities share, discuss and modify user generated content.
The World Wide Web can handle a wide variety of forms for the information it presents such
as word, pictures, audio, video and graphics. In the new media, social networks act as a group
of internet based applications that build on ideological and technological foundation. In the
social media, there are many social media networks such as Twitter, Facebook, Bloggers and
Youtube. All the social network forms have more features to attract the audience as they wish.
Facebook is the most popular online social network in the current world. Today, internet
population connect with the social media network of Facebook. So it creates new social issues
according to the new era of convergence media. This research is to determine how the social
media networks impact the online media audiences under the situation of convergence, by
examining the role of the Facebook. The study used both a qualitative and quantitative
approach for data collection to investigate the impact of Facebook on the online media
audiences. Finally, the findings show how to involve the online audience in the Facebook.
Keywords: convergence, Facebook, social media
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SOCIAL MEDIA; A TOOL FOR SOCIAL COHESION AMONG UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS

1

Dr. R. M. Udayangani Ratnayake 1, Kumudine Hewavitharanage 2
Department of Biochemistry, Rajarata University of Sri Lanka, Sri Lanka
2
Charted Institute of Management Accountants –UK, Sri Lanka
udayar5017@yahoo.com, uratnayake@med.rjt.ac.lk

Social networking through internet and smart phones have become a global trend in human
civilization despite the demographical boundaries. Social media has become a modern tool
for effective communication among different social groups and show a huge impac t on the
mass media replacing conventional media. Recently, internationally as well as locally the
use of social media such as Youtube, Facebook, Skype and Twitter have received negative
publicity followed by certain incidents where underage adolescents and physiologically
disturbed individuals were found using social media as a psychological motivation. A study
was conducted using a semi structured questionnaire, delivered among the Rajarata
University students within the age group of 20-26 years in order to assess the impact of
social media on their self-study and recreational time and communication between
colleagues, academics members and community. Social media usage of the students on an
average working day was as follows; Facebook (82%), Youtube (78%), Twitter (35%),
LinkedIn (27%), Google+ (33%), Whatsapp (33%), Instagram (20%), Blogs (30%),
Chatting software (43%) and other social media; Yahoo/MSN/Google messenger, Skype
etc. (12%). Observational study revealed that students used social media for keeping contacts
and interaction with their batch mates, relatives as well as some of the academics/ professionals
in a regular basis in order to keep themselves refreshed, obtain news such as batch gettogethers, functions and exchange of educational resources. Furthermore, students declared that
religious and political views are also highly circulated among some of the social media
applications based on individual preferences, but in general it shows a positive impact on
intellectual reforms – rather than mere political interferences – improving tolerance of different
views while enhancing understanding between different groups and social setups. This proves
that social media is a sound platform for social cohesion among university students.
Keywords: social cohesion, social media, university students
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IF RIGHT TO LIFE IS THERE, WHY NOT RIGHT TO DEATH?
M. K. Geethani Jeewanthi
Department of Legal Studies, The Open University of Sri Lanka
mkgj26@yahoo.com

Along with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), almost all the Human Rights
instruments have recognized the right to life clearly. When we talk about a right, the reverse
side of the right is also meant: i.e. the right to speech also entails the right to silence; freedom
to join a trade union entails the freedom of not joining a trade union; right to vote entails the
right to not cast one’s vote. In this context, this researcher questions whether the right to life
also entails the right to death. If it is so, why does the state interpret attempts to die intentionally
or a chosen death as somewhat problematic? What are the moral, ethical and legal arguments
that can fall in to this discussion? How does the argument forwarded in the Rathinam Vs Union
of India (AIR 1994 SC 1844) case fits into the relevant context? The researcher would focus
on these arguments, in relation to those who are in temporary life saving machines and those
who have chosen to die. This research is mainly based on the literature review in the area of
right to life and the analysis is based on academic and judicial opinions provided by scholars.

Keywords: freedom, human rights, right to die, right to live
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SUBSTANCE USE AMONG URBAN YOUTH GANGS IN COLOMBO CITY
IN SRI LANKA
B. V. N. Wijewardhana1, K. L. Rodrigo2
1
Department of Sociology & Anthropology, University of Sri Jayewardenepura, Sri Lanka
2
Department of Police, Sri Lanka
neranji77@gmail.com

The concurrent and longitudinal association between youth ganging and the substance use in
Colombo urban setting has been addressed through a recent study. Since, the linkage between
youth ganging and the substance use is a colossal social complicacy, the study was initiated. In
addition, the incidences detailing the varied nature of crimes and more than 75% of those are
offended against substance use or mostly committed by youth aged 15 to 29 is noteworthy.
Through this paper, it is intended to brief the findings of the said study done in Colombo on
gangs, and substance use and its effects. The study was carried out in 14 administrative
divisions in Colombo city with focus on 75 youth gangs with a sample of 493 youth. Youth at
high risk affirmed that the main advantages of joining gangs are; the protection and the daily
access for substance as asserted by 92% and 62.5% respectively. Also illustrated by 83% of
interviewees, financial benefits related to drug selling and trafficking has direct links with
several other misdeeds. Results also indicate that a widespread drug abuse prevention program
is effective for minority, economically disadvantaged, inner-city youth who are at higher than
average risk for substance use initiation. Results of study suggest that youth ganging produces
primarily direct effect on drug use, whereas creating negative impact on civil community while
disobeying on law and order. The implications of these have relevance to theory and research
on the etiology of drug use and the identification of youths in high risk gangs who are likely to
become seriously involved in drug use. There are a number of additional postulates such as the
strength of the bonds between the youth and the primary socialization sources which is a major
factor in determining how effectively norms are transmitted.
Keywords: abuse, drugs, gangs, socialization, youth
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HOW DOES A SMALL ILLICIT CAREER INFLUENCE THE SOCIETY? AN
INVESTIGATIVE STUDY BASED ON A PARTICULAR VILLAGE
Rev. Karandagolle Sobhitha
Department of Classical Languages, University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka
sksobhitha@gmail.com

This particular village, formed with a lot of people plays a major role in the Kurunegala district.
Most of the villagers don't have particular jobs in government or private sector. Hence they
depend on agriculture or supplying their labour for other work. Most of the youth in this
particular village haven’t had any form of higher education. When they failed their O/L or A/L
they stopped their education. Therefore, they cannot find good jobs. Consequently, they try to
find out some convenient means of earning money. In this particular village, a lot of youth and
elders are engaged in illicit liquor and cannabis trade. Some of them have been involved in
such business for 35 years. Their children are also doing the same business. They have formed
gangs and threaten people who are against them and therefore these young people pose a
serious threat to the whole community. Many people oppose such illicit trades. Yet it is difficult
to curb such practices because all the youth who engage in such activities also involve in the
villagers’ economic, social, religious and personal matters. The main reasons for the
continuation of such illegal acts are the police not taking legal actions in the right time and the
provincial court not charging the maximum fine when such cases are taken to the court. So, in
this paper I attempt to explain the reasons that induce people to enter illicit trades and how we
can control them.
Keywords: education, illicit career, legal, village
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SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND HUMAN RIGHTS: A COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF
SRI LANKAN AND INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES
M. A. N. Chandratilaka
University of Sri Jayewardenepura, Sri Lanka
nihal177@yahoo.com

Sexual orientation is an enduring emotional, romantic, sexual or affectional attraction to
another person. Sexual orientation is a relatively recent notion in human rights law and practice
and one of the controversial ones in politics. Many states impose gender and sexual orientation
norms on individuals through custom, law and violence and try to control them. These laws are
used by the police to harass, intimidate, and arrest sexual minorities. Countries that maintain
these so-called ‘sodomy’ laws violate the international standard. Like most other Asian
countries, Sri Lanka is still entertaining a sodomy law. Sections 365 and 365A of the Sri Lankan
Penal Code prohibit homosexuality. However the international system has taken great steps
towards the protection of sexual minorities against violence. Especially the united nations have
affirmed state’s obligation to ensure effective protection of all persons from discrimination
based on sexual orientation. Unfortunately international responses have been fragmented and
inconsistent. This study examines the applicable laws of Sri Lanka and other countries of sexual
minorities and the developments of other countries in this field as well as the benefits that can
be derived from other countries. It also reviews how countries justify sodomy laws and whether
those justifications are according to human rights and international standards. For this purpose,
I would use the comparative research method to achieve the objectives. (To explore the
applicable laws of other countries and to compare them) Various ground breaking case laws
will be examined including the famous Naz Foundation case. It is extremely necessary for a
society and a country at large to develop their laws through these types of discussions. This
study opens up the opportunity for activists who are involved in working in the field of human
rights/sexual orientation.
Keywords: human rights, sexual minorities, sexual orientation
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RECONSTRUCTION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL
CORRELATES AMONG TAI SHAN OF BURMA
& THAT OF DAI PEOPLE IN YUNNAN
Anand Singh Salam
College of Humanities, Xiamen University, China
ansasi08@gmail.com

The term ‘Tai’ is a generic name denoting a number of ethnic groups who speak a Tai language,
share a common culture and probably have a certain genetic linkage among them. The problem
investigated here is what kind of ethnic and cultural similarities do these diverse ethnic
communities have in common, how did they come to have such similarities, and the validity of
past ethnographic data with the present cultural practices. In this research, Tai Shan of Burma
and Tai Dai of Yunnan, scattered along the Southwest Silk Route have been considered for
detailed cultural study. Therefore, ethno-archaeological survey of the civilization markers such
as archaeological remains and socio-cultural practices at the present context is the primary
objective. Participant observation and interviewing are some of the methods of Basic Classical
Ethno-Archaeological Methodology used. Because of remarkable interactions in the past, we
notice similar cultural remnants with the advancement of explorations and excavations. Of
considerable interest is that these people still continued some of the cultural practices for which
they are categorized under the wider Tai family. From the observation of similar cultural
practices, it is safe to conclude that despite variation on names and geographical distribution,
Tai Shan of Burma and Dai people of Yunnan share same socio-economic life and a common
origin. Tai dominating region of Shan of Burma plays an important role on both maritime and
overland communications, and included in the dominance of Yunnan cultural sphere. It also
explicitly explained how the ethno archaeological study reconstructs the missing link of the
culture resultant from the ethnic interactions in the past.
Keywords: Archaeology, Dian, ethnology, Indo-China, Tai Shan
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SIGNIFICANCE OF BIRDS IN CULTURE OF VEDDAH:
THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLE OF SRI LANKA
Anura S.Dandeniya1, Prageeth Algiriya1, Dinesh Dewage1, Dumindha Alahakoone, Dr.
Wasantha S. Weliange 2
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Sri Lanka is an ecologically diverse tropical island in the Indo-Pacific region, which had been
inhabited by people 500,000 years ago. The descendents of those prehistoric people are known
as Veddah or Vannealeththo who are considered as indigenous people in Sri Lanka. Interactions
between Veddah and environment as well as their ecology are considered important in
interpreting prehistoric recreations.In the present study the significance of birds in culture of
Veddah or the Vannealeththo of Sri Lanka was studied based on an ethnographic study done in
Dambana and Rathugala villages in Sri Lanka during 2010-2011. Ten field visits were done
and 45 days were spent in the forest with Veddah, gathering information. Guided interviews
were done in situ in the field based on a two-part semi-structured questionnaire. During the
field visits all possible evidence of birds such as vocalizations, observations, nests, feathers and
droppings were made to interpret by Veddah. To complement the interviews, a PowerPoint
presentation that contained the most common species of birds were shown. Vernacular names
of 41 bird species were gathered. Some of the Veddah terminologies used in culture of birds
were able to interpret. İmportance of Birds in predictions, hunting and culture was discovered.
Birds play an important role in Veddah culture. Bird vocalization, colour, habitat and
morphological features are the most significant aspects in naming birds. Bird vocalizations help
understand the activities in the nature. Birds are portrayed in Veddah poems. As such,
documentation of Veddah knowledge is of importance in view of preserving cultural heritage
of them, and making them active partners in the conservation of cultural diversity. Therefore,
further studies should be carried out in villages such as Henebedda, Pollebedda and Wakare,
where ethno-ornithological knowledge is still prevailing among the elders in Veddah
community.
Keywords: ethno-ornithology, pre-historic Sri Lanka, vernacular names
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MICHEL FOUCAULT’S APPROACHES OF KNOWLEDGE: ARCHAEOLOGY OF
KNOWLEDGE AND GENEALOGY OF KNOWLEDGE: A CRITICAL STUDY
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Michel Foucault is considered as a key figure in the European continental contemporary
philosophy. He owes much to Hegel, Nietzsche and Heidegger for his richest contribution of
philosophy. Especially he has been highly influenced and inspired by Nietzsche and Heidegger.
His versatile involvement in the fields of psychiatry, clinical medicine and social sciences has
helped him to develop these two kinds of appraches of knowledge in full-fledged manner. It is
obvious that his philosophy is a continuation of French structuralist and post structuralist
tradition. The two approaches to knowledge of Foucault strengthen the arguments and theses
of post modernism as well as post- structuralism. Foucault correctly mixes the best elements
of German and French intellectual traditions. The two kinds of approaches to knowledge
question the assumptions of historicity and logic of human knowledge and also question a
gradual advancement of human knowledge. The archaeology of knowledge sheds lights on how
the episteme of a particular age dominates all the knowledge systems of that age and it is a
great contribution of Faucault to the history of human knowledge systems. The archaeology of
knowledge discovers the rules that govern our discursive behavior which we may not aware of.
These underlying rules in a given domain of discourse are never uttered obvious way.
Genealogy of knowledge explains changes in systems of discourse by connecting them to
changes in non-discursive practices of social power structures.This approach insists that there
is a necessary relationship between knowledge and power and fulfil the gap left by the
archaeology of knowledge.The approaches give us further inspiration and influence to rethink
and review our many knowledge systems. This paper critically examines the arguments and
evidences presented by Foucault on the two approaches to knowledge.
Keywords: archaeology of knowledge, discourse, genealogy of knowledge
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TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS IN INDIA AND SRI LANKA:
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PRESENT
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Among the great civilizations of the world, the Indian civilization can be ranked high in terms
of its antiquity, vibrancy and continuity even to the present age. The Indian civilization
consisted not only of the present day India but also neighbouring counties like Tibet, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Burma and especially Sri Lanka. Apart from linguistic and religious factors there
were regular geographical, economic, trade, cross cultural interaction between Sri Lanka and
India. The Indian and Sri Lankan civilization sharing a common storehouse of knowledge in
various fields of life faced many challenges especially during the colonial period from the early
18th century. However today there is a strong need for reviving our traditional storehouse of
knowledge for a better and meaningful life for our peoples. This would also improve bilateral
relations between the two countries. This article discusses the pinnacles of achievement
reached by India and Sri Lanka in ancient and even mediaeval times in diverse areas such as
agriculture, astronomy, architecture, Ayurveda, education, sustainability of the environment
and water management. It also tries to understand how the indigenous knowledge systems were
not only sufficient and relevant but also helped in maintaining a balanced, healthy, social
interaction and how they need to be studied and adapted to meet the present day challenges.
Today our countries are facing many similar problems of poverty, discrimination, poor
educational facilities, degradation of the environment, several lifestyle diseases such as heart
attacks, diabetes and expensive healthcare etc… The article analyses these issues and suggests
that we need to understand our traditional and indigenous systems of knowledge and suitably
adapt them for addressing the common challenges we are facing.

Keywords: civilization, cultural knowledge systems, linguistic
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MODERN INDIAN WOMAN’S FREEDOM, REFLECTED IN ART
(1880-1938) (21ST CENTURY)
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Indian society is well known for violence against women. Social contexts such as Brahmin’s
perspective on women, the plight of a widow which was decided by the weekly offers (sathi
pooja), child marriages and the problem of dowry has been exploited by the Indian society in
putting Indian women in the second place in the Indian society. Yet, the formation of feminist
organizations in India against violence against women was very slow. The purpose of this study
is to analyze the organized, progressive nature of arts that fought in the 20th century (1990s)
against the oppression of women and the modern uprising in the 21st century (2000). This will
be attempted through secondary materials such as works of art during 1880 – 1936, “Nirmala”
the well-known novel by Munshi Premachandra, the revolutionary movie from the 21st century
“Water” and “Gulab Gang” from 2014. To verify the scenes implied in the above mentioned
sources, randomly selected various parties such as housewives, employed women and female
students of India were approached through interviews and group discussions. The findings
show that previous artists who represented freedom of women have only attempted to reveal
the circumstances of the oppressed women. They have not discussed social awakening whereas
modern art has attempted to organize women to fight oppression. The 21st century recognized
the voice of women where art played a significant role thus helping women to stand up against
discrimination.
Keywords: freedom, modern, old era, women
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TIME MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES MANIFEST IN TRADITIONAL
AGRICULTURE IN SRI LANKA: A REVIEW
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Time management is an inspiring topic in modern societies all over the world. Time is a
productive resource in all the production processes which is also limited as other physical,
financial, human and information resource. Managing once available time is nothing but
managing the available workload within the given frame of time. Hence, time management is
all about managing things that have to be performed effectively and efficiently in the given
limits of time. Eventhough the strategies of time management are vastly visible in western
management literature, there are a plenty of evidence to prove that it was manifested in
traditional agriculture in Sri Lanka’s civilization from the beginning.This paper presents a
review of time management strategies visible in traditional agriculture in Sri Lanka, such as
"the decisions made on the behaviour of weaver birds, time management education in
agriculture, ISNAWAN BEDEEMA, WATHURA HERAWEEMA". In traditional agriculture, time
management was the productive use of time for the right thing at the right time within the right
time frame. Further, the paper discusses the impact of application of those time management
strategies in traditional agriculture on other related areas including water management, human
power management, and resources management, development of integrity and ultimately
management of the village as a unit of governance in the society.It is concluded that the time
management strategies and decisions manifest in traditional agriculture mainly depend on
environmental signals, human relationships, traditional agricultural law and customs. The
paper suggests that those time management strategies have more pragmatic application which
could improve the productive use of time in many atmospheres in the society. Moreover those
strategies could provide a good answer for food insecurity and agriculture issues in the
economy. An effective coordination between traditional agricultural sector and entrepreneurs
is also suggested to be established.
Keywords: time management, traditional agriculture
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WHITE DOG TEMPLE IN QUANZHOU: SOUTH CHINA PORT CITY
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This study presents White Dog Temple in Quanzhou, its background, validity as a heritage that
is linked to the history of Sri Lanka. The White Dog Temple is a tangible heritage which is
linked to Sino-Sri Lanka relationship, Sri Lankan history as well as evidence for the adaptation
to the Chinese culture by a lesser known prince of Kotte. The Quanzhou city has been a multinational, multicultural, multi-religious, and multi-lingual city from the Tang Dynasty (618907AD) to Qing Dynasty (1644-1911AD). One Sri Lankan prince, during the Kotte era, arrived
as an envoy in the Ming court of China. It is assumed that this particular prince was a relative
of the King Parakramabahu VI who made close diplomatic relations with China. However, he
could not come back to Ceylon due to an intrigue in the palace of Kotte created by Sapumal
Kumaraya (Buvanekabahu VI- 1472-1480AD). Hence, he settled in China and got married to
a girl named Pu and then made Shi clan. Although the prince absorbed the culture of Quanzhou,
he donated land and money to the Buddhist temples as well as other religious places around his
palace in Sri Lanka. Usually, dog is not considered as a god or any other respectable animal in
Sri Lankan society. Yet, the prince donated money to build and develop the White Dog Temple
in Quanzhou. The findings of the study are that, although there are a number of dog temples in
South China, White Dog temple is unique mainly because the White Dog is venerated as the
main deity, whereas in other temples, the dog is a lesser deity. Further, the dog is white, slim,
looking calm, off mouth, with open rounded eyes and straight sitting position, and is established
on a special pedestal.
Keywords: Kotte, Quanzhou, Shi clan, White Dog
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THE CRADLE OF TAI-PANG RACE FROM THE HISTORIOGRAPHY OF EARLY
MANIPUR
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The inhabitants of Manipur, a small state at the north-east corner of India bordering from the
east to the south by Myanmar are mostly Meitei. Like other ethnics, Meitei has a unique
cosmology known as Leishemlon, the lore of creation of Tai-Pang-Pal (the world of Tai-Pang).
Here, firstly I try to prove the Pang race which once flourished in the central China before the
foundation of the Shang Dynasty and the other Tai-Pang races such as Mu-Pang and Hsenwi
Pangs are the descendents of the Tai Pang Race of Ancient Manipur. Secondly, Tai Pang Race
of Manipur was the founder of the South West Silk trade and introduced wet rice culture
resulting in the birth of Tai Culture at Kang Muang. Lastly, I try to prove that the ancient Indian
Muariya Dynasty of Asoka originated from the Muariya kingdom of Manipur. The important
question here is how the creation of Tai-Pang Pal of Meitei correlates with Pang Race of Central
China, and Maung Kingdom of Chindween and Irrawaddy valley. This research will help
reconstruct the ethnic identity of Meitei. The present comparative study used historical method
also known as histography to explore either what happened at a particular time during the
creation of a kingdom or migration of Pang Race and tried to understand the charateristics of
the phenomenon. From the study of cosmology of Meitei, we know that Manipur was a
Kingdom of Tai-Pang Race and this race was the founder of Southwest Silk Route and
introduced wet rice cultivation by them. Pang of Tai-Pang Pal, Pang Race of Pre-China and
Tien or Dian of Yunnan were contemporaries and direct descendents from Manipur. It implies
that ancient long distance migration makes the same ethnic group scattered into vast
geographical regions and assimilated into their local cultures.

Keywords: Leishemlon, Pang Race, Silkroute, Tai-Pang Pal
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PRE COLONIAL EDUCATION IN MANIPUR: A FOCUS ON INDIGENOUS
EDUCATION SYSTEM SINCE 33 A.D. (A RETROSPECT)

Dr. L. Basanti Devi
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Education is considered the chief indicator of all spheres of development of a society of a
country. The history of civilization of a nation is reflected by its education. Manipur is located
in the easternmost corner of India near the border of Myanmar. It has had its own education
system since 33 A.D, when the first historical king Nongda Lairen Pakhangba ascended the
throne of Manipur. Due to the threat of external aggression from the neighbouring countries
and inter-tribal conflicts, physical and martial arts rather than literary education were
vigorously encouraged by the people. Women in Manipur mostly are not encouraged to educate
by their parents. Besides the household works, they learn weaving, embroidery, moral
education, singing and dancing from their elders or parents. In the later period, princes or the
daughter of the nobles learned from their private tutors. The scholars or Maichous in Manipuri
have written books by hand on the leaves, Agarbark and a kind of thick paper with locally made
ink. In the early days, due to the lack of transcribed books and written materials, the education
was based on oral type education related with ethical, moral, spiritual military training,
statecrafts, martial arts, physical sports etc. A new system of education which is called modern
education commonly called western education was introduced in Manipur with the
establishment of British Political Agency in 1835 in Manipur in order to bring good governance
in the state and to open western scientific knowledge. Upto 1891, their attempts were not
successful. But after the annexation of Manipur in 1891 (Anglo Manipur War – 1891) by the
British, the traditional system declined and main emphasis was on western education. The
present paper is to focus on the retrospective historical background of the growth of education
in Manipur since 33 A.D.
Keywords: Maichou, Pakhangba, pre-colonial education
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FASHION COGNITION: DECIPHERING MEANINGS OF DRESS
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Theories of culture based on signs and systems are found across an interdisciplinary spectrum.
There seems to be a growing consensus across disciplines that the forms of culture (linguistic,
material, aesthetic, ritualistic, etc.) are connected to each other in some way. With the help of
social cognition theory, this article claims that the cognitive mechanisms connecting people
influence their thinking patterns and identification by their appearance. These patterns could
be identified as patterns of the structures of social cognition. Cognitive structures also allow
receivers to organize their thoughts and to simplify their perceptions, so they do not have to
consciously struggle for interpretation each time a person is observed. Cognitive structures
provide an easy sense of order and predictability for the purpose of clarification of expectations
and also explaining behaviors related to senders (Kaiser 1998). The theory also claims that
‘fashion and social change as well as sender’s creativity in appearance management lead to a
variety of appearances for which perceivers may not have already formulated a cognitive
structure’. It is understood that cognitive processes lead to stereotyping and it is possible to
link signs and systems which govern the dress and fashion system into a network of distributed
meanings that constitute a culture. Stereotypes are ‘pictures in the head’ that receivers use to
place others into categories and then to apply certain cognitive structures. Stereotypes may be
viewed as strategies for simplifying and storing the complex array of information supplied by
appearance and for reducing uncertainty and apprehension in initial interactions with others.
The objective of the present research is to understand how the meanings of dresses arouse and
create meaning as a result of negotiation between the wearer and the perceivers. The Kotte era
was selected as the study setting because the Sri Lankan dress paradigm significantly became
more ambiguous with the advent of the Portuguese.
Keywords: culture, cognitive structures, Kotte era, social cognition, stereotypes
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Rock engravings or Petroglyph are practiced largely by the tribal communities in North Eastern
Indian States, particularly Manipur and Mizoram. These rock arts are pictogram images created
by removing a part of a rock surface by incising or carving. They are found worldwide, often
associated with prehistoric people and sometimes with the primitive hill tribes particularly in
North East India. A pilot survey conducted at Tamenglong and Churachandpur district in
Manipur and Champhai district in Mizoram, Cachar and Brahmaputra Island in Assam, some
parts in Tripura and Arunachal Pradesh identifies a significant concentration of rock engraving,
carvings and megalithic monuments. This systematic survey was conducted in order to assess
the archaeological potentiality of the regions in these states. The results of the survey reveal a
rich distribution of rock art in the form of engravings nearby the prehistoric caves, in Tharon
and Khoupum in Manipur and engraved megaliths in Champhai, Mizoram. The tribal
communities that surround the prehistoric caves had been practicing the art of engraving for
centuries. In Mizoram the rock engravings or megaliths are widely distributed at Lungphunlian,
Zotlang, Lianpui and Vangchia in Champahi district. Though it is undeniably true that the
engravings are widely found in these areas since time immemorial, people are not aware of its
proper documentation and preservation. The present paper critically reviews studies made over
the last twenty years and displays the research findings in Manipur and Mizoram. Some portion
of rock temples in Assam, Tripura and Arunachal Pradesh are also studied which may also
incorporate with rock engravings though they belonged to a later period. An in-depth study of
these findings may definitely help in recognising the ethnic group who were the architect of
these rock art and the period which they might have belonged.

Keywords: Khoupum, Lungphunlian, rock engraving, Tharon
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The Mahimā Dharma is not the product of the impact of the Western Philosophy which gave
birth to so many socio- religious reform movements of 19th Century India like the Brahmo
Samaj, Pārthanā Samaj, Aligarh Movement, Arya Samaj, Ramakrishna Mission,etc. The
genesis of Mahimā Dharma in Odisha during the 2nd half of the 19th Century is traced back
to the growing discontent of the marginalia, mostly untouchables, lower castes and tribal
groups who were influenced by the precepts of Mahimā Swāmi embodied in social ideology
opposed to ‘the religious and worldly dominance of the upper castes’. Though the founder of
Mahimā Dharma was a Brahmin by birth named Mukund Das who was also popularly called
‘Dhula Babāji’, he was shocked to see the ill treatment of the priestly classes towards the lay
devotees of Lord Jagannath in the temple of Puri in Odisha. His preaching and teachings were
popularized by one of his disciples named Bhima Bhoi who virtually Vedantised the Mahimā
philosophy. Bhima Bhoi’s literary expositions, composed in the form of bhajanas (recitation of
the name of Mahimā) and jaṇāṇas prayers in a very lucid and comprehensive tone, virtually
expounded Mahimā teachings, principles and philosophy among the masses. Mahimā Swāmi
preached that “the worship of idols are nothing else but stone and wood, and the worship of
these destructible articles was useless and of no avail, that the Creator of this Universe was
Alekha or Mahimā (which literary means ‘glorious’), a Spiritual Being without form,
omnipresent and omniscient, and he alone could communion with Him and get his prayer
granted”. He further explained that the brahmanas were not the mediators between god and
men; one’s absolute devotion, right action and true knowledge would lead one to be nearer to
the god.
Keywords: brahmanas, Mahimā Dharma, Mukund Das
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TRIAL AND ERROR LEARNING IN INFLUENCE IN KING’S FASHION IN THE
KANDYAN KINGDOM OF SRI LANKA
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Learning has been a pivotal tool in influencing fashion since early history. The objective of the
research is to find out how learning affected King’s fashion. A former society in Sri Lanka
(Kandyan Era from 15th century to 1815) was investigated and analysed to understand how
learning affected the influence of foreign fashions. The Kandyan dress conveyed new meaning
through dress due to many foreign influences spread over the Kingdom. During the era,
Western and Eastern influences played a pivotal role in influencing the fashion of costumes.
Various designs, colour, novel dress items and patterns, silhouettes, accessories, headdresses,
materials, and methodology of wearing were introduced to the Kingdom through foreign
influences. Kandyan royalties used foreign influenced dress as a problem solving tool. The
Kandyan royalties’ problem was protecting the throne from their own royal clan. They tried
different strategies to win over powerful Westerners’ trust and get military aid to protect their
sovereignty. As a result, a new royal costume of the Kandyan Kingdom was invented by
learning/experiencing foreign influences. The Kandyan dress denoted trust and friendship with
the foreigners. The theory developed here was compared with the formerly established theory
of ‘trial and error learning’ founded by Thorndike in 1911. The present theory which was
developed through the Kings of the Kandyan era matches well with Thorndike’s theory. The
methodology of the research was based on the ‘Grounded Theory Method’. Information is
gathered and analyzed in a way that logical philosophies are generated. The methodology uses
a set of procedural data analysis, beginning with observational study and then proceeding by
memoing, coding and concept mapping to discover conceptual patterns. Then finally the theory
is compared with formally established theories in order to ensure validity.
Keywords: fashion, influences, king, trial and error learning
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Aṭṭhakathā are the expository treatise on the different texts of the Pāli canon of which the main
purpose was to interpret the Buddha’s teachings. It is generally believed that Aṭṭhakathā were
composed (in Pāli, it is to be presumed) at the First Council and rehearsed at the two following
Councils. They were introduced to Sri Lanka by Arahat Mahinda who also, it is said, translated
them into Sinhala. It is widely accepted that the literature referred to as Aṭṭhakathā today are
the Pāli translations of Sinhala Aṭṭhakathā (Sīhalaṭṭhakathā) by the Ācariya Buddhaghosa –
during his stay at the Mahā vihāra at Anurādhapura in the 5th century AD, and by others. While
few Aṭṭhakathās strictly adhere to the subject of the text and contain no digressions, most of
them have, in the course of their explanations, incorporated various episodes, narratives, fables
and legends, whereby the commentators have unknowingly given us much information on the
social, philosophical and religious history. Extending this list of subjects, Chintamani and
Subbaryappa (1971) penned, “A cursory study of some of the Buddhist sources like the Jātakas
and their commentaries known as Aṭṭhakathās indicates that they contain not a few scientific
idea as well as technological practices which, if critically studied, might throw ample light on
the general level of science and technology during that period”. This should not be an
uncommon phenomenon, as science and technology could not be isolated from the
contemporary social, political and religious conditions. As such, if Aṭṭhakathā portray the
contemporary social conditions, then they should invariably portray the contemporary science
and technology setup also. Therefore Pāli Aṭṭhakatā could be a reliable and fertile source of
material for the reconstruction of not only the religious and social history but the history of
science and technology also.
Keywords: history, Pāli Aṭṭhakatā, Sīhalaṭṭhakathā, technology
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We are aware that modern science and technology dominates the whole world since they
originated in Western Europe in the 17th century AD. Historical evidence demonstrates that
science and technology flourished across China very much earlier, dating back to 770 BC.
Therefore the pertinent question as to “why science of the modern kind did not arise in China
in spite of its rich scientific heritage?’’ has aroused tremendous interest among the philosophers
and historians of science. Joseph Needham, an authority on science and technology in ancient
China, gives a long list of discoveries, inventions and concepts which travelled from China to
Europe and had a seminal influence in precipitating the scientific and industrial revolution in
Europe. Chinese concern themselves mainly with mind. According to the Joseph Needham, for
the Chinese, nature was self-governed, unfolding itself according to its own internal harmonies.
The object of science for the Chinese therefore was not to subjugate nature for the benefit of
man, but to find out the way of nature, the Tao of heaven, in order to be able to go along with
it, to live according to the Tao. The ancient Chinese mind was shaped by the forces of
Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism. The purpose of this study is (1) To compare and contrast
the world views, epistemologies and methodologies of the Europeans and the Chinese in order
to find convincing answers to the above mentioned question, and (2) To highlight the potential
of alternative sciences and technologies based on non-western philosophies like Confucianism,
Taoism and Buddhism, in order to save the earth and living beings. This study was carried out
mainly through a literature survey, a comparative and critical study of philosophy and history
of Western and Chinese sciences and technologies and through contemplative thinking.
Keywords: Buddhism, Confucianism, subjugate, Taoism, world view
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This study explores the concealed Mahayana bodhisattva wall painting which is located in a
western side rock shelter of Kotiyāgala mountain in Siyabalanduwa. It is a 10 × 12 feet sized
painting with a male figure carrying a flower in right hand in the middle of the paint. At the
left side there is a female figure bearing a creeper with a lotus, also a female figure & a small
male figure portrayed on the right side of the above main male figure. Though De Silva, who
has conducted this research in 1970 decade has reported about these paintings, he has not
identified the demonstrated figures. Manju Sri has emphasized that the main male figure in the
middle of painting demonstrates padmapani bodhisattva. But he has not identified other human
figures. So, it is difficult to emphasize the contextual value of the painting without recognition
of demonstrators. Through our field survey, the painting has been studied personally together
with a full documentation. Next, it was able to recognize the demonstrated human figures by
referring to the Mahayana literary sources & adjunct environment of the painting. According
to that, we assume the middle configuration as avalokiteshvara bodhisatta, and on either side
of him is sitatara & haritatara, on the other side with prince sudhana.
Keywords: avalokitheshvara, Kotiyagala, Mahayana, wall paintings
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In South East Asia the development of community–based cultural heritage assets often occurs
through activities that may or may not include local community consultation and capacity
building. Over the past few years the author has led the design a number of community-based
professional capacity building projects in which participatory learning has been central to the
development process. The presentation discusses the potential of participatory programs to
enhance the learning of project participants, both local and visiting, particularly in nontraditional heritage and museological circumstances. In this presentation a number of case
studies are contextualised within a broader heritage discourse and the value of these projects
as sites of applied research is also discussed. The range of examples is indicative of the region’s
cultural diversity and the heritage values that underpin each of these projects are quite distinct.
In each case, the project proceeded because of a strong desire expressed by a range of local
people, in various capacities, to participate, and to address the need to maintain and develop
their agency in heritage conservation. The case studies are: the UNESCO Lampang Temples
Project, Thailand; the Vieng Xai, Interpretation Plan, Laos PDR; and, the Kelabit Highlands
Community Museum Development Project, Sarawak, Malaysian Borneo.
Keywords: conservation, heritage, participatory learning
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AN UNDECLARED LAND LOT (SEETTU) OF RUHUNU KATHARAGAMA MAHA
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Among the devales which have been uncovered by the archaeological and historical evidence
in several occasions, the Ruhunu Katharagama Maha Devale is prominent. A land lot is
identified as a legal document to accredit the ownership of a certain property to someone by a
government institution, or an organization or a person. This study pertains to an undeclared
document of a land-lot used to accredit a land which belongs to Ruhunu Katharagama Devale.
The lot, which is composed of two paththeeru which include an essay of thirteen sentences has
been issued on the 22nd of July 1861 by the chief custodian of the Ruhunu Kataragam and
Badulu devales. It is evident that the custodian had the authority to intervene in the procedures
of devale beyond the official power eventhough Sri lanka was under the rule of the British
government during the time span the lot was issued. As mentioned in the lot, it has been issued
in connection with a land called Mahawewa situated in the village of Sinhalaya which belonged
to Kathragama devale. As the historical sources declare, the land was reaccredited to six
inhabitants in Suriya Are since the earlier accredited who was given the land on 29th July 1844,
had failed to fulfil relevant duties as expected by the devale. Moreover, the four corners of the
land are marked clearly and they are indicative of the features of an official document. The
study sheds light to uncover the historical value of the above devale and to explore the details
of contemporary social and legal background of the era. The study is carried out by analyzing
the primary details gathered by reading the lot preserved in the Department of National
Archives and the data gathered from the secondary sources on Ruhunu Kaharagama Devale.
Keywords: custodian, land lot, Ruhunu Katharagama Maha Devale
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Ethno-ornithology is ‘the study of’ birds in cultures. It is a branch of ethno-zoology and ethnozoology is a subfield of ethno-biology, which is an aspect of ethno-science. Birds have been
used by humans for various necessities for millennia. In Nigeria, over 940 species of birds are
present, but Ethno-ornithological studies are lacking. The present ethno-ornithological study
was conducted in Omi-aro and Labaka villages in ilorin, Kwara state in Nigeria between
March-April in 2013. Guided interviews using a two-part semi-structured questionnaire was
employed to elicit responses from the informants. To complement the interview, a Power Point
presentation that contained the coloured photographs of 21 common species of birds was shown
to the informants via a computer. A significant amount of information about vernacular names,
food value, ornamental value, relationship to African magico-medicinal uses, association with
superstitions, forecasting, and connection to the language were gathered. The behavioural
aspect such as feeding, mating, nesting and vocalizations also were studied through ethnic
knowledge. The vilagers provided the vernacular names as well as the cultural significance of
the 21 bird species shown to them. Fourteen of the 21 species are a common source food, four
species are used in African magico-medicinal uses, six species are used in ornamentation and
ten species are deployed as objects of superstitions. Birds are an important part in their language
too. Proverbs, idioms, wise sayings and poems are rich with bird names. The villagers also
revealed information about the biology and ecology of some species that are much related to
them. A considerable part of the culture and economy of the villages is based on birds. Further
studies in enumerating socio-economic aspects of ethno-ornithology, discovering details of
African magico-medicinal uses, seasonality in hunting and hunting methods, etc, may provide
better understanding about the socio-cultural aspects of harvesting birds and provide gateways
to new scientific research.
Keyword: bird-lore, folklore, superstitions, vernacular names
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PARTICIPATORY FOREST CONSERVATION: A PRELIMINARY CASE STUDY
IN PUTTALAM DISTRICT IN SRI LANKA
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In most of the developing countries, common property resource management has been regarded
as one of the most viable options for combining poverty alleviation, enhancement of local level
economic development and forest resource conservation. The past decade has witnessed an
increasing emphasis on community-based forest management, with transference of forest
management responsibility into the hands of local communities. This paper focuses on
communities' socio-economic status of peripheral villages and forest resource information of
adjacent forest reserves. The study was carried out in three peripheral villages, namely,
Aluthgama, Walpaluwa and Thattawa which are adjacent to forest reserves in Puttalam district
in Sri Lanka. Data collected through PRA techniques was analysed with the help of the local
communities in the PRA groups. As well, forest inventory was conducted to gather forest
resource data. Majority villagers' primary economic activity is small agriculture. Moreover,
there is a huge wealth disparity among villagers and majority represent the poor category. In
forest resource aspects, most of the villagers' timber and fire wood requirements are fulfilled
by trees outside forest (TOF). As well, forest areas close to study-villages show degraded
status. As policy implication, forestry extension services should be focused on improving home
gardens as well as development of woodlots as a solution to meeting annual timber and
firewood requirements. To enhance the healthy condition of forest community engagement
should be integrated with restoration of forest by means of passive restoration or enrichment
planting. Furthermore, enhancement of the livelihood and capacity building of villagers is in
the same way very important to reduce pressure on forest resource. The results provide useful
information on participatory forest resource management.
Keywords: conservation, forest, poverty, ranking, resource
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MONASTERIES: A GEO-ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY OF SIGIRIYA AND ITS
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Inselbergs and other rock outcrops such as erratic boulders, granitic tors and core stones form
natural rock shelters, are important in archaeological studies. These rock-shelters were used to
prevent weather afflictions, and had been converted to living places by prehistoric man and the
followers of different faiths in the historical period. They left behind debris, tools and other
artifacts which mark the footsteps of the civilization of mankind. By 5,000 yr B.P. civilized
Yakka, Naga and Deva who lived as natives in Sri Lanka have built all in tumble settlements,
and also used rock shelters. Large numbers of such natural rock shelters found in Sigiriya and
its environs, which are considered as the study area, have been offered to Buddhist monks by
the natives. Later, these structures were widely used as monasteries during the Early
Anuradhapura Period, especially between 2,300 yr B.P. and 1,800 B.P. Field observations of
seven locations in the area reveal that the architects, who built the rock-shelter monasteries
more comfortably, selected big holes and fractures of the main rock outcrops and a shelter of a
single boulder or clusters of boulders to construct monasteries. Accordingly, these monasteries
have geo-archeological values, which can be used to reveal our obscure cultures.
Keywords: Anuradhapura period, Geo-archaeology, rock-shelter monasteries, Sigiriya
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Most river basins in the world have been used mainly for human needs modified through
storage and diversion, giving less emphasis to the environmental aspects. This has caused many
problems related

to natural environments, especially for entities such as forests, riverine

vegetation, aquatic biomes and wildlife in the basins. Present study discusses the
Environmental Flow (EF) of the Mi-Oya river and its impact on the environmental entities
namely riverine vegetation, aquatic plants and fish and bird varieties. It also discusses the
model that was built in order to increase EF to support the so-called environmental entities.
The paper finally deals with the experiences gained by the application of the model. Field data
for hydraulic parameters such as catchment water yield (Wy ), river discharge (Q), levels of
stream flow (Fl) were taken by direct measures and subsequently computed using hydrological
formulas. It was revealed that environmental entities of the lower part of Mi-Oya are highly
affected by insufficient EF thus posing a threat to the natural ecosystem: especially for fish
varieties and other aquatic species. Plants in the river ( Diya habarala , Olu, Kekatiya ) are at
a stage of distinction. Even the bigger tree variety called Kumbuk grown in either sides of the
river banks are at the dried up stage. The main flow has been blocked by five storage reservoirs.
In some storage, water is overused. This caused a reduction of the stream flow. At most places
in the upper catchment, initial drainage network has been disturbed by people for their own
purposes. This caused to limit the surface runoff to the main river. Evaporation from the upper
catchment is high thus causing water losses to the stream. The ultimate result of these is the
low EF in the river.
Keywords: environmental flow, lower catchment, water yield
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A STUDY OF ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS AND DISASTERS AT MIHINTALE
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World at present is affected by from various environmental hazards and disasters due to natural
and human activities. Natural hazards have emerged from the natural system such as landslides,
earthquakes, wind storms, tsunami, droughts.

Societal hazards are generated from the

socioeconomic phenomena such as wars, crimes, and corruptions. The occurrence of natural
hazards cannot be avoided because they are the natural and inevitable, but societal hazards can
be controlled. Hazards are termed as disasters when they cause extensive destruction to
property and human lives. After Tsunami in 2004, the proper institutional framework was
established under the Disaster Management Act No 13 in 2005 of Sri Lanka. However, it has
been observed that some people in the rural areas are affected by various kinds of
environmental hazards; The objective of this study is to identify various hazards and give
suggestions to minimize adverse impacts of them. Three Grama Niladari Divisions, i.e. 578
Ruwangama, 579 Namal Wewa, 94 Mahakanadarawa South in Mihintale Divisional Secretariat
area, have been considered as the study area. Thirty households were selected randomly as the
sample. A questionnaire, key person interviews, field observations were the main primary data
collection methods. Secondary data was collected from relevant local institutions. SPSS and
MS Excel Software packages were used for data analysis. According to the results, droughts,
floods, and cyclones are the major natural hazards in the area. Man-made hazards are more
common in this area; especially elephants damaging human property and lives, and monkeys
destroying cultivations and properties. There is a trend of increasing societal hazards than
natural hazards in the area due to various reasons. Poor socioeconomic conditions of the people
in the area have led to creating more

environmental hazards. Hence, a proper disaster

management mechanism is needed for the area.
Keywords: disaster management, environmental hazards, societal hazard
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DEVELOPING A NATURAL DYE COLOUR PALETTE FOR HANDLOOM
TEXTILE & CLOTHING SECTOR IN SRI LANKA
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Natural dyes have no proper colour palette in alignment with the global colour trends and it has
adversely effected the Textile and Clothing Market of Handloom Sector in Sri Lanka. One of
the aims of this research is to identify renowned and rare natural dye yielding plants, which are
capable of secreting natural dyes with higher colour saturation and depth. Secondly, it is
expected to developing a natural dye colour palette. Experiments, observations, and a consumer
survey were used as primary data sources for the research, in order to identify consumer colour
preferences of handloom textiles. Electronic journals: books and magazines were used to obtain
the empirical evidence for the study. The seasonal colour predictions of “World Global Style
Network” (WGSN) and “We Connect Fashion” forecasters were used to align the natural dye
colour palette with the international standards. Both qualitative and quantitative research
methods were used to analyze the data. The results of the study have identified a natural dye
colour palette by synchronizing the experimental results with the closest hues of the Global
Colour Trend predictions. The developed natural dye colour palette is expected to be referred
by the handloom textile and clothing sector to produce naturally dyed yarn, used in textiles and
apparels. The research has recommended developing a natural dye colour palette for each
season based on the same principles revealed through the findings and align with the
international colour standards to uplift the business of Sri Lankan handloom industry in the
international market.

Keywords: colour palette, handloom, textiles, natural dyes
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Marked variability of rainfall commonly reported in Hambantota and such variability of rainfall
lead to serious water management issues serving to shrink the agricultural land use and the
potential of agriculture. However, the few previous studies focused on long term variability of
annual rainfall in the area and short term variability of seasonal rainfall have not addressed the
issue properly. Therefore, utilizing 60 years of rainfall records spanning the period of 19512010, an analysis was carried out to investigate the decadal scale variability of seasonal
rainfall in Hambantota, namely FIMS, SWMS, SIMS and NEMS. Statistical analysis methods
of coefficient of variability, reliability of rainfall, rainfall anomalies and boxplot diagrams have
been used to perceive the decadal scale variability of seasonal rainfall. The emphasis also made
for the future prediction of seasonal rains at Hambantota. One further objective was to analyze
the possible correlations between seasonal rainfalls at Hambantota with Southern Oscillation
(SO) using binomial probability test. The results of the study revealed that, none of the four
seasons followed a monotonic tendency of increasing or decreasing variability of rainfall for
the period under investigation. Relatively, more variability of seasonal rainfall has occurred
during the decades of 2001-2010. The linear trend model applied for the future prediction of
seasonal rainfall showed that, all the four rainy seasons at Hambantota have been corresponded
in positive trends by 2050s. The correlation between seasonal rainfall at Hambantota and ElNiño and La-Niña years have suggested that except the SIMS, other three rainy seasons are
accompanied by negative relationships with El-Niño events and among them, only the FIMS
has showed a significant relationship at 5% level. The study also confirmed that, there is a
significant positive relationship between SIMS rains and El-Niño events. Therefore, SO indices
can be used for the prediction of rainfall at Hambantota during the FIMS and SIMS.
Keywords: prediction, rainfall, variability
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Cultural Tourism is perceived as an effective tool for regional development in achieving
economic growth and it attracts visitors to host community who are motivated wholly or
partially by the interest in the historical or cultural environments, traditional lifestyles, and
authentic events, among others. The tea sector has become a central part in the culture of people
in Uva province, Sri Lanka. However, although the cultural resources related to tea industry
generates economic benefits, some issues at the community level hinder the success in the
development of the tourism aspect in it. This paper discusses the problems behind the
community participation for tea tourism activities in Uva province, Sri Lanka. Focusing on
local community and industry stakeholders the study employs qualitative methodology to
inquire into the limitations of community participation and public sector contribution.
Accordingly, the study identified three main issues. First is the lack of understanding of the tea
tourism as a cultural tourism activity that can generate economic benefits, by the local
community. Second, the negative attitude of the local community towards the tourism
activities and the third is the lack of effective contribution of the public sector to uplift the tea
tourism in rural locations.
Keywords: community development, cultural tourism, tea tourism
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THE STATUS OF ‘RIGHT TO EDUCATION’ OF IDP CHILDREN OF SRI LANKA –
AN ANALYSIS WITH A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE
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The Principle 23 of the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement requires the states to take
measures to provide inclusive education to Internally Displaced People (IDP). Sri Lanka (SL)
as a state party to International human rights instruments and as a constitutional commitment,
has legal obligations in this regard. All human rights are interrelated and the Right to Education
(RE) is critical to understand and enjoy other rights. The objectives of this paper are to examine
the measures taken by the State in protecting RE of IDP children in line with the LLRC
recommendations. This paper also seeks to identify the challenges faced by the resettled IDP
children with regard to access to education and to suggest some recommendations to overcome
those challenges. Particular reference is given to LLRC recommendations and National Action
Plan on LLRC recommendations. In addition, the Constitution of Sri Lanka, the National Plan
of Action on Promotion and Protection of Human Rights 2011-2016, the opinions of
Educationists, conference papers, newspaper articles were used as secondary data. LLRC has
made specific recommendations with regard to Land ownership and resettlement, right to
livelihood, right to education etc. In order to implement the recommendations, SL has
developed various policies, institutional and administrative measures. Though some displaced
families have been resettled in their own places, other families need to be resettled. Even if
they are resettled, their land ownership issues remain unresolved. Lack of employment
opportunities, insufficient infrastructure facilities, particularly with regard to education and
inadequate administration, are the hindrances to enjoy RE. Thus, early and speedy
implementation of RE is of critical importance.

Keywords: implementation, internally displaced people, resettlement, right to education
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REGIME AS A COMPATIBLE SOLUTION FOR BILATERAL ISSUES:
A CASE STUDY OF ILLEGAL FISHING BETWEEN INDIA AND SRI LANKA
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Illegal fishing by Indian and Sri Lankan fishermen at each other’s territorial waters has been
an ongoing issue for decades. This research mainly discusses the root causes of the fishing
dispute through historical evidence, the failures to find the solutions to the issue and analyzes
the eligibility of cooperated regime in order to find a sustainable solution. The fishing sector is
one of the foremost economic sectors of both the countries as it provides the livelihood for
thousands of people. Even though India and Sri Lanka used to have a compromise in ancient
time for fishing, since the demarcation of the territorial waters in 1974, it turned into an issue
of illegal fishing. The fishermen of both countries often attempt to encroach into each other’s
waters for illegal poaching, creating diplomatic tensions and even physical confrontations
between them. The poaching in Indian and Sri Lankan waters and fish overexploitation affect
the food, economic, community, environmental and maritime security of both countries. In
addition to that, mass scale poaching of fishery resources by fishermen on the Palk Bay has
resulted not only in significant losses to the economy of the country, but has also served to
create severe political problems to both Governments. Ultimately, this research suggests that
the implemented political regimes will not overcome the issue since this fishing dispute has a
dynamic nature. Therefore, the states can set up a regime that has ample potential to find a
concrete and sustainable solution to this issue as it can facilitate the creation of cooperation and
collaboration among the two states. In that sense, the regime – a de-politicized regime - must
be the best solution for overcoming this issue. Moreover, this fishing dispute relates to foreign
policy as well as security studies. Thus, this research covers two more important fields of
international relations.

Keywords: foreign policy, law of the sea, maritime security, human security
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Strategic Human resource management is said to be central to the spiritual, ethical and human
values that condition human behaviour. The problem this poses for a full understanding of
human functioning is the inner subjective experiences of consciousness based on strategic
human resource management. Manas prakurthi in Ayuverda contributes to the study of
personality and Tamas-Rajas-Sattva temperamental groups, to the framework of Space-TimeCausation in association with Consciousness Principle in manas prakrti. The aim of the
approach is to identify the influences of developing an intelligent system to understand the
nature of human personality in the strategic human management. The objectives should a)
contribute to a better analysis of the temperamental groups in manas prakrti. b) to analyse the
gap between the current state of work with values of work. This paper presents a conceptual
design for an intelligent system to analyze Tamas-Rajas-Sattva temperamental groups that are
found in mans prakrti by using a system. At the initial stage tacit knowledge base on mans
prakrti is converted into a questionnaire. The three major temperamental groups are again
subdivided into several sub groups; seven of sattvika, six of rajasika and three of tamasika as
per sutra samhita are consisted in the questionnaire. Removal of dependencies among the
questions in the questionnaire is modelled using principal component analysis, considered as a
multivariate statistical technique to reduce dependencies. Classification of Tamas-Rajas-Sattva
temperamental groups is processed through fuzzy logic module, which is constructed on the
basis of extracted principal components. The intelligent system will guide understanding,
instrumental values, operating values, and weak values of employees for strategic human
resource management. Thus generated prakriti helps in understanding the health & disease
state of an individual and facilitate in primitive & curative aspects. Inherited psycho
construction (Mana Prakriti) is also helpful in predicting and deciding the profession,
effectiveness & efficiency evaluation.
Keywords: Ayurveda, Manas prakrti, strategic human resource management
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When compared to non - disable sports, disable sports are not popular in the county. Under the
Ministry of Sport, government sports officers and coaches have been appointed to all districts
and divisions, and are well trained in mainstream sport, but have received no training on
adapted sport to include people with disabilities. The research was carried out to identify
barriers to sports participation by physically impaired athletes with disabilities in the Colombo
district. The objectives of the study were, to identify barriers to sport participation of disable
athletes with physical impairments in Colombo district, and to provide strategies to minimize
the impact of the given barriers. The study sample consisted of athletes with physical
impairments who represent National Para Games in Colombo District in eight sports. They are
Wheelchair Tennis, Table Tennis, Wheelchair Basketball, Volleyball, Swimming, Athletics,
Badminton, and Power Lifting. Multistage sampling method was used to identify 90 physical
impairment athletes. Sixty soldier athletes and thirty civil athletes were included in the sample.
Three data collection strategies were used including questionnaires, focus group discussion and
observation. After analyzing the data, 67% proposed insufficient sponsorships to continue in
sports carrier. It is clear that disable athletes have problems to find sponsorship. So they need
appropriate sponsorship-support to continue their sports career. Therefore study shows that the
major economic barrier is the difficulty to find a sponsorship. Further, 56% of athletes have
given negative perspective about the public and media support for the disable sport. More than
half of the athletes of the study population have given negative response. So it is clear that lack
of public and media support is the major social barrier.

Keywords: barriers, disability, physical impairment, sport
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Modern slavery takes many forms, and is known by many names: slavery, forced labour or
human trafficking. Whatever term is used, the significant characteristic of all forms of modern
slavery is that it involves one person depriving another people of their freedom. In case of
Mauritania, it has the highest proportion of people as slaves in the world. Although Mauritania
ratified CEDAW, but to an extent that only those articles that are in comply with Sharia law
and Mauritanian constitution would be applied that ultimately makes it modern slavery more
pathetic, more cruel and more dangerous than the slavery in the 19th century. The objective of
this study is to look at how modern day slavery could be more dangerous and what could be
the steps to eradicate it. According to one NGO in Mauritania, up to 20 percent of the
Mauritanian population is enslaved. Slavery is prevalent in both rural and urban areas. It is
reported that women are disproportionately affected by slavery, for example, they usually work
within the domestic sphere, and a high level of control is exercised over their movements and
social interactions. Hence according to the findings, third world nations such as Mauritania,
Haiti, Pakistan, India and etc, are still under the trap of slavery. When considered in general,
76% of the total estimates of 29.8 million people are enslaved people.

Keywords: coercion, exploitation, human trafficking, slavery forced labour
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Tuberculosis (TB) is associated with many social and cultural beliefs which prevail in the
regional settings. This study explores the patient’s interpretation of their symptoms before the
diagnosis, initial reaction to the diagnosis of TB, and their perception about the causes of the
disease. This is a descriptive study of patients who sought anti TB treatment from a peripheral
chest clinic in Sri Lanka. Thirty five newly diagnosed TB patients were interviewed. Patients
mainly complained about the most disturbing symptoms they had, at the time of diagnosis. One
patient who was detected during a pre employment medical examination had no symptoms.
Symptomatic patients were found to have attributed their symptoms to various causes such as
phlegm, exposure to dust, cooled food, night-bath, change of weather, TB, smoking, chest
infection, cancer, gastritis, and viral fever. Patients’ (82%) initial reaction to the diagnosis was
expressed as “highly anxious”. Common reasons for anxieties include risk of infecting family
members, failing to sit examinations, losing of livelihood, social rejection, and isolation. The
patients attributed their illness to a variety of causes such as exposure to dust (31%), unknown
exposure to TB (20%), heavy smoking (17%), known exposure to TB (11%), drinking, or
bathing cold water (8%), alcohol (8%), and ingestion of infected food, (8%). Twelve (34%)
patients provided more than one cause while three (8%) abstained from giving a cause. Nearly
all patients believed that the disease was curable. The study revealed that many patients had
perceived their symptoms as a natural response to a change in environmental or behavioral
factor. They also had vague ideas about the transmission of TB. The reasons for panic in many
patients were not because of the health consequences, but because of the social consequences.
Keywords: perceptions, social stigma, Tuberculosis
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MENTAL HEALTH OF CANCER PATIENTS:
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The objective of the present study is to ascertain mental health of cancer patients. For the said
purpose 100 cancer patients were selected purposively from the Regional Cancer Hospital,
Agartala, the capital of Tripura. Among the 100 cancer patients, 50% were male and 50% were
female. Furthermore, a matched group of non cancer individuals was also selected purposively.
Data were collected by Self Concept Scale, Emotional Control Inventory and Suicidal
Tendencies Inventory. Findings revealed significant difference among cancer Patients and non
cancer individuals in respect to all the mental health variables. Further findings revealed
significant differences among male and female cancer patients in regard to self concept and
emotional control. However, they did not differ in regard to their suicidal tendencies.
Keywords: emotional control, mental health, psycho-oncology, suicidal tendencies
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE RISK OF DYING FROM ACCIDENTS
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The cause – specific death rates in Sri Lanka have been low for a long period due to high
standard of living, good health facilities and better education. However, accidental deaths
which are not directly related to health facilities have become unnecessarily high. In the year
2004 the number of deaths due to various types of accidents was 12,681 which was 11% of the
total deaths. The objective of this paper is to measure and analyze the risk of dying due to
accidents. To ascertain the risk of dying life table probability, net probability and accidents –
deleted probability were estimated. Separate life tables for each type of probabilities were
constructed to summarize the risk of dying from accidents and to estimate the life expectancies.
Data for the analysis was obtained from Statistical Abstracts published by the Department of
Census and Statistics for the year 2004. The net probability of dying from accidents is high in
the middle age group. In the age group 45-64 it is 18 persons per 1000. The probability of dying
from all causes would decrease significantly if the accidents as a cause of death are eliminated.
In the age group of 45-64 the decrease is 10.3%. The life expectancy at age zero would increase
by 1.59 years if accidents are eliminated completely. If accidents are eliminated by 50% this
increase is 0.79. Even moderate decrease of 30% would increase life expectancy by 0.48 years.
From these findings, it is clear that the life expectancy in Sri Lanka could be increased by few
more years without much cost if some strategies are adopted to reduce accidents. The major
limitation of this study is that it was completely based on secondary data due to difficulty
involved in collecting primary data.
Keywords: death ratios, mortality, probability
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These studies examined the effects of physical exercise and yogic practices on physiological
and psychological changes among male students. To achieve this purpose, thirty male students
were selected from the Alagappa University hostel and they were randomly assigned into three
experimental groups of ten each; physical exercise group (Group-I), yogic practices group
(Group-II) and combined training group (physical exercise and yogic practices Group-III). The
experimental group underwent the physical exercise programme, group II, the yogic practices
and group III , the physical exercise and yogic practices for four days per week for a period of
twelve weeks. The physiological variable, namely resting pulse rate, was measured by Omron
Automatic Pulse monitor test and psychological variable frustration was assessed by
conducting the RFS questionnaire test. The data was collected from each subject before and
after the training period and was statistically analyzed by paired sample‘t’ test and one way
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). It was concluded that combined training group is better
than physical exercise group and yogic practice group for improving the physiological and
psychological changes among the male university students.

Keywords: physiological, psychological, resting pulse rate
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Water pollution is a serious problem around the world and especially in developing countries.
Drinking-water resources are contaminated due to industrial matters and human activities,
which causes a vast variety of health problems among people. Ayurveda possesses information
related to testing methods of polluted water, purification methods of drinking water,
supplementaries for drinking water and benefits of using supplementaries. According to the
ancient techniques, boiling water by stove or sun light, dipping heated iron balls, sand or stones,
keeping flowers of Mesua ferra, Nymphaea lotus, Michelia champaca, Stereospermum
suaveolens in water, keeping water in gold, silver, copper, braze or clay vessels were used as
solutions. Polluted water was purified by putting the seeds of Strychnos potatorum, keeping
Hesonite stones, pearls, rock crystals in water, putting roots of Nelumbium specisum or Pistia
stratiotes and filtering water from cloths. Ayurveda also highlighted that wood charcoals of
Terminalia arjuna, Bauhinia racemosa, Nauclea cadamba are good water purification agents
due to their odorous and unwanted gaseous absorption abilities. Ayurveda prescribes rain water
as the best supplementary water resource and that it was known as ambrosia of god. Ancient
Sri Lankan cultural patterns also give solutions for polluted drinking water. Putting wood
charcoal and copper coins to the well or other water recourses is a famous traditional technique
among Sri Lankans. Keeping water in copper and clay pots, planting Nelumbium specisum,
Nymphaea lotus inside wells or ponds, planting Terminalia arjuna, Bauhinia racemosa,
Nauclea cadamba and some creeping plants near water resources were also done for water
purification. Ancestors built-up large tanks for collecting rain water and used for daily purposes
as well as agricultural purposes. These methods which could be included in current drinking
water pollution problem or in a related matter to solve some of the problems related to drinking
water in today’s context.
Keywords: Ayurveda, drinking water, purification
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Body Mass Index, a statistical measure of the weight scale according to the height (kg/m2), is
used as a standard of measuring a person’s susceptibility to developing health problems. WHO
has proposed BMI of 25.0 to 29.9 “overweight”, greater than 30 “obese”, 18.5 to 24.9 “normal”,
and less than 18.5 as “underweight”. The objective of this study was to calculate the BMI of
Meemure people with their unique food patterns and to assess their current nutritional status.
Meemure village located in the Kandy district 229Km away from Colombo is believed to be
one of the ancient Sinhalese groups in Sri Lanka. However, over the years various sociocultural turbulences have affected these unique traditions which are now in the brink of
disappearing.

The research was conducted from April to December 2013. The present

population is reported 331 people, belonging to 115 families. Seventy six individuals were
randomly selected for the measurement of height and weight, According to the calculations,
out of the 19 children, 26 % were in underweight range and 74% were in normal weight range.
Mean BMI of girls was 14.41 ± 1.75 and of boys was 15.97 ± 2.07. In adults 16 % were in the
underweight range, 67 % were in normal weight range and 17 % were in overweight range with
a Mean BMI of 22.04 ± 3.5 for females and 22.06 ± 2.3 for males. High amount of the
underweight recorded among children may be due to lack of proteins. Their present living
conditions do not support sufficient protein sources; meat, fish or. However, the majority of
the adult villagers being in the normal weight range may be due to active engagements in
agriculture. This can be a result of consumption of food with high fibre content and refraining
from consuming instant foods or high fat foods.
Keywords: BMI, normal weight, obesity, underweight
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Many households lost assets during the conflict in the Northern province of Sri Lanka. Asset
losses affect incomes and the long-term welfare of households. Therefore, it is important to
provide support to vulnerable households by promoting the recovery of their livelihoods in
post-conflict areas. However, it is not fully understood how households recover their
livelihoods after the conflict. Previous research reveals that differences are arising in the
livelihood recovery among Tamil households in the study area. It is not possible to fully explain
the reasons for the differences using only the existence or non-existence of reconstruction
projects, the benefits acquired from the support for livelihood recovery and resettlement, and
the differences in villages’ geographical and socioeconomic conditions. Livelihood strategies
influence income, welfare and assets across rural households. Evidence of the forced
displacement of household members in conflict affected areas in Colombia reveals that families
rely on costly strategies such as migration or sending older children to labour markets in order
to cope with decreased income and consumption, asset losses and disruptions in risk-sharing
mechanisms. If households rely on unproductive or risky strategies, it may be difficult for them
to restore their livelihoods. This study aims to examine the relationship between livelihood
statuses and livelihood recovery strategies, using data collected from 212 households in
Mannar District. Factor analysis and cluster analysis were used to identify characteristics of
livelihood recovery strategies. The results indicate that there is a significant association
between livelihood recovery strategies and livelihood statuses. The characteristics of livelihood
recovery strategies can be explained by differences in economic activities such as field crop
cultivation, i.e. paddy cultivation, livestock rearing or differences in obtaining funds and
credits.
Keywords: asset loss, post-conflict, recovery, vulnerable household
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The optimal health and wellbeing of a patient should be the principal goal of patient transfer.
All hospital personal should abide by applicable laws regarding patient transfers. Transfers are
effective through qualified personnel and transportation equipment, including the use of
necessary and medically appropriate life support measures during the transfers. District
General Hospital Matara is a secondary care level hospital. The institution receives more than
thousand inter hospital transfers in a year. The objectives of this study are (1) to describe the
demographic facers of patient been transferred to the hospital, (2) to assess the final outcome
of the transferred patient, and (3) to assess the availability of appropriate standards in relation
to patient transfers. A descriptive cross sectional study was conducted during the period of one
month, from 1st of January to 31st of January 2013. Data was collected prospectively by the
prepared data collection sheet by the Trained Development Assistant (Trainee graduate). It was
found that 41% of transferred patients were within the age group of 20 - 35 years and highest
number of transfers were recorded during the period 12 noon to 6pm of the day. Majority of
the transfers were medical cases and critical care was needed only by 6%. Outcome of the
patients transferred was good. But only 0.02% were adhered to the recommended and expected
standards. Accordingly, inter hospital patient transfer procedure needed to be improved in order
to avoid duplication of services, increased cost, increased monitoring and loss of continuity of
care associated with poor transfer processes.
Keywords: documents, patient transfer, safety
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THE FACTORS AFFECTING FOOD SECURITY IN URBAN AREAS
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Food Security is one of the major challenges the world faces today. Food Security is inherently
interlinked with other current global challenges of economy and climate. Though Sri Lanka is
an agricultural country where most of the people are involved in some form of food production
or processing, food insecurity is still a major problem at household level where the average
dietary intake of energy is below the minimum level. The main objective of this study is to
identify the factors which affect the food security in urban setting. Cluster sampling method
was used to select sampling units and people were interviewed using a structural questionnaire.
The study was conducted by a randomly selected group of 285 people in 76 households at
Maharagama area. Descriptive analysis was performed to summarize and present the sample
composition along with the status of variables and indicators of relationship. Furthermore,
regression analysis was carried out to model the relationship between calorie intake in urban
settings and demographic factors such as gender, age, employment status, level of income,
level of education, members of the family and the awareness of a nutritional diet. In conclusion,
53.32% of people in this area consume fewer amount of calories than the required level.
Although the expenditure for food has increased, it does not affect the increase of daily calorie
consumption. One of the main reasons is that 12.52% of the expenditure is for fast food with
less nutrition. The study asserts the views that the majority in the area generally takes their
meals from outside premises during weekends, which is one of the causes for less calorie
consumption. This provides evidence about the food insecurity in urban areas. Moreover it has
now become a threat to the economy of the country and therefore, identification of the factors
related to the issue is essential to rectify this problem.
Keywords : calorie intake, food security, regression, urban
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DISTRIBUTION PATTERN OF CRIMES IN MIRIHANA POLICE DIVISION
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Crime recordings available in police stations are manual recordings (police records) of arrests,
crime events, and charges. Sufficient systems have not yet been developed for crime mapping,
and recording. For crime prevention, police investigations, and evaluation, effectiveness of
crime prevention initiatives and assistance and rapid response to crime should be enhanced.
Therefore, this study focuses to identify crime locations, time and the factors that directly and
indirectly affect them. Furthermore, the study stress on the need of analyzing crime and crime
data using GIS operation. Geographic Information System (GIS) uses geography and
computer-generated maps as an interface for integrating and accessing location-based
information. GIS allows police personnel to plan effectively for emergency response,
determine mitigation, priorities, analyze historical events, and predict future events. GIS can
also be used to extract critical information for emergency responders upon dispatch, to assist
in tactical planning and response. GIS plays an important role in crime mapping and analysis.
The objective was to identify the relationship between crime and geographic environment. In
addition, upgrading the map to the requirements of analysis, finding out crime hot spots and
finding out the locations that needs more attention, can also be benefits. The methodology of
the study consists of selection of the study area, types of data and data collection techniques
and analytical methods. The area that was selected to study the problem was Mirihana Police
Division. Different techniques and secondary and primary data assisted the research. The
analysis was mainly carried out using GPS and GIS techniques.The relationship between
environment and crime is very clear. Specially, road network, commercial clusters and low
income settlement areas have recognizable interrelations. Other factors such as open space,
government institution, parks, grounds etc… are reported as locations that have no direct
connections with crimes.

Keywords: crime, crime analysis, GIS, police, spatial pattern
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Modeling the relationships between surface water quality with rainfall and land-use patterns is
of prime importance in exploring effective methods for mitigating the water pollution in areas
like Colombo city. These models are important for land-use planning and resource management
to plan for best environmental management practices and it is possible to compile detailed
inventories and to monitor water quality in surface water bodies. This study focuses on
modeling the surface water quality changes of urban canals in Colombo from 2003 to 2009 in
relation to rainfall of different climatic seasons, land use types, and population density using a
GIS based approach together with statistical modeling. The data on land use, monthly rainfall,
population density and water quality from 2003 to 2009 was collected from the Department of
Survey, Department of Meteorology, Department of Census & Statistics and Sri Lanka Land
Reclamation & Development Company respectively. Results revealed that there is a strong
significant difference within the mean values of Conductivity, Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD), Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) and Salinity percentage according to the climatic
seasons. The water quality attributes; Conductivity, Phosphate, BOD and Salinity percentage
were significantly correlated to land-use types (Built-up/Homesteads, Barren, Marsh/Paddy,
Park/Playground, Plantation, Scrub and Water bodies). A significant regression model could
be drawn to predict the surface water quality in Colombo city using one water quality indicator
(BOD) which may suggest that point-sources contribute more pollutants than non-point
sources. Recommendations were made to consider more important water quality parameters
such as biological parameters within an extended study area for future studies because they
will be providing complex models of water quality with other factors.
Keywords: GIS, modeling, water quality
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Land values are increasing over time with the increasing of population as well as development
activities. One of the main problems in land resource management in Sri Lanka is lack of
effective and easy accessibility to land information. Such information is available in
conventional hard-copy format, but it is not easily retrievable and accessible. In addition, these
data are located in several organizations and departments. A Land Information System (LIS)
is a tool for legal, administrative and economic decision making and is an aid for planning and
development. A LIS, consists of a database containing spatially referenced land related data
for a defined area of procedures and techniques for the systematic collection, updating,
processing and distribution of that data. Therefore, it is highly essential to establish a land
information system which can be updated and accessed by multi-users in developing countries
like Sri Lanka. The main objective of this study was to develop an improved system with
centralized database for land information system. To achieve the objective of the study, a
conceptual model of a GIS enabled centralized database system for land information system
was developed after reviewing related literature. A prototype model was developed with
ArcGIS Desktop, ArcGIS Server, Java and PostgreSQL as main software. The prototype model
provides user friendly information on land parcels and also enabled users to retrieve them
efficiently. System users or authorized users have the facility to update data on Centralized
database through the Web and public users can view or search information as required. The
web based information system for land parcel information developed in this study will be useful
not only for the land owners but for policy makers and relevant authorities in Sri Lanka.

Keywords: Cadastral Systems, centralized database, land administration
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Women constitute slightly more than half of the world population. Yet their participation in
formal political structures and processes, where decisions regarding the use of societal
resources generated by both men and women are made, remains insignificant. Against this
backdrop, this paper proposes to explore, “the issues and challenges of political participation
of women in decentralized local governance institutions in the state of Odisha in India.” They
have been given the opportunity to share power with men by the 73rd Constitutional
amendment. But in spite of their representation, the elected women representatives are treated
‘as puppets’ in the Panchayati Raj Institutions. The internal factors which affect the process of
women empowerment and participation are identified as: lack of awareness, experience,
knowledge, skill, leadership quality, low level of education, lack of exposure etc… The
external factors which affect the process of participation and empowerment of women are:
influence of family, caste, social outlook, patriarchy etc... More specifically, most of SC/ST
and women representatives were facing the problem of non-cooperation from the official and
upper castes/ dominant sections of their Grama Panchayats. Practically it has been found that
two heads are functioning at Gram Panchayat levels-she head (de-jure)-the elected women
Sarpanch and he had (de-facto)-the real Sarpanch. Most of the elected women Sarpanchs are
regarded as a mere ‘Rubber Stamp’ and all the functions of the Panchayat are being performed
by their husbands or by the local elites. Although, reservations have helped strengthening the
position of women in PRIs, the reservation alone cannot carry forward this democratic process.
Thus, the provisions for education and employment by the state, together with political
mobilization of the civil society, should help raise capabilities and awareness among the civil
society and political parties.

Keywords: local governance, Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs), women empowerment
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The research problem in this study is ‘the unavailability of public service (attitude) by the
elected and state appointed members in the local authorities of the Jaffna administrative
district’. Local Government system has been introduced in Sri Lanka to achieve many
democratic goals which are not achieved fully, in a way, in Jaffna. Successes of the local
authorities’ activities depend on the sustainable and healthy relationship between the elected
members and the State officers. The relationship between elected and the state appointed
members is a very critical one, as a reason, people are away from the local government. This
situation destroys democratic values and the efficacy of the public service. The basic reasons
for this weak relationship have been found out by means of laid down strategies such as direct
observation, interviews and questionnaires.

The research methodology is the ‘critical

analytical method’ with both primary and secondary data. Finally, I found out the reasons for
this problematic relationship and recommended ways for a sustainable solution to the problem
of creating a good public service attitude and a healthy relationship between the state appointed
officers and the elected members of the local authorities. Local governments were introduced
in Sri Lanka to create young political leaders, encourage higher public participation, protect
the democratic values and to provide an uninterrupted public service. Such objectives are still
not achieved still due to constitutional implementation, political power sharing, public attitude
and the relationship among members of the local governments. ‘The relationship among
members of the local governments’ is analyzed in this study and this will easily solve the issues
created. It is hoped that this research would be a catalyst for enabling positive thinking.
Keywords: attitude, local government, public service, sustainable.
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Since Vietnam’s accession to ASEAN in 1995 and Cambodia’s full-taking of the ASEAN seat
in 1999, it has been almost twenty years after ASEAN’s enlargement, during which the
“ASEAN way” were formed to deal with the relations within ASEAN. As an association of ten
nations, ASEAN has proposed that in 2015, it will form a united region for the ASEAN
community. Ample books and academic papers have probed into ASEAN’s today and
tomorrow in perspectives and theories such as regionalism, neo-liberalism, peace and conflict
and constructivism etc. However, the application of small state theory inside ASEAN seemed
to be insufficient and neglected, which is actually dramatically salient in ASEAN research.
Small states or weak states are often-mentioned terminology for CLMV countries (also known
as new ASEAN or mainland ASEAN countries), and sometimes, it is also referred to old
ASEAN countries like Singapore and Brunei. The research questions addressed in the paper
are: Is there any international sympathy and focus on small states? What kind of definition of
small states is most suitable for ASEAN nations? What is the foreign policy behaviour of the
small states before and after ASEAN’s enlargement? What is the identity of small states in
ASEAN and how strategic integration of ASEAN influence small states?
Keywords: ASEAN, enlargement, small states theory
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International Law does not have a permanent or authorized sovereign making body, no explicit
enforcement body and it gives a selection for the states to decide whether to be bound by or
not. Hence, defining international law as law has always been questionable. Nevertheless,
international law exists in the sources such as conventions, customary practices, general
principles of law and judicial decisions and teachings of the most highly qualified publicists.
This paper attempts to find the reasons behind the disparity between the existence and the
enforcement of the obligations under international law. Author explores how the contemporary
unipolar system has made an impact on the disparity between the existence and the enforcement
of obligations. This paper argues that to enforce obligations which exist under international
law, the unipolar world order is a barrier. The argument is based on the moral element which
is reiterated in international law. Author finds, morality has not been a considerable element
for United States of America, the most powerful state who made the world a unipolar system,
in making decisions which has an international impact. The paper further argues that, more
moral based contributions are needed to diminish disparity in existence and enforcement of
obligations, not only by the United States of America but also by the other states. The
methodology involves utilizing secondary data as well as primary data from conventions and
treaties to develop the arguments.
Keywords: international law, obligation, unipolar system, world governance
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The synergetic relationship between social capital and political capital which bridges the ‘great
divide’ between the state and the civil society is vital for achieving prosperity. The significant
link between social capital and political capital can be analyzed in two ways. On one hand,
local communities can utilize social capital to achieve political objectives. On the other hand,
political capital will be useful in the process of building social capital. Hence social capital can
be transformed into political capital. For some analysts, political competitiveness brings
salutary impact to the state society synergy since it can contribute to the mass mobilization and
put pressure for responsiveness. Consequently, a sustainable mechanism in poverty reduction
can only be developed by promoting a healthy relationship between the state and the civil
society. Of the several attempts in Sri Lanka to bridge the divide between the state and the civil
society, ‘Samurdhi’, the previous main social safety net in Sri Lanka, can be considered as the
most significant attempt. This study places its main emphasis on researching the factors that
influence the Samurdhi program’s potential for creating a constructive engagement between
the state and the civil society. The study shows that the political involvement in the program
has created a ‘distorted form of state - society interaction’, thus negating some of the benefits
of the synergy between the two actors.
Keywords: political capital, Samurdhi, social capital, ‘state - society interaction’
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Today many countries in the world have accepted the Human Rights. Even the political systems
of the countries (unitary, federal etc…) are created to address multi-ethnicity. Sri Lanka also
has accepted many of the declarations and conventions on human rights and minority rights.
But, historically, there have been cases of persecution, systematic and widespread violence,
atrocities, and sexual violence perpetrated against minorities. In the past decades, Tamils were
discriminated by the Sinhala only language policy (Coparahewa 1999: 199). Moreover, the
Sinhala ethnic identity has contributed to the eruption of the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka
(Dharmadasa 1996: 163). Sri Lanka is a society that produced one of the most intractable ethnic
conflicts in the modern world, and there is no straightforward scheme for the island's majoritymajority relations (Uyangoda 2001:1). Therefore after the civil war, the government has the
vital responsibility to take the necessary steps to prevent the reemergence of another ethnic
crisis in Sri Lanka. Therefore it is worthy to examine the minority rights of the internally
displaced persons who are within the purview of the resettlement process in Sri Lanka. The
study selected the resettlement area of Omanthai division in Vavunia district. The study
selected 100 respondents and 10 key informants. As findings, the study found that: the
displaced persons are living in poor socio-economic conditions and are in need of basic needs;
they have poor sanitary facilities, there are no NGO activities in the area, neither is there any
public participation in the resettlement programme. Moreover, there is no program to empower
the people's economic, mental as well as attitudinal strength and there is no effective peoplecentered civil service. Thus, it appears that the minority rights of the internally displaced
persons in the resettled areas have not been sufficiently addressed in Sri Lanka.
Keywords: displaced persons, minority rights, resettlement
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One of the main features of a democratic system is a people’s representation in politics
irrespective of the gender differences. Women’s Representation in politics was absent in
traditional Sri Lankan society since they were confined to the traditional gender roles such as
engaging in household work and looking after children. After 1931, they did not have equal
democratic rights to enter the political arena. Before 1931, there was only limited franchise
until all the citizens of the country received universal franchise by the Donoughmore
constitution in 1931, irrespective of their gender, ethnicity and class differences. Through these
new reforms, all obstacles to women entering political arena were removed as both men and
women received equal political rights. However, even after 82 years of enjoying universal
franchise, one can still see that women’s participation in politics is relatively low compared to
the other fields. Thus, the question is, why Sri Lankan women hesitate to participate in politics
compared to their engagement in other fields? The objectives of this research were to examine
how the women’s participation in politics is restrained. It explores the growth in women’s
participation in politics and social progress, the factors obstructing women’s participation in
politics and how these constraints can be removed. Data was obtained through diverse means
such as books, journals, magazines, election reports, newspapers and internet based secondary
data. One limitation of this research is the dependence on secondary data alone. The study
found that women’s limited contribution to active politics is caused by factors such as the
family, the society, education, accepted norms, values and beliefs, myths and social status.
Keywords: democracy, elections, political participation, rights
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The rapidly deteriorating environmental conditions have caused a serious threat to the wellbeing of human beings and other species in both the developing countries and the developed
world. This study explores the operation and the practicality of the environmental principles of
the developing countries, and seeks formation of an institutional system to protect the
environment. At the world conference held in the year 1992, it has been agreed by the
industrialized nations to provide financial assistance to the developing countries to achieve the
target of becoming industrialized themselves whilst maintaining a balance between
developmental activities and environmental sustainability. One of the main objectives of this
investigation is therefore, to evaluate these activities and their impact on the environmental
protection. Further, the research problem also addresses how and why these environmental
problems increasingly escalate in the Donor countries. One possible explanation for this
situation would be that donors privilege the elimination of poverty over the environmental
preservation. The fact that this research was carried out based only on secondary sources could
be perceived as a limitation of this study. One of the findings of the present study is that even
though the developed countries grant aid to third world nations, the ways and means adopted
by them justify some of the rules and regulations prevalent in the developing nations which
contribute to environmental pollution. Further, one could observe that the laws pertaining to
environmental safeguards are outmoded. Besides, the developed countries do not extend their
cooperation to establish some organizations with sufficient authority or encourage long term
plans for environmental safeguards. Therefore, the study recommends that the state should
assume authority and pass necessary laws, rules and regulations, ensure their implementation
and entrust the supervisory activities to all local bodies.
Keywords- development, environment, regulations
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This research paper is based on a field study done on the human-elephant conflict in the post
war period in Sri Lanka. It can be considered a grave issue in the Sri Lankan environmental
politics. This human-elephant conflict which has emerged both as an environmental and a
political problem is often discussed in the country’s media. Yet it is paid very little attention
and thus it is normalised. As a consequence of this problem’s intensity, the lives of both these
parties are at risk. In addition to the geographic factors, the attitudes and perceptions of the
people in rural areas contribute to the human-elephant conflict. The field study was done in the
village called Hulan Nuge. The human-elephant conflict is not something unique to this village
alone. It is a problem widespread in certain areas in the country. In this scenario, the
accountability is a conceptual problem and the existing political authority and the bureaucrats
responsible for environment’s management must be held accountable. However the main
reason for human elephant conflict is the human made activities. It stems from the attempts
made by humans to alter the environment when they interact with it. Despite the ability to make
changes in the humans’ survival, it is not the same with regard to the environment. This is a
reality that comes to surface where understanding and equilibrium has to be maintained
between politics and environment.
Keywords: environment, human elephant conflict, political perspective
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Democracy requires both politicians and administrators being commendably responsive to the
demands made by people in the decision making process. Although the early writings on
democracy mainly focused on political authority, contemporary studies in politics and
administration have significantly contributed to the progress of the democratic aspect in
bureaucracy. It is needless to say that bureaucrats play a vital role which is similar to that of
the other major stakeholder, i.e “politicians” in the field of governance. Therefore, as same as
political representatives, particularly in a context of a diverse society in which racial and/or
ethnic demands are contended to be addressed, bureaucracy should be characterized by the
societal make-up in order to ensure democracy in the administration. Theoretically, the notion
of inclusiveness in administration was brought into the consideration under the concept of
representative bureaucracy which has been widely practiced in both the developed and
developing contexts in the world. This paper examines the availability of the concept of
representative bureaucracy, measuring the inclusiveness of major ethnic communities in the
higher administrative service in Sri Lanka.
Keywords: administration, democracy, ethnicity, representative-bureaucracy
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In almost all democratic countries where there are competitive electoral systems of two parties
or two coalitions, the political parties, especially the main two parties, are positioned in the
political spectrum either as ‘the left’ and ‘the right’ or, in its more moderate version, as ‘the
centre left’ and ‘the centre right’. The right wing parties in the world, by and large, share the
ideological positions which are described as right wing. All left or centre left parties are
proponents of social equality and hence they are less enthusiastic about the market economy
than their right wing counterparts and they are very much concerned about the minority and
less privileged sections of society such as ethnic minorities, religious minorities, the poor,
homosexuals and women. Right and centre right parties, by contrast, support pro market
economic policies and politically and socially they are nationalist or ethno-nationalist.
However in the Sri Lankan context, the situation is unique. The United National Party (UNP)
is considered the right wing party by scholars and the general public alike, while its electoral
rival, the Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP), is considered to belong more to the left or centre
left of the political and ideological spectrum. This paper argues that neither UNP nor SLFP is
fit to any of these ideological camps and both parties have ideological contradictions rather
than coherent ideological foundations. UNP has a mixture of left wing and right wing
ideologies and this is true not only to the SLFP but to the Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP)
as well. This phenomenon is unique in the democratic world and needs to be studied. The
study employs a qualitative approach in investigating the party policies, voter base and political
alliances the parties have made and draws comparisons of these aspects with left and right
parties in other democratic countries.
Keywords: ideologies, left-right divide, Sri Lankan party system
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The first Nation states are identified as the western democratic states that were able to build up
colonies in Asian, Latin American and African continents. A system of power separation was
employed to spread the colonial power within the colonies which as a result, had to face
numerous religious, ethnic and language problems when gaining the independence. Moreover,
it is apparent that the term, “nation building” has been frequently used in the discourse of
freedom. Nation building in the political structure of Sri Lanka is to bring all the Sri Lankans
down on one common flat form sharing equal rights without social and ethnic differences. Two
different facets can be employed to construct a national identity in the process of nation
building; employment of assimilation and the state integration. These two facets have
functioned periodically throughout the human history. The aim of the study is to find out why
Sri Lanka has failed to construct the process of nation building successfully after the
independence. The study which is done through secondary sources indicates that Sri Lanka has
given priority to the employment of assimilation in the process of nation building. The findings
of the study depict the political effort of absorbing whole Sri Lankan population into the culture
of the majority group, Sinhala neglecting the cultural features of Tamil and Muslim population.
However, it is apparent that Sri Lankans have not attempted to follow the state integration
process in nation building and this situation has been highly influenced by the ethnic, religious
differences, caste dissimilarities, social inequalities, and the influences of countries and nongovernmental organizations.
Keywords: assimilation, integration, nation building, nation state
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THE IMPACT OF SCHOOL COUNSELLING PROGRAMMES ON STUDENT
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Education at school level in Sri Lanka has become very competitive from grade one to grade
fourteen (Advanced Level). There are three benchmark examinations which determine this.
They are the grade five scholarship examination, GCE O/L examination and GCE A/L
examination. Lack of facilities and high rate of aspirations are the vital reasons that are
affecting this competition. This makes many inconveniences to the students who engage
themselves in the process of learning. School counselling is an integral part of the education
system in many countries. School counselors help to make learning a positive experience for
every student. They are sensitive to differences in individuality. Counsellors facilitate
communication amongst students, teachers, parents and administrators. The students are said
to adapt to the environment of the school whilst benefiting sociabally. School counselors tend
to have more direct involvement with more children. There is a great need to explore the factors
that affect the career paths of students towards a successive future in education. The research
problem of the study is “How much school counseling can affect the educational efficiency of
students?” The main objective is to identify the school counselor’s contribution to the
efficiency of students in their mental inconvenience for good educational level. The study
focused on the symbolic interactionism perspective to understand complex situations. A
comparative cross sectional study was carried out.The survey method and case study method
was used as research methods. Data was collected using a structured questionnaire and semi
structured interviews. Research findings revealed three significant factors; that are reasons,
solutions and student counselor’s role. Student’s family background, inter-relations with peers
and teacher-student relationship had been considered. School academic environment is a highly
effective factor for the efficiency of students.
Keywords: school counselling, student’s efficiency, student’s inconveniences, symbolic interactionism
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Many research studies have been carried out on adolescents. However, only a few have been able to
identify the problems of adolescents of low income families. This study reveals emotional, mental and
physical problems of the adolescents who belonged to low income families, as well as the educational,
social, economic problems experienced in their homes. In addition, this study aims to identify the
necessity of the school counselling service to solve the problems brought to notice. The study was
limited to two schools belonging to two divisions of Sri Jayawardanapura and Homagama. Samples of
a hundred students were selected randomly from an equal number of girls and boys from grade nine and
ten. In addition, five school teachers and ten counsellors together with fifty parents were included as
sub samples. The main tools were utilized for in-depth interviews and questionnaires whilst the rest
were required to analyse data using qualitative and quantitative methods. Results revealed that both
girls and boys faced economic and educational problems in their homes. Boys were suffering from
emotional problems more than girls when they attained puberty. Girls were badly affected by the social
problems whereas the boys were able to adapt to such predicaments. Interviews with counsellors and
teachers confirmed the necessity of counselling services to solve the problems to a certain level. The
study recommended the intervention of the government for implementing steps to establish a
counselling service in every school with a qualified counsellor in order to solve the problems of
adolescents.
Keywords: adolescences, low income families, school counseling
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The main objective of this study is to understand the issues faced by women in the districts of
Killinochchi and Mullaitivu situated in the Northern Province of Sri Lanka. The sample
consisted of 104 respondents from seven Divisional Secretariats. Seven focus group
discussions were carried out. In addition to this, 17 case studies were carried out with
respondents who were selected randomly with the help of the state officials mentioned. Data
were also gathered from the officials (i.e., medical officers and police officers), officers in
NGOs, INGOs and community leaders in CBOs from the same districts. A Pilot survey of the
research consisted of two workshops which were organized for the state officials, (i.e. women
development officers, child protection officers, psycho social officers, early child development
officers) and councilors who have been involved in the studies and activities pertaining to
gender based issues in the above mentioned districts. The study revealed that the women in
both areas were subjected to various social issues such as poverty, family disorganization,
sexual abuse, domestic violence, health problems and salary discrepancy. It was discovered
that the rates of teenage pregnancies and child marriages were high in both districts. Illegal
love affairs and extra marital relationships are very common among the peasants. Although
women are subjected to many social issues, they do not seek the aid of legal procedure. There
are many difficulties in relation to medical facilities of both districts. However, the District of
Mullathivu is worse than the district of Killinochchi. Economic hardships have raised many
issues among them and this study emphasizes the necessity of a poverty alleviation program
together with a probable criminal justice system. Awareness programmes on sexual and
reproductive health and information on the use of new technology should be launched in both
districts.
Keywords: participation, protection, violence, women’s issues
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The Millennium Development Goals (MDG) represents the global objectives established and
agreed upon by both developing and developed countries to measure development progress.
Addressing gender based violence (GBV) and female empowerment have been identified as
health related Millennium Development goals. Achievement of Millennium development goals
will be undermined if long term consequences of Gender based violence are not addressed.
This descriptive cross sectional study was carried out at District General Hospital Matara, to
assess the outcome and services provided to GBV victims. The outcome of the services
provided was satisfactory. Services were provided to 1020 clients within the year 2012. Among
the victims, the majority were females (86%). Marital status and level of education did not
show any significant association with violence. Main perpetrator was the intimate partner
(67%). Type of Violence was mixed but majority were affected by emotional violence (76%).
Out of them, 36% received Medical care, 21% surgical care, 4% psychological care, 98%
counseling, 2% legal services and 36% economic support. Majority were referred by outpatient
Department of the Hospital (43%), followed by referrals from the field staff (24%) and by
police (11%). In addition to the support given by the health service, there is an urgent need for
social and economic support. Follow up activities of GBV victims are another major area to be
addressed. In conclusion, victims of GBV need social and economic support in addition to
health care provided. Therefore, a sustainable violence prevention programme in community
and awareness building in the civil society in the defense of women rights should be targeted.
The empowerment of the women who are subject to Domestic Violence should be encouraged.
It is the duty and responsibility of those concerned in the medical and legal professions and
those acquainted with social service organizations to implement justice.
Keywords: gender-based violence, Millennium development goals
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Obesity is an increasing health problem in developed countries and it is the same for developing
countries like Sri Lanka. Obesity can be defined as a condition where fat has accumulated to
such an extent that health is adversely affected. In adults, it increases the risk of heart disease,
diabetes and some forms of cancer. Clinically obese children and youth have also been shown
to have an increased risk of long term morbidity and mortality. There are several measures
available in determining whether a person is obese or not. Body Mass Index (BMI) is one such
popular and global measuring techniques. BMI is the weight of kilograms per the square of the
height in meters. A great number of studies have investigated factors related to obesity in
overseas countires but no comprehensive research work has been conducted in the Sri Lankan
context. This research is an attempt to identify a relationship between BMI and Demographic,
Socioeconomic and Behavioral factors. As the initial stage of this study, a literature review was
carried out to study about Body Mass Index (BMI). After studying the global scenario the next
step was to look at the Sri Lankan context. The research was administered with a sample of
268 individuals aged ranging from 16 to 35, selected at random from urban areas in Nugegoda
and Maharagama divisional secretariats. In analyzing data statistical methods such as t-test,
chi-square test, one-way analysis of variance and multiple regression were used. Regression
model demonstrates that gender, marital status, educational level, employment status, smoking
habits, mode of transport and routine exercise pattern affect the BMI. Also it recommends that
Sri Lanka should start prevention efforts before obesity extends to a larger proportion of the
population.
Keywords: Body Mass Index, obesity, overweight, underweight
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Sport event tourism is internationally recognized as a substantial and highly desirable niche
market. Many destinations throughout the world have developed sport events portfolios as a
strategic initiative to attract tourists and to reinforce their brand. Hosting sport events has been
a focus of destination marketers as a strategy to enhance its destination image and differentiate
its tourism products. Communities are attracted to hosting sport events to draw marketing
benefits that will contribute to the success of the destination in the long run by creating
awareness, improving their image with visitors and attracting tourism business to generate
future inbound travel. The aim of this paper is to analyse the effects of a major sports event on
the tourist development (in terms of image, tourist attractiveness, urban renewal, quality of life,
etc.) of the host destination. The research methodology is based on a multi- cases study analysis
(Yin 2002) concerning major sport initiatives in a number of host places in Colombo, Galle,
and Hambantota in Sri Lanka. Analytical categories to explore the implications of major sports
events on host economy development were mainly extrapolated from tourism destination
management bibliographical resources (Chalip 2006, Higham 2005, Whitson Macintosh 1996).
Although destination management focus on planning strategies of tourism destinations,
indicators discussed with this literature are useful to verify the long term efficacy and efficiency
of government policies regarding the staging of a major sports event and therefore to make an
evaluation of the host economy qualitative development. Findings suggest that major sports
events can have different implications for tourism destinations: from fostering economic and
social urban regeneration, to putting a city on a worldwide tourist map, or even changing the
unequal participation of a country in a global economy.

Keywords: destination branding, major sports event, sport tourism
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The study of labour force participation in the informal sector is very useful for implementing
and formulating employment opportunities and human resource development policy programs.
Contribution of informal sector employment in nonagricultural sector to the labour force of
Kalutara district is approximately 46 per cent in 2012 (Department of Census & Statistics,
2012). One important characteristic of the informal sector is that it has become a major
employer of the female labour force in non- agricultural sector in urban population in Kalutara
district. In this view, the present study was carried out to explore the socio-economic and
demographic factors determining the employment status of women in informal sector activities
of the urban communities in Kalutara district. Descriptive and multivariate analyses are applied
for the quantitative data while content analysis is made for the qualitative data. The results
show that low level education is one of the important factors affecting women’s employment
in the informal sector activities. In addition, age, ethnicity, marital status, household capacity,
land ownership, indebtedness and number of dependents of the family are significant factors
that determine women engaging in other employments rather than the self-employment.
Moreover, majority of women of the sample are married and they are engaged in other
employment in the informal category. Comparatively, women who are employed in selfemployment are between 36-59. The qualitative findings also discovered that most women of
the urban communities have faced environmental factors such as poverty, lack of awareness
and encouragement to the education and other skills, lack of resources and facilities to start an
own business. These findings reveal the urgent necessity to address the problem of women’s
access to the self- employment or formal sector occupation in the urban labour market.
Keywords: factors, female, informal, self-employment
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The “Industrial Estate Programme” is essential and has a significant contribution for
developing the economy of Sri Lanka. The Industrial Estate is a huge land allocated to small
and medium level industries by the government. This programme is powered by Industrial
Development Board (IDB) in Sri Lanka and they procure developed plots, building blocks and
infrastructure facilities like Electricity Power, Water supply, Telephone, Internal Roadways to
Small and medium enterprises (SME). Entrepreneurs can rent a location and install industry
and then proceed and continue their production. This study aims to identify the main problems
that affect enhancing the projectof “Ekala industrial estate” and the potential industrial factors
in the estate. The sample survey wasconducted using 50 entrepreneurs in “Ekala industrial
estate” between December 2007 and February 2008. Random sampling method was used to
select the sample. Questionnaires, interviews and observations were used to collect primary
data. Research findings show that entrepreneurs faced problems regarding the entire location
when they were establishing the estate. The researcher identified the problems such as lack of
labour, lack of raw materials, maintenance problems, market not being expanded, loan and
insurance problems. In this study, potential factors like satisfaction of daily production and
market price,anticipation of product promotion, procure facilities and technical knowledge by
IDB could be identified as positive factors. Results of this study show some implications such
as making fixed labour stockpile, expanding local and foreign market opportunity and creating
simple methods for obtaining loans and insurance facilities to improve the ability to enhance
production.
Keywords: enhance, industrial estate, small and medium enterprises
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A market is a set of buyers and sellers who, through their interaction, determine the price of a
good, or a set of goods. Market structure is the interconnected characteristics in a market such
as the number of sellers, the level of entry barriers and the level of differentiation which
indicate the competition, supply, price and a firm’s behaviour. These characteristics affect the
price, which is passed on to the final consumer. This research aims to understand the various
market structures, determine the market structure and its dependent entry barriers that prevail
in the Sri Lankan Fast Moving Consumer Goods industry and recommend suitable government
measures to augment this industry’s competitiveness as it is one of the largest and emerging
industries in Sri Lanka. The Food and Beverage segment showed high growth in Sri Lanka’s
FMCG Market. In order to determine the prevailing market structure in the FMCG industry
and to further understand its dependent entry barriers, a total of six variables have been utilised:
economies of scale, brand loyalty, heavy advertising/ investment of existing firms, innovation/
product development cost and sunk cost. It was revealed through the study that a few players,
such as Unilevers, Hemas, Shaw Wallace and Proctor and Gamble dominate the industry,
depicting an oligopoly market structure. The profitability of these few firms has been growing
in the recent past indicating that this trend is likely to continue in to the future. In addition,
continuous investment on technological advancements and innovation have helped
maintain the position these organisations hold. Brand loyalty, through the use of extensive
marketing strategies, is the strongest entry barrier deterring new firms into the industry.
Secondary data has been collected for this research, such as data from Annual Reports of nine
companies, Company PR websites of 17 firms, newspaper articles and research organisation.
Keywords: barriers, Brand Loyalty, FMCG Sri Lanka, Oligopoly
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We are in the midst of experiencing a culmination of the economic and technological changes
of the last decade. The economies are exploring new opportunities to survive and thrive. What
distinguishes successful economies is anticipation of change, recognition of opportunities they
offer, and enable their participants to seize those opportunities. The cultural factors across
economies may be taken into consideration in managing those crises. The process stresses on
multilateralism, joint approach, cooperation, restructuring systems, improving the
environment, interregional relations and intergovernmental management. This study considers
Ritzer and Frankema’s study as base to analyze how integration of culture is possible. The
article further attempts to evaluate various dimensions of international business that are
influenced by the national cultures and help countries develop the economy through business
across borders despite adversities. The results suggest that it is quite possible to measure and
compare the cultural traits and their impact on performance across nations.

Keywords: crisis, culture, economy, international business
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The Phillips curve is a central hypothesis in inflation dynamics which describes the relationship
between unemployment and inflation. Inflation and Unemployment are unique macroeconomic
issues the country has to face. These variables are elements of the Misery index. Surplus of
both rates, calculates as Misery index. The hıgher value of this index is not suited for an
economy.The dilemma between inflation and unemployment has always been a point of focus
for the policy makers. The main argument of the Phillips curve analysis is that due to higher
inflation situations which has been built as a result of actions taken for decreasing the
unemployment rate.This paper reviews the Phillips Curve relationship in Sri Lanka between
1990 and 2013. In this time period the inflation rate and unemployment rate have decreased.
But there has been fluctuations in some years. Hence the paper reviewed the trade-off between
inflation and unemployment in Sri Lanka in this period. This study also focuses on the reasons
for the inflation in Sri Lanka. This research is done by conducting a descriptive and quantitative
analysis with secondary data. In quantitative analysis, the Regression Model has been used. In
this model inflaion rate is used as a dependent variable and unemployment rate as an
independent variable. Ordinary Least Squares method and Simple Scatter plots have been
applied to this analysis. According to this there exists no such significant relationship between
figures of unemployment and inflation in Sri Lanka. It is not conformed to short run Philip's
curve analysis. Among the reasons are government debts, money supply and population which
affect inflation as independent variables. The government debts have the largest effect out of
all the other variables. Money supply and population also create a positive relationship with
inflation.
Keywords: inflation, Phillips Curve, unemployment
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Poverty is a ramification of both context specific and individual specific factors. Interactions
and interdependence of contextual specificity, effects of socioeconomic and geographical
factors at macro level with individual specificity, effects of individual or household level
factors are simultaneous while the effect size of each variable may vary across countries,
regions or sectors. Avoiding the methodological limitations of earlier researches and filling the
void of non-availability of multilevel poverty analyses in the country, this study makes
significant contribution to lacuna in contemporary poverty literature by utilizing multilevel
random intercept models to nationally representative data set to analyze poverty variations in
Sri Lanka by simultaneously taking both individual and contextual levels. Estimated models
delve in to factors that determine the level of assets, and the probability of being poor in both
multidimensional and nominal terms. Random effects of the multilevel models show
significant variations in poverty across districts. The calculated variance partition coefficient
suggests about 9 percent of total variation of poverty is attributed to contextual level confirming
the nested data structure. The analyses revealed that almost all the personal household level
variables, including age, gender, marital status, educational attainment, and sector of
employment of the household head, land ownership, access to formal credit, receiving
remittances are significantly related to the overall probability of being in poverty albeit effect
size of some demographic variables are least.

Female labors force participation rate,

percentage of self employed persons and the magnitudes of three sectors: agriculture, service
and industrial, are significantly contributed to the level of poverty at contextual level. Allowing
the risk of poverty to be varied across districts it was evident that there is a considerable error
variance but there was no evidence of significant variations in the patterns of covariates at any
level.
Keywords: asset index, logistic models, multilevel, poverty
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The study focuses on trends in modern times to find new strategies that could be adopted to
accelerate the development process implemented in rural societies. The developmentalists
believe that this new development approach would usher in desired results. The successive
governments that came into power from time to time have introduced various development
strategies for the uplift of rural communities. Most of these programmes, however, proved to
be failures at the very outset, while some were abandoned half-way. In the light of such failures,
government and non-government organizations came out with a new concept called new
development approach as an alternative remedial measure. The new development strategy that
came into existence with the liberalized economy is focused in developing rural areas by
adopting new types of approaches. It came to be known widely as the ‘new development
approach’. A competent leadership is essential to spearhead towards their well-being. In case
of peasants, it is evident that they are a set of people who never bother about to realize their
own potential, nor do they think about ways to change their lot. However, this new development
approach attempts to make an awareness among them about it and to encourage them to get
themselves involved in the development process To secure data, the researcher adopted the
interview method. Rural water supply project at Pusalla Gramaseva division of Kuruwita
divisional secretariat in the Rathnapura district was taken into account to study the community
participation. How this new development approach could be made use of for the furtherance of
development activities of the rural society by examining sociologically how new development
approaches act in the implementation of the community water supply project. New
development approaches play a major role in community activities. By promoting the new
development approaches based on self-power can attain targets.
Keywords: community, new development approaches, rural society
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Personal awareness of an effective plan for a financially secure retirement is vital since it
ensures the financial readiness and financial assurance for their retirement years. It has been a
challenging process for many people to be well-equipped with saving plans and decisions for
their retirement. The study attempts to explore the factors affecting financial behavior of people
when planning a financially secure retirement. The data for the study was gathered from three
districts, namely Nuwaraeliya, Colombo, and Anuradhapura which include estate, urban, and
rural sectors representing different geographical areas and infrastructure facilities. In order to
test determinants of planning a financially secure retirement, regression analysis was used. The
findings of the study reveal that the financial behavior of an individual is basically influenced
by the financial literacy possessed by that particular person. Highly educated people and the
majority of those in urban areas do not hesitate to invest in various financial sources. Further,
the data indicates that the large majority of people lack the knowledge of the rules governing
social security benefits in their working institutions. Low level of financial literacy, ignorance
about basic financial concepts, lack of wealth, lower income status, educational background,
ignorance about the financial security plans and the failure to get the help of financial experts
and advisors to make savings and investment decisions are the factors affecting individuals for
not following effective procedures for a financially secure retirement. The present study further
highlights the importance of implementing financial education programs that can educate and
enhance the financial security knowledge of the people with low level of financial literacy in
order to ensure a financially better retirement for all.
Keywords: financial literacy, financial secure retirement
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THE REASONS FOR CONTRACTOR’S FAILURE IN CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FROM SRI LANKA
A. A. Pavani Kodithuwakku1, D. P. Abeysooriya2
1
Department of Quantity Surveying & Construction Management, 2Sheffield Hallam University,
United Kingdom
pavanikodi1987@yahoo.com, deloosha@icbtcampus.edu.lk

Large, medium and small scale contractors’ firms in Sri Lanka confront the failure of
construction projects due to various factors. UNRWA stated that the construction projects show
poor performance due to poor coordination. By considering the various factors and as per the
findings through the literature review, the contractor’s failure could be divided into major
factors such as cost, time, quality, productivity, client and consultant satisfaction, regular and
community satisfaction, existing situation of the country, people factor, health and safety factor
and environmental factor. The cost factor is of significance which directly impacts the
contractor’s financial benefit. The sub factors under cost factor evaluate to assure that cost
factor is the major significant factor which effects on contractor’s failure in construction
projects of Sri Lanka. The research will be related with building construction projects in Sri
Lanka. According to the Institute of Construction Training and Development (ICTAD), the
contractors’ population is around 2500 and as per the data of the Association of Consultant
Engineering in Sri Lanka (ACESL), the consultant population is around 105.The population of
Owners fluctuates according to requirement of implementing a construction. The collected data
intended to analyse using relative importance index based on past literature to obtain the
owner’s consultant’s and contractor’s point of views separately. Most owners were reluctant to
pay price escalation according to ICTAD, and liability of paying price escalation revoke at the
tender stage. Various factors that affect the contractor’s failure in the construction industry
were determined. Researcher intended to drive with consideration of cost factor as the most
significant factor which impacted a contractor’s failure and the sub factor of material price
escalation.
Keywords: cost, management, price escalation, productivity, time
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kQ;k iudc.; ls,s ixl,amh fn!oaO ls,s ixl,amhg mgyeks b.ekaùula o@
ixLmdf,a m[a[didr ysñ" tï' ví,sõ' ÿ,Sld y¾IKS
md,s yd fn!oaO wOHhkdxYh" Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" YS% ,xldj
sankhapala1984@gmail.com

ls,s ixl,amh Y%S ,dxflah ck iudcfha oS¾> ld,hla uq¿,af,a uq,anei.;a ixl,amhls' ls,s
hk jpkfhka ls<sá" crdj yd wmsßisÿ oeh hk w¾: .uH fõ' ore m%iQ;sh" .eyeKq <uqka
jeäúh meñKSu" urKh yd ldka;djkaf.a Timaùu fyj;a udi Y=oaêh jeks oE iudcfha ls,s
jYfhka ms<sf.k we;' fuu ls,s ms<sn`o iudc u;h iu`.ska ks¾udKh jQ pdß;%jdß;% o /ils'
úfYaIfhka ls,s iys; jQjkag fndfyda iudc jrm%ido wysñ fjhs' ls,s iys; ld,h ;=< ndysr
iudcfhka fndfyda ÿrg fjkaj isáh hq;= h' ls,s iys; Èkj, wd.ñl fyda fi;a Ydka;s
W;aijj,g iyNd.S fkdúh hq;=h' hï fyhlska tn`ÿ ia:dkhlg ls,s iys; jQjka hdfuka
isÿflfrk fi;a Ydka;s ksIaM, nj ck iïu;h hs' nqÿoyu ls,s jYfhka i<ld we;af;a isf;ys
WmÈk laf,aY O¾uhka h' iajNdjfhka mú;% jQ mqoa., is; ndysßka meñfKk laf,aY u`.ska
wmsßisÿ njg m;aflfrk nj fn!oaO u;h hs' mqoa., mdßY=oaêh fyda ls<sá nj r|dmj;skafka
tu mqoa.,hdf.a is; ;=< mj;sk laf,aYj, iajNdjh yd m%udKh wkqj nj nqÿoyfuka fmkajd
fohs' nqÿoyug wkqj mqoa.,hd wdrCIdlr .; hq;af;a iajlSh uki hs' ukfia ls<sá nj we;s
l, i;a;ajhd ls<sá jk nj;a uki msßisÿ jk l, i;a;ajhd mú;%jk nj;a nqÿoyu meyeÈ,s
lrhs' mqoa.,hd wmú;%;j
a hg m;alrk ls<sá yqfola is; uq,alr .;a;ls' ck iudc.; ls,s
ixl,amh yd fn!oaO ls,s ixl,amh ixikaokh fldg ne,Q l, nqÿoyug mgyeks ixl,amhla
f,i ck iudc.; ls,s ixl,amh ye|skaúh yelsh' fndfyda fofkl= fn!oaO ls,s ixl,amh yd
ck iudc.; ls,s ixl,amh jrojd jgydf.k we;s nj fmfka' fndfyda úg ls,s iys;
wjia:dj, ck;dj wd.u oyñka bj;ajk iajrEmhla oel.; yelsh' .eìks uõjreka yg msß;a
meka fkdoSu" msß;a kQ,a .eg fkd.eiSu" ì<s÷ orejka úydrhg le|jdf.k fkdhEu" ì<skaoka
w; msß;a kQ,a fkdne|Su" Tima jQ ldka;djkag fjfyr úydrj,g hdu ;ykï lsÍu" urKhla
jQ miq ksjeishka fi;a Ydka;s me;Su wruqKq lr.;a ia:dkj,g iyNd.s fkdlr .ekSu wdÈ
jdß;% rdYshla iudch ;=< l%shd;aul h' fï wkqj iudc ls,s ixl,amh yd fn!oaO ls,s ixl,amh
w;r úiu jQ ;;a;ajhla mj;sk nj meyeÈ,s fõ'

m%uqLmo( laf,aY" ls,s ixl,amh" ck iudch" fi;a Ydka;s" uki
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.d,a, Èia;%slalfha olakg ,efnk ,kafoais hq.fha jdia;= úoHd;aul ,laIK iys;
bÈlsÍï ms<sn| wOHhkhla
^.d,a, Èia;%slalfha fjr<nv l,dmh weiqßka&
tÉ' tÉ' wfYdal lreKdr;ak
Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" Y%S ,xldj
hha.karunarathna@gmail.com

Y%S ,xldj wE; w;S;fha isg u úfoaYSh rdcHhka iu. iïnkaO;d meje;a jQ Èjhskls' kuq;a
ld¾ñl úma,jh;a iu. foaY.fõYK lghq;=j, m%n, j¾Okhla Woa.; jQ fyhska fï ;;ajh
j¾Okh úh¡ fuys WÉp;u wjia:dj ,xldjg n,mdkq ,nkafka l%s'j' 1505 § mD;=.SiSkaf.a
meñKSu;a iu. h' fuh ,dxflah iudchg hï ;rul n,mEula lsÍug iu;a fkdjQj o
Tjqkaf.a n,h ì| ouñka l%s'j' 1658 § ,xldj wdl%uKh l< ,kafoaiSyq furg iudchg m%n,
f,iska ixialD;sldx. iïfm%aIKh lsÍug l%shd l<y' Tjqkaf.a ksjdi ;dlaIKh furg iudch
;=< uQ¾;su;a ùu tys m%;sM,hls' ksjdi bÈlsÍfï § N+ñh .%sâ l%uhg fnoSu" bÈßmiska yd
msgqmiska kej;;a ud¾.hlg iïnkaO lsÍu ,kafoais hq.fha furg jdia;=úoHd bÈlsÍïj,
úfYaI ,laIKhla úh' w;=re ud¾.j,g uqyqK ,d ksjdi ks¾udKh lr we;s w;r ud¾.fha isg
ksjig ke.Sug mäfm< lsysmhla fhdod we;' ksjig m%úIag jkjd;a iu. u ±lsh yels jkafka
ksji bÈßmsg we;s biaf;damamqj hs' iEu ksjil u msúiSfï fodrgqj yd ksji msgqmi fodrgqj
ud¾.hlg iïnkaOjk whqßka bÈlsÍu jeo.;a ,laIKhls' ,kafoais ksjdij, y÷kd.; yels
fmdÿ jdia;= úoHd;aul ,laIK f,i wd,skao yd wd,skao l=¿Kq" jy, yd wdY%s; wx." f.an,a"
ì;a;s fldgia" iq<x ljq¿ yd wdjrK" ì;a;s wuqøjH" cfk,a yd W¿jyq" wdrelal" ueo ñÿ,"
fid,aorh" ;rmamq fm< y÷kd.; yels úh' ,kafoaiSka furg bÈlsÍï i|yd nyq, f,i Ndú;
lrk ,o wuqøjH f,i fldr,a" lfndla" l¿.,a" w¿yqKq" je,s" ueá ñY%K jeo.;a fõ'
,kafoaiSkaf.a Ys,am l%uh furg ksjdi ;dlaIKh i|yd n,mEjd muKla fkdj ta i|yd Tjqka
úiska Ndú; lrk ,o jpk o furg ixialD;shg tl;= úh'
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kj ,snr,ajdoh yd Y%S ,xldfõ foaYmd,k wd¾Ólh
;s,sKs wfrdaId l=udrisß
foaYmd,k úoHd wOHhkdxYh" Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" YS% ,xldj
thiliniarosha@gmail.com
kj ,snr,ajdoh 1980 oYlfha § weußld tlai;a ckmoh" uyd ì%;dkH m%uqL ngysr Okjd§
rdcHka úiska l%shdjg kxjkq ,enQ kQ;k ,snr,ajdohg miqj bÈßm;a jQ ixl,amhls' j¾;udkfha
weußld tlai;a ckmoh m%uqL Okjd§ rdcHkays wd¾Ól Ñka;kh u; Èfjk foaYmd,k o¾Ykh
ù we;af;a kj ,snr,ajdoh hs' wju rdcH ueÈy;aùu yd ksoyia fj<|fmd< l%ufõoh kj
,snr,ajdofha m%Odk ks¾Kdhlh jk w;r ta ;=<ska mqoa.,hdf.a ksoyi iqrlaIs; ùu ;=< wd¾Ól
ixj¾Ok b,lal idlaId;a lr .; yels nj kj ,snr,ajdoSyq fmkajd fo;s' f*%âßla fjdka
yfhla ^Friedrich Von Hayek& jeks kj ,snr,ajd§ Ñka;lhka fmkajd ÿkafka —foaYmd,k Ôú;h
o wd¾Ól Ôú;h yd iudk jk nj;a" th mqoa.,hdf.a ksoyi yd jHjidh ms<sn| lreKla jk
nj;a h˜' kj ,snr,ajdofha ixl,am" fjdIskagka iïuq;sh ;=< wka;¾.; ù we;s újD; yd
ksoyia fj<|fmd< m%;sm;a;sh" wju rdcH ueÈy;alrKh" rdcH jHjidh fjkqjg
fm!oa.,SlrK l%ufõohla l%shd;aul lsÍu" fmdÿ iqNidOk yd fmdÿ hym; i|yd rdcH
wdfhdack iSudlsÍu" mdßfNda.sl;ajh yd mdßfNda.slhd iudcfha uQ,sl ixj¾Ok b,lal f,i
i,ld lghq;= lsÍu hk miajeoErï wd¾Ól yd uQ,H m%;sm;a;Skag wkql+,j l%shd;aul fõ' Y%S
,xldfõ o 1977ka miq isg l%shd;aul jQ újD; wd¾Ól m%;m
s ;a;sh miqld,Skj l%shdjg kj ,enqfõ
o kj ,snr,ajd§ foaYmd,k Ñka;kh u; mokï fjñks' kj ,snr,ajdoh ;=< mokïj l%shd;aul
f,dalfha fndfydauhla rdcHhka ta ;=<ska wfmalaIs; iudc" wd¾Ól yd foaYmd,k ixj¾Okfha
b,lalhka imqrd.kq ,enqj o bka wfmalaIs; ixj¾Ok b,lalhka iqrd .ekSug Y%S ,xldjg
;ju;a fkdyelsù we;' tfy;a ;ju;a Y%S ,xldfõ foaYmd,k wd¾Ólh r|d mj;skafka kj
,snr,ajdoh u; mokïj hs' tfy;a bka wfmalaIs; iudc" foaYmd,k yd wd¾Ól ixj¾Okh
idlaId;a lr.ekSug ;ju;a fkdyelsj ;sîu .eg¨jls' rgg .e<fmk wdldrfha foaYmd,k
wd¾Ól m%fõYhla lrd fhduqùug fkdyels ùu" foaYmd,k wd¾Ól m%fõYhka ksis f,i
l<ukdlrKh lsÍug wjYH wd¾Ól" foaYmd,k yd iudc ks¾Kdhlhka fkdue;s ùu"
M,odhs;djh flfrys wjOdrKh fhduq l< hq;= jqjo M,odhsl;ajh yd ld¾hlaIu;djh by<
kxjd,Sug wjYH l%uj;a jev ms<sfj<la rg ;=< ±l .; yels fkdùu" rfÜ kdia;sh yd ¥IKh
by< hdu yd tajd my< ±óug ksYaÑ; jev ms<sfj<la fyda foaYmd,ksl wruqKq fkdùu hk
idOl fujeks ;;a;ajhla ks¾udKh ùug n,md ;sfí'

m%uqLmo( rdcH ueÈy;aùu" foaYmd,k wd¾Ólh, foaYmd,k yd wd¾Ól m%;sm;a;s, kj ,snr,ajdoh,
ksoyia fj<|fmd< wd¾Ólh
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MUSIC THERAPY AND THE MENTAL WELLBEING
S. P. S. R. Jayasanka
University of Sri Jayawardenepura, Sri Lanka
sjridmal@gmail.com

Music therapy is prominently consolidated as one of the most important psycho therapies in
the world and it was included in the “Art Therapy”. Therapists had recognized this instinct
value of music and they were able to find out an effective method for offering palliative
solutions for humans. We can give an enormous list of encountered psycho therapies for each
of psychological disorders. Each of therapeutic structures ends with music therapies. Even if it
is depression, anxiety or mild mental disorders, music therapy could be given as a sustainable
solution for those. We would find an origin but it is difficult to find the conclusion. The humans
are being burnout in their daily life styles by the irresistible stress which occurs in their
environment. “Music” would be an efficacious solution to alleviate palliative alternations of
humans. There are two major areas regarding this topic: Music Therapy and Mental Wellbeing.
According to the eventual circumstances, the research process is also a challenge. It coordinates
with various aspects like, environment, ethics, subject expectations, the diversity of subject and
experimental distortions. We do have a determined knowledge of the subject allowed as
research. Its changing patterns, etymologies, all the substantial and innovative thinking are also
recognized. Also the experimenter must acquire prerequisite immortal enthusiasm to continue
the research process in a good condition. Finally the consolidation will have prescribed that the
music therapy has consisted with a remarkable accordance to help humans and it would
generate an adequate status of mental wellbeing which is integral for sustainable development
of human beings.
Keywords: clinical research, mental wellbeing, neurologic music therapy
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FOSTERING LEARNER AUTONOMY: AN EMPIRICAL APPROACH TO LEAD
EL LEARNER AUTONOMY IN SLUMBER LOST GROUPS

W. M. P. Y. B. Rathnayake
University of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka
sapumalsdu@gmail.com

Creating autonomy of the learners of technical domains studying in English medium has been
an immense challenge faced by many in the field of English Language Teaching (ELT). The
competition and prioritizing of their major domain, English module’s non-contributive grade
point and non-stimulating learning experience encountered by the learners are virtually
diagnosed to be the causes for overlooking of English language modules and learner apathy in
Sri Lankan University system. Assuming that all three major causes can be overcome by an
anatomical regulation of: the module, the teaching approach, learning milieu and the learning
tasks, the prospective study undertook in search of such learning milieu capable of creating
learner interest that leads to autonomy. The module therefore attuned with Task Based
Language Teaching (TBLT) approach whereas the teaching approach is regulated from a
teacher centered one to a more learner dominated the peer learning approach and the learning
milieu is set to be within a classroom consisted of ‘slumber-lost groups’: small six members
dynamic group of learners assigned with specific roles rotating among each member through
the semester, wherein group dynamics are taken to be the driving force of motivation. Group
dynamics, Learner Autonomy and Task based Language Teaching are served as the crucial
texture of theoretical framework in which the study is based on. The theoretical base of the
study includes Oxford’s Model for Learner Autonomy, Tuckman’s Group Dynamics theory and
the prospective Slumber-lost group approach.The study unveils the precision of TBLT
approach moderated in sequence to the development stages of Tuckman’s group psychology
and the opportunities to establish learner autonomy. It further validates the exactitude of
learning milieu created within the slumber-lost group approach to lead each individual learner
from imposition to accommodation through innate stimulation aroused in dynamic group
attributes of slumber-lost approach.
Keywords: group dynamics, learner autonomy, slumber-lost groups, Task Based Language Teaching
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A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR E-LEARNING IN EMERGING STATES:
A CRITICAL REVIEW OF RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Dr. Shamitha Pathiratne
School of Computing and Mathematical Sciences, University of Greenwich
samitha8@yahoo.com

E-learning has become a vital tool for education systems in emerging states which can be
defined as a state that has some characteristics of a developed state, though not yet a developed
state. E-learning is assumed to have enormous potential for governments struggling to
encounter a mounting demand for education while facing an intensifying shortage of teachers
and resources. Challenges are however plenteous and it is significant to understand all
challenges. Purpose of this study is to conduct a critical evaluation of research on challenges
for e-learning with specific emphasis on emerging states. A wide-ranging literature evaluation
with 60 papers on e-learning challenges was accepted for the understanding how to implement
e-learning in emerging states. Research questions were: what has existing research identified
as the major challenges for e-learning, and, what differences, if any, are there between
emerging states and developed countries in this respect? The literature survey found 278 papers
which were abbreviated to 60 based on exclusion and inclusion criteria designed to find papers
of best quality as well as papers that clearly explored well-defined challenges.The study found
30 explicit challenges which were congregated into four categories, viz.: courses, individuals,
technology and context. The overall conclusion is that these challenges are correspondingly
valid for both developed and emerging states; however in emerging states, more papers focus
on access to technology and context whereas in developed countries more papers concern
individuals. A further finding is that most papers concentrated on one or two categories of
challenges; few papers exhibit a complete view. Because challenges are interconnected, based
on the findings the author proposes a theoretical framework of emerging issues for e-learning
in developed and emerging states. The framework is useful to guide both practice and study.
Keywords: challenges, E-learning, theoretical framework
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PRINCIPALS’ PERCEPTIONS ON PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN SRI LANKA

Dr. B. M. S. Bandara
National Institute of Education Sri Lanka
bandara@live.com

In this new school environment, there is increasing recognition of the importance of school
leadership in supporting change and providing for educational quality. In fact, school
leadership has been identified by a number of researchers as a key element in the effectiveness
of school organizations. Therefore, many countries have focused on providing appropriate
training and professional development opportunities to aspiring and practicing school leaders.
However, Sri Lankan school principals do not have enough opportunities to develop their
management competencies, and current professional development programs of school leaders
need to be developed considering their perceptions. Therefore, the government has to provide
well organized training programs to principals. The research design was based on the
quantitative research approach and survey research method has been employed, a questionnaire
is administrated in this survey. According to the findings, recommendations were proposed.
Majority of principals believe their current training opportunities are insufficient. Whereas 50
per cent of the sample agreed in general that the effective professional development programs
are conducted by National Institute of Education, even 45 per cent of principals mentioned that
they like to participate in residential programs. While 55 per cent of the sample agreed that the
training programs being implemented are effective for their professional development. Further
majority of principals expected that resource persons for their training courses are more suitable
from Universities or National Institute of Education. Experienced principals seem to need
more training on instructional and strategic leadership skills, while inexperienced principals
seem to also need training on technical issues, financial management, circulars, school planning
and professionalism.
Keywords: management, professional development, school leadership
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SECONDARY STUDENTS’ CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE

Dr. P. R. K. A. Vitharana
Department of Education, University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka
pushpa.vitharana@yahoo.com

Learning science is a complex process in which students incorporate new knowledge into their
existing knowledge. According to literature, students develop limited understanding of science
even after instruction. The aim of the research is to use students’ diagrams to study conceptual
understanding of science related to ‘light’ in grade eight students. A written test with eight
questions was administered among 212 grade eight students in Kandy educational zone. Each
question of the test consisted of two parts; a diagram and a written explanation. Data obtained
from students’ diagrams in each question and their explanations were qualitatively and
quantitatively analyzed to understand science knowledge related to light; path of light, vision,
mirror reflection, refraction, and mages of plain mirror. Data were also collected with the use
of a teacher questionnaire and by studying curricular materials of grade eight. Data obtained
from teacher questionnaire were analyzed with the use of the SPSS statistical package. It was
noted that students provided more than twenty different diagrams for each question instead of
the correct diagram. The highest number of incorrect diagrams (47) reported, related to the
concept of images of plain mirror and the lowest number (22) related to mirror reflection. The
highest percentage of correct diagrams was reported in refraction through a plate of glass. A
large number of incorrect diagrams with incorrect explanations showed that students did not
possess a correct understanding of concepts related to light. Students had a number of
misconceptions related to light. Responses to teacher questionnaire revealed that 98% of
teachers provide opportunities for their students to draw diagrams to assess the understanding
of science concepts. Spending more time to draw diagrams correctly, drawing according to a
scale, were given as prominent difficulties in using diagrams to understand students’ science
knowledge. Students’ diagrams in science can be effectively used to explore conceptual
understanding of science knowledge of secondary school students.
Keywords: conceptual understanding, diagrams, light, Science
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STUDENTS’ ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN DIFFICULT SCHOOLS IN THE
COLOMBO DISTRICT

W. A. N. Wellappuli
Faculty of Education, University of Clombo, Sri Lanka
wellapili@gmail.com

The study explored the relationship between the learning environment of difficult schools in
the Colombo district and students’ achievements. It is assumed that poor school learning
environments negatively impact students’ achievements. Many researches base their theories
on physiological, psychological, and sociological changes that take place when learning occurs
(Scatter, 1990; Showier, 1995). There are many learning environments that were often
described in terms of social climate, curriculum design and
(Akkinsanmi, 2008). In my study, the

pedagogical

philosophy

learning environment is defined based on six

theories: behaviourist learning theory (Harzem,2004;Akinsanmi,2008), cognitivist learning
theory (Gagne,1984; Akiìanmi,2008), constructivist learning theory (Boyle,1997; Devries and
Zan,2003, experimental learning theory (Kolb ,1984 Beard and Wilson,2006) Humanistic
learning theory(Edward,1989; Kurtz, 2000; Huitt, 2009) and Social- situational learning
theory(Smith, 1999; Merriam and Caffarella 1991). According to Bandura (1977), the
methodology of the study is based on a mixed method approach and used partially mixed
sequential quantitative dominant status design. Observation, questionnaire, results sheets
(grade five scholarship, G.C.E O/L,G.C.E A /L) and interviews were used to collect data. The
percentage of pass rate in grade five scholarship exams was 5.94% in the type 1c schools,
7.14% in type 2 schools and 2.87% in type 3 schools. The percentage of pass rate in Ordinary
Level examination 2013 is 45.83% in type 1c schools and 53.34% in type2 schools. The
percentage of pass rate in the Advanced Level examination 2013 is 66.66% in the Arts stream
and 72.94% in the Commerce stream. Research studies must find ways to help increase
students’ performance. Therefore, educators must understand the relationship that exists
between school learning environment and student academic achievement. Educators must have
adequate facilities that provide an atmosphere and amenities conducive for student success.
Keywords: difficult schools, school learning environment, student’s achievement
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IDENTIFYING THE INFLUENTIAL FACTORS IN PASSING THE ADVANCED
LEVEL GENERAL ENGLISH SUBJECT

L. P. Himali
Department of Economics and Statistics, Sabaragamuwa University of Sri Lanka
hima099@gmail.com

English medium education system is one that uses English as the primary medium of instruction.
Considering the status in Sri Lanka, both Sinhala and Tamil are official languages; English is the second
language. But today, most schools, universities and institutions of higher education frequently use
English as the medium of instruction. According to the education system in Sri Lanka, students have to
face some major examinations, such as O/L, A/L for further studies or higher education. English is
included as a subject for those examinations but most of Sri Lankan students have not better knowledge
about that subject. Many students have to face a lot of problems when they enter the university or higher
education institutes due to lack of English knowledge. The main objective of this research is identifying
the influential factors for passing the A/L General English subject. Primary data was mainly collected
from the study through a questionnaire and hundred students were selected from Sabaragamuwa
University of Sri Lanka using stratified random sampling method. Chi-square test was used as a
statistical tool to identify the influential factors. The study found that gender, living area, O/L English
results, A/L subject stream, participation for English tuition classes are very important factors in passing
the A/L General English subject. The factors such as, district and school type was not significant in
passing the A/L General English.

Keywords: general english, influential factors, student
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PRESENTATION SKILLS OF UNDERGRADUATE ESL LEARNERS AND THE
IMPACT OF THE MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION

S. Liyanagunawardena
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Conducting effective presentations is one skill that is in great demand, especially in the context
of the private and the corporate sector job markets. This paper presents the findings of a
research study based on the presentation skills of ESL learners pursuing their higher studies in
Commerce in a tertiary education institute in Sri Lanka. Presentations conducted in English
language by 60 undergraduates from the final year of study were assessed on seven criteria of
the Competent Speaker Speech Evaluation Form (CSSEF). In order to investigate the impact
(if any) of the academic language background upon the presentation skills, the performance of
the students following their studies in English medium was compared with their counterparts’.
The average overall competency of the participating undergraduates was discovered to be
below the satisfactory level designated by the CSSEF. However, those who follow their studies
in English medium displayed a significantly better overall performance than the others, leading
to the conclusion that the medium of instruction does have an impact upon the presentation
skills of ESL learners.
Keywords: presentation skills, second language, undergraduates
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SEMANTIC, MORPHOLOGICAL, AND SYNTACTIC ASPECTS
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Ritsumeikan University, Japan, 2Department of Sinhala and Mass Communication, University of Sri
Jayawardenepura, Sri Lanka
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1

Onomatopoeia is a set of words used to imitate sounds in a given language. These sounds
represent basically two kinds of sounds; animate (humans and animals) and inanimate (sound
of our atmosphere or nature). This is a common phenomenon to many human languages around
the world.

Previous studies on Sinhala language have given evidence on the usage of

onomatopoeia. However, in-depth details in semantic (i.e., what categories are they belonged
to) and syntactic (i.e., what kind of grammatical formation do they require to form a sentence)
perspectives are yet to be confirmed. Thus, the main objective of this study is to examine the
present usage of Sinhala onomatopoeia. The present study conducted two tasks. First, a free
productivity task (written task) was conducted with Sinhala native speakers living in Sri Lanka.
Participants were asked to write sentences using Sinhala onomatopoeia. Second, since the
Sinhala is said to possess free word order, this study also examined the acceptability of different
word orders for the sentences consisting of onomatopoeia. Since Sinhala language
distinguishes the spoken form and the written form in many aspects, this study was aimed at
only the usage of spoken form. The analyses on the written task showed that, Sinhala
onomatopoeia is being used to imitate basically two type of sounds; animate oriented
(subcategories of human related and animal related) and inanimate oriented (subcategories of
object related, nature related and human related). On the other hand, the additional examination
on word order acceptability provided evidence that although the canonical SOV order is
premium in syntactic structure, the other word orders excessively have a high acceptability
among Sinhala native speakers. İn conclusion, according to this study, sinhala onomatopoeia
can be categorized into two groups; animate oriented and inanimate oriented, and the
onomatopoeic sentences also possess a free word order phenomenon.
Keywords: onomatopoeia, semantic, Sinhala Language
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THE UNDERGRADUATES' INCLINATION FOR LIFELONG LEARNING OF
ENGLISH WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO UNDERGRADUATES OF FACULTY
OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND LANGUAGES, SABARAGAMUWA UNIVERSITY OF
SRI LANKA
Iromi Weerakoon, Dishani Senaratna
Department of English Language Teaching, Sabaragamuwa University of Sri Lanka
iromi1984@gmail.com

Given the importance of English language as a pre-eminent international language today, the
importance of having competency in English language, maintaining continuous passion to learn
English, and acquiring the skills associated with lifelong learning of English have now become
inevitable. Accordingly, it is essential that the students who engage in their tertiary level of
education should develop into lifelong learners of English who retain a passion for learning
English even after the completion of formal examinations. Hence, this paper attempts to
explore whether the undergraduates in Faculty of Social Sciences and Languages (FSSL) of
Sabaragamuwa University of Sri Lanka (SUSL) have the inclination to become lifelong
learners of English after completing their Core English Language (CEL) course and whether
there is any association among the grades they obtained for English, their gender and their
tendency to become lifelong learners of English. Using the simple random sampling 130
second year second semester students of SUSL were selected for this study. In addition to semi
structured interviews and class room observations, data were collected mainly by
questionnaires designed on a five-point Likert-scale adopting items from Macaskill & Taylor's
questionnaires (2010). Mean Comparison, Crosstabs and Pearson Chi-square were computed
for the purposes of analysis.
Keywords: English language, lifelong learning
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AN ANALYSIS ON POSTERS ADVERTISING SPOKEN ENGLISH CLASSES IN
CONTEMPORARY SRI LANKA

Upeksha Jayasuriya
Department of Languages, General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University, Sri Lanka
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The substantial attention paid to English in general and spoken English in particular brings into
focus the role played by posters advertising private spoken English classes and the question as
to whether they do any justice to the spoken English classes which mushroom at a brisk pace
in almost all the corners of Sri Lanka. As a medium of advertising, these posters provide an
array of subject areas to be explored in terms of language, visuals and ideologies incorporated
by the teachers in order to differentiate themselves with the intention of competing with the
others in the field. A multimodal discourse analysis perspective, therefore, allows an in depth
analysis of the strategic use of language, images and the ideologies employed in the posters
while evaluating its efficacy and drawbacks. In view of this observation, the current study
analyses 18 posters which advertise spoken English classes located in the Colombo and
Gampaha districts. As primary data, images of posters advertising spoken English classes,
collected by both online and offline observation, are analyzed. The findings of this study prove
that the persuasive language, code-switching, adjectives and precisely specified target
population triumph in attracting the audience to the poster by creating an impact at first sight.
It was also revealed that the visuals of foreign students, teachers and celebrities are
incorporated with the intention of introducing a ‘foreign’ flavour to the class advertised.
Furthermore, the findings unearthed the fact that the ideologies expressed via these posters
have the potential to affect people’s mindset about the Standard Sri Lankan English
pronunciation as well as the correct way of learning to speak a language. The study, thus,
explored the status of English in contemporary Sri Lanka and the nature of the target population
who pays the least attention to the quality and credibility of these classes. The research has
found that there is a need to standardize the English tuition enterprise if it is to provide an
effective teaching-learning process.
Keywords: Muti-modal Discourse Analysis, posters, tuition
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Currently, relationship between cohesion and coherence seems more controversial (perhaps, it
recieves more attention) than any other aspect in the area of cohesion studies. Cohesionists like
Widdowson (1978), De Beaugrande & Dressler (1981), Carrel (1982), Brown & Yule (1983),
Hoey (1983), Salkie (1995) and Hoey (1999) are of the view that texts do not need cohesion to
be coherent, which contrasts with Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) position that cohesion is a
necessary condition for coherence. They prove this with some texts which, in their view, are
coherent but do not have cohesive devices. The main thrust of this paper, however, is to prove
that all coherent texts do (and must) have cohesive devices. Sample of the so-called coherent,
but non-cohesive, texts were selected and analysed. The analysis was done after identifyng
missing linguistic features in the texts and inserting them appropriately. By analysing the
complete version of the texts, the paper found that they too have cohesive devices. It achieved
this by proposing a two-dimensional approach to the whole phenomenon of cohesion by
arguing that it is of two forms: overt cohesion and covert cohesion. First, by reviewing the
relevant literature and using subcategorisation model and the principles of local interpretation
and analogy (both of which drawn from Tranformational Grammar and Pragmatics
respectively), the paper proposed and explained the concepts of overt and covert cohesion.
Second, the paper discovered that all the texts are cohesive at an underlying level. Their
cohesion is, thus, covert. Third, grammatical covert cohesion are more frequent in the texts
than their lexical counterparts. Finally, the findings reaveled that even the overt cohesive
elements do exist in the texts, although with less frequency.
Keywords: coherence, cohesion, surface, underlying text
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THE ROLE OF EXTENSIVE READING IN ESL LEARNING
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Although language forms and grammatical structures are taught in the classroom to the students
of Agribusiness Management at the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ruhuna, until the
students see them in authentic materials they are not able to understand them properly and be
familiar with them due to their lack of exposure to the target language. It is advocated that, in
the process of enhancing English as a second language (ESL) in learners, extensive reading
plays a significant role, in addition to the linguistic elements learnt in the classroom. Extensive
reading helps the learner to recognize the format, internal textual structure, language patterns,
construction and vocabulary associated with particular text types and construct their own
language independently. Here I will discuss the viability and validity of incorporating extensive
reading in the English language syllabus of the Agri-business Management at the Faculty of
Agriculture in particular and ESL programmes in general. A survey was conducted by the
researcher with a group of ESL adult learners of the Agribusiness Course. The methodology
used to carry out the survey was interviews, a formal questionnaire, discussions and a test based
on grammar, language structures and writing before and after the extensive reading
programme. The findings reveal that extensive reading can provide comprehensible input,
enhance general language competence, improve knowledge of vocabulary, lead to
improvement of writing, motivate learners to read, build up self-confidence, get rid of language
anxiety, learn about the culture of the target language users. As extensive reading is done by
the learner, the learner has a tension-free, independent learning environment. Thus, the learner
can develop his or her confidence in using the target language and can rid himself/herself of
language anxiety. Therefore, language learning through extensive reading can be turned into a
rewarding pastime.
Keywords: adult learners, esl, extensive reading
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USE OF FIRST LANGUAGE IN THE SECOND LANGUAGE CLASSROOM:
SRI LANKAN UNIVERSITY LEARNERS’ PERCEPTIONS
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There is empirical evidence supporting positive use of learners’ first language (L1) in the
second language (L2) classroom. Research that examines learner perceptions of the inclusion
of their L1 in the L2 classroom is, however, limited particularly in the context of Sri Lankan
learners. The present study, therefore, investigates Sri Lankan learners’ perceptions of L1 use
in the L2 classroom and how it contributes to the development of a learner-centred pedagogy
that is appropriate for the Sri Lankan second language acquisition (SLA) context. Using mixed
method approach, the study examines Sri Lankan university learners’ perceptions of L1 use in
the L2 classroom. The findings of the study suggest that learners hold positive perceptions of
L1 use in the L2 classroom. The potential of L1 to make instructions clear, the availability of
L1-L2 comparisons that show similarities and differences between the two languages,
conducive language learning environment created by L1 use, cognitively beneficial role of L1
and the potential of L1 to include learner in the process of learning appear to be the key reasons
for positive learner perceptions of L1 use. However, learners appear to use their L1 in the L2
clssroom rather cautiously. Findings of the study encourage language teachers to challenge the
traditional long established assumption that target language can and should be taught in the
target language only. Instead, language teachers are encouraged to judiciously use learners’ L1
to facilitate SLA and allow learners to make strategic use of their L1 to acquire L2.

Keywords: first language, learner perceptions, second language
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LIFELONG DEPRIVATION OF FREEDOM FOR A BRIEF MOMENT OF
PLEASURE: A SEMIOTIC READING OF “THE BOARDING HOUSE”
BY JAMES JOYCE

Prof. E. A. Gamini Fonseka
English Language Teaching Unit, University of Ruhuna, Sri Lanka

This is a demonstration of a semiotic approach to the study of the short story “The Boarding House” by
James Joyce. In this study, interpretations of the characters, their behaviours, the identities they carry,
the concepts they deal with and the situations they create are all based on the meanings generated by
the signs and symbols that emerge through the conceptual systems Joyce has developed for the setting.
In an effort to discover the meanings out of symbolic systems and formulate interpretations based on
such discoveries the reader is bound to maintain precision throughout the reading. Moreover, it prevents
the reader from depending too much on his intuition and compels him to centre his arguments all on his
semiotic perception of the imagery. It also preserves the empirical quality of the argumentation.
Through an exercise of this sort, it is understood that the young readers of Joyce or any other author
could be guided in focusing on the signs and symbols and perceiving the indications, designations,
significations, analogies and metaphors they are associated with while interpreting what they read in a
logical way. The paper does not talk about the theoretical stances but tries to enable the audience to
experience the stand I maintain about reading a short story.

Keywords: interpretations, semiotic approach, significations
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THE IMPACT OF LEARNER CENTERED APPROACH IN TEACHING ENGLISH
PRONUNCIATION FOR TAMIL ESL LEARNERS
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Pronunciation certainly deserves strong attention in ESL classrooms; poor pronunciation will
cause problems in oral communication no matter how good a speaker’s control of English
grammar and vocabulary might be. This paper reports the research findings on learner-centered
approach compared to teacher-centered approach in teaching English pronunciation to the
second language learners in the Northern region of Sri Lanka. The sample for this study was
collected from 100 students of Advanced Technological Institute, Jaffna who are reading for
their Higher National Diplomas in English. The sample represents all the districts of Northern
Province of Sri Lanka, and they are in mixed gender with ages varying from 20- 25 and all of
them have Tamil as their first language. The sample was divided into two groups, namely the
student-centered group (group A) and teacher-centered group (group B). Both groups received
three weeks course work in English pronunciation (sounds, stress and intonation) along with a
pre-test and a post-test in pronunciation. This experimental study also comprised classroom
observations and teacher interviews. Through the elicited data, the inter relationship between
the

students’ pronunciation and the two different methods of learning was explored.

Accordingly, the results of the study revealed that with those studies including the use of
multiple student-centered activities, students mainly showed changes in the areas, such as:
behavior, attitudes, interests and self confidence rather than in pronunciation; in studies that
used few student-centered activities, and teacher played a relatively more active role in giving
directions and teaching, students showed a quick advancement in pronunciation. The findings
suggest the need for explicit teaching of pronunciation and their use through communicative
tasks. Based on this finding, it seems fair to state that before we rely on using a highly studentcentered teaching approach in second language class rooms, further study of the issue is
necessary.
Keywords: ESL learners, learner- centred approach, second language acquisition
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THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN THINGS FALL APART BY CHINUA ACHEBE
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Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart was published in 1958 and it is considered as the seminal
African novel in English that portrays pre colonial and post colonial Africa .The novel has been
read, criticized and admired in various aspects. Many critics have examined the novel in the
aspect of feminism and most of the readers and the critics have different ideas on the portrayal
of women characters in pre colonial Nigeria and the various roles they had to play. This should
be investigated deeply as that is what is visible when we look at the novel at the surface level.
Achebe tells the tale of fallen Igbo society through the story of Okonkwo, an Igbo warrior from
the village of Umuofia. So the readers see the Igbo society through Okonkwo as it is basically
his story that Achebe comes out with. Naturally he becomes the center of attraction in the novel
and the reader sees all the men in the Igbo society through Okonkwo. So, at first glance, the
role of women in Chinua Achebe's Things Fall Apart may appear to unfairly limit in terms of
their authority and power as we begin to see the things in Okonkwo’s point of view. But if we
try to go beneath this deceiving surface, one can see that the women of the clan hold some very
powerful positions: spiritually as the priestess, symbolically as the earth goddess, and literally
as the nurturers of the Ibo people, the caretakers of the crops and the mothers and educators of
the Ibo children. However, though at the surface level women characters in Igbo society seem
to play subservient roles, upon closer inspection, most of these female characters, and the
portrayal of feminine traits, are integral to the story of Okonkwo and his demise.
Keywords: authority, Igbo society, women
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READING MOTIVATION AMONG TERTIARY LEVEL L2 LEARNERS
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In contrast to a large body of research on second language (L2) learning motivation in general,
motivation on second language reading has still been an underdeveloped research area. The
paucity of motivation research in the Sri Lankan L2 context motivated to investigate how
cognitive, affective, and social/cultural factors affect reading motivational behavior among Sri
Lankan university students and how these motivational constructs affect their L2 text
comprehension. Therefore, the main objective of this research was to investigate the underlying
structure of reading motivation among 406 Sri Lankan L2 learners and the relationship between
students’ motivation and their text comprehension. Students’ L2 text comprehension and
reading motivation were assessed using a reading comprehension test and a reading motivation
questionnaire (RMQ). This original RMQ was constructed based on self-determination theory
(SDT) that distinguishes intrinsic and extrinsic motivation and students’ attitudes and beliefs
on L2 reading engagement. The Principal Componential Analysis identified four constructs of
intrinsic motivation and five constructs of extrinsic motivation. Similarly, the confirmatory
factor analysis (CFA) was used to examine the hypothesized two-factor model of reading
motivation that described the relationship of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation and text
comprehension. The final model fitted the data well indicating that only intrinsic motivational
constructs positively

contributed to text comprehension when associated with extrinsic

motivation indicating that intrinsic motivation is fundamental to successful L2 text
comprehension among Sri Lankan university students. Similarly, results showed that students’
intrinsic motivation was highly correlated with their extrinsic motivation demonstrating that
Sri Lankan undergraduates are motivated in reading for multiple reasons. Furthermore, the
findings of this study supported the claims made by the proponents of self-determination theory
and the reading motivation of Sri Lankan undergraduates is associated with and shaped by
constant (re)appraisal and balancing of the various cognitive, social, and cultural influences
embedded in the local context.
Keywords: intrinsic motivation, L2 reading motivation
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IN NEWSPAPER EDITORIAL CORPUS DATA
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A phrasal verb is a verb and a particle that together function grammatically and semantically
as a single unit. A phrase that consists of a verb with a preposition or adverb or both, the
meaning of which is different from the meaning of its separate parts which constitute one of
the most distinctive and creative lexical, lexico-grammatical and semantic and syntactical
features of the English language. They are highly productive and widely used by native
speakers. The objectives of the study were to demonstrate the existence of distinctive Phrasal
Verbs in a written genre of Sri Lankan English using newspaper editorial data to identify the
most common Phrasal Verbs used in Sri Lankan English variety in addition to compiling a mini
corpus Sri Lankan English Newspaper Editorial Corpus (SLENEC) and doing a linguistic
analysis on its syntactic and semantic aspects using the compiled mini corpus SLENEC. For
methodology it used the Manual - South Asian Varieties of English (SAVE) corpus as a guide.
The mini Corpus SLENEC (Sri Lankan English Newspaper Editorial Corpus) was compiled
using the newspaper editorials of both Daily News and Daily Mirror newspapers in 2010. The
online archives of editorials in Daily News and Daily Mirror newspapers in Sri Lanka in the
year 2010 were downloaded semi-automatically, cleaned from unwanted HTML code,
advertisements and other unnecessary parts of the source files were combined to compile mini
corpora called Corpus with roughly 44868 words. Particular emphasis was put on the removal
of articles from news agencies, since they might conceal the typical language used in a given
setting. Then, using the Concordance Antconc 3.2.1.2w, made an analysis on selected phrasal
verb particles to find out the frequency of editorials of each newspaper Daily News and Daily
Mirror 2010 and the comparison was done between the two newspapers.
Keywords: common, linguistic analysis, phrasal verbs
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1

Translation is generally considered as the act of transforming the data in a source language to
a target language. It is a well-known fact that a translator should always be a good linguist
since she/he tackles language all the time regardless whether it is the target language (TL) or
source language (SL). Among the translation types of technical, science, literary, legal and
interpretation, literary translation is of great importance since it consists of translating poetry,
prose, short stories, novels and other creations related to literature. Language is known to be a
device which depicts one’s society and culture very accurately. In translating data from a source
language to a target language, one does not only provide equivalent forms or words but also
tackles with two different cultures and societies. Since literary translation deals with language
and culture of both the TL and SL, one should pay more attention in translating the cultural
categories. Peter Newmark has identified several cultural categories which a translator should
pay more attention in the course of translation and this research paper will focus only on the
categories ‘ecology and material culture’. While translating the terms which are related to
ecology or geographical features, a translator should be more vigilant and similarly a translator
should pay more attention in translating terms related to material culture such as food, clothes,
houses and towns, transport etc. When a translator faces difficulties in finding equivalent terms
related to ecology and material culture, she/he has the option of using foot notes, end notes,
special notes, pictures, photos etc. in conveying the SL meaning.
Keywords: cultural categories, literary translation, problems, solutions
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In the post colonial social context, notions of patriotism were largely expressed through
fundamentalism and ethnocentric nationalism. In Sri Lanka the racial violence that prevailed
for over three decades gave birth to the epoch of terrorism and was at times consumed with
misconceptions of patriotism. The political violence that occurred after the racial upheaval of
1958 and 1983 resulted in a war that lasted until the military defeat of the Liberation Tigers
of The Tamil Elam or LTTE in 2009.Yet, a larger question still remains. Although the military
defeat of the LTTE has been concluded, it questions the threat of racism being defeated at an
ideological level and if Sri Lanka as a society is ready to embrace an era of secular values. It
is within this context that the key focus of this paper on Delon Weerasinghe's Gratiean Award
winning play, “Thicker than Blood” is set. The present draft of the play was written in the
year 2002, a year which was significant as it coincided with the signing of the “Permanent
Cease Fire Agreement” between the ruling United National Party and the LTTE. The study
focuses on exploring the theme through modernized western philosophical ideas and attempts
to devote special attention as to how the ruling capitalist class exploits the conformity of the
individuals to group mentality. This symbolizes nationalism in order to affirm their own
power and status. The study also explores the notion of the universality of patriotism and how
it operates as opposed to ethnocentric nationalism and fundamentalism, which are acts of
violence carried out under the pretext of protecting group identity. The study of the play has
been carried out as a contextual analysis and attempts to identify the thematic significance
the plot and characters have to the greater social issues within the country.

Keywords: drama, ethnocentrism, exploitation, nationalism, patriotism
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The Village in The Jungle as a colonial writing is elaborately fashioned to explore the naturally
adapted yet irrationally socialized native sphere in order to portray the conventionally
embedded organic whole within which diverse dichotomies exist that can be perceived as
inextricably interconnected . Arising out of this intricate web of incompatible interrelations,
the image of woman appears as a victimized docile body whose subaltern existence is repressed
within the narrowed mythological theism, native cultural principles and socially attributed
characteristics. Along with the native perceptions and cultural validity the native feminine
figure that exists within the text embodying a particularity which determines her subordination
and in another perspective her natural enrichment oscillates between two realities; cultural and
natural. Leonard Woolf imaginatively living among the characters, endeavouring to interpret
the evident social elements and the obscured cultural forces which function as the manipulative
mechanisms across the communal life patterns, instincts and behaviours and delving into the
psychological alterations and individualities could sketch the picture of woman as a victimized
being whose existence within the dynamically expanded cultural sphere is framed within a
mythicized nullity. Hence through this analytical approach to ‘the portrayal of woman’ within
the text The Village in the Jungle by Leonard Woolf, the femininity, the feminine consciousness
which is identified with the realm of physical and natural alterations and disruptions,
manipulative cultural apparatuses and feminine deprivations and female existential identity
within the culture- nature dichotomy are critically examined and comprehensively analyzed
since the ‘native woman’ in The Village in the Jungle is not explicitly and particularly
recognized within the discipline of literature. Consequently, the study will excavate the buried
feminine roots from the obscured native sphere and will make the muted voices of those
subaltern bodies heard.
Keywords: colonialism, culture, feminism
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Employing the insights gleaned from queer theory, this paper engages with the literary
representation of tabooed sexualities by scrutinizing the depiction of the queer character in the
post-Independence Sri Lankan novel. The methodology of the study is based on a textual
examination. The primary texts under scrutiny are three texts by the two pioneers of the Sri
Lankan English novel, Punyakanthi Wijenaike (Giraya and Amulet) and James Goonewardena
(An Asian Gambit); in which one finds the earliest appearance of the queer character in Sri
Lankan English fiction. In a nutshell, the paper examines how these authors negotiate with
what the feminist critics term, “the perceptual screen provided by our patriarchal cultural
conditioning” by attempting to see if the works of these authors hold any subversive potential.
This end is achieved by examining whether the depiction of the queer character in the novels
of these authors is employed as a mean of tracing a redefinition or a reaffirmation of the
patriarchal social institutions such as love and family. In the exploration it becomes evident
that especially in Wijenaike’s work there is a critical recognition the discriminatory aspects of
certain patriarchal institutions. Nevertheless, the study unearths that in spite of the authors’
ostensibly radical move of engaging with tabooed sexualities in the Sri Lankan society in their
novels, their depiction of the queer character is predominantly governed by homophobic,
heterosexist undercurrents. It is hoped that this paper will throw new light on the
preoccupations of the Sri Lankan English writers, enable new readings of old texts, and
illuminate a previously unexplored area of experience in Sri Lankan English fiction.

Keywords: homosexuality, Sri Lankan fiction, queer character
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This paper attempts to show the pertinence of 'male dominance' and 'women's independence'
to the contemporary Sri Lankan society in relation to the novels “Jane Eyre" and “Wide
Sargasso Sea". The protagonist of the novel,'Jane Eyre' is an orphan who has to live within the
boundaries of a patriarchal society where the women are expected to perform duties and
responsibilities to their husbands as imposed by the Victorian society. Nevertheless,Charlotte
Bronte portrays her heroine as a person who emerges as a strong woman while discovering a
position for herself in society. Contrastingly, Antoinette, the protagonist of 'Wide Sargasso
Sea’ is financially, physically and emotionally subservient to her husband and thus resembles
a passive female figure who is subjected to male dominance. The objectives of the study are
centered on identifying the relevance of 'male dominance' and 'women's independence' to the
contemporary Sri Lankan society. Questionnaires were disseminated and interviews were
conducted with 100 students randomly selected from the Faculty of Arts in the University of
Peradeniya to investigate this issue. According to the results of this research, it is evident that
the concepts of 'male dominance' and 'women's independence' experienced by Jane Eyre and
Antoinette Corsway in the past also have a relevance to the contemporary Sri Lankan society.
Nevertheless, the results have asserted that "women's independence" has more relevance to the
contemporary Sri Lankan society than "male dominance" as women in present Sri Lankan
society have achieved a remarkable success by positioning themselves as leading figures who
contribute to the national development. Therefore, in present Sri Lankan society we are able to
view many female figures as 'Jane Eyre' who have gained independence and succeeded their
lives mainly through their immense courage, strength and determination. In conclusion, it is
apparent that women in current Sri Lankan context relish independence more than women in
ancient Sri Lankan context did.
Keywords: contemporary Sri Lankan society, Jane Eyre, male dominance
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THE IMPACT OF GENDER ON SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISTION

W. M. U. S. K. Walisundara
Sir John Kotelawala Defence University, Sri Lanka
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Second language acquisition (SLA) refers to the process by which a person learns a foreign
language; that is, a language which is other than his or her mother tongue. In SLA research the
role of gender is highlighted as a crucial determinant in the process of SLA. An overall lack of
research in the Sri Lankan context in the role of gender in SLA was observed. The objective of
the study was to investigate the impact of gender on acquiring English as a L2. For the study,
90 university undergraduates whose first language (L1) is either Sinhala or Tamil who were
acquiring English as their second language (L2), were selected from the Faculty of Agriculture,
University of Peradeniya, using the random sampling method. The sample represented both
genders. In order to gather data, a semi-structured questionnaire was distributed among the
selected students and a test was administered to measure their English language proficiency.
The data was analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. The results revealed that there is
no significant impact of gender on SLA - rather it is related to the quality of input. Therefore,
it is recommended to provide high quality instruction and language input at early elementary
level for better acquisition. Through appropriate revisions to the curriculum, employing diverse
teaching methodologies and aids catering to multiple learner needs, language learning can be
promoted while establishing learner autonomy — ultimately leading to language acquisition.

Keywords: gender, language acquisition, undergraduates
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USING INTEGRATED SKILLS FOR ELT IN TERTIARY EDUCATION

Udapadini Hewapathirana, Nilakshi Herath
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In the Sri Lankan English Language Teaching (ELT) context, teaching English as a second
language has become quite crucial, especially at the tertiary level. Yet once we evaluate the
proficiency level of these students, it is obvious that most of the tertiary level students display
a poor level of performance in both receptive and productive skills. Therefore this research,
evaluates how far an integration of all four skills, namely writing, reading, listening and speech
would facilitate the tertiary level learner in the TESL context. In conducting the research, the
data was collected mainly through case studies carried out with SLIATE (Sri Lanka Institute
of Advanced Technological Institute) students. Moreover, questionnaires were circulated
among the English lecturers working in the SLIATE to gather their personal views on
conducting classes using this new methodology. Further the students’ ideas were also gathered
through interviews as a feedback to evaluate the rate of success in conducting classes using the
integrated skills. Through the qualitative research methodology carried out by the researchers,
it was finally discovered that integrated skills will enhance the students’ performance to a very
great extent. Ultimately, it will not only improve the students’ level of proficiency in the target
language but also will improve their interest and the motivation in acquiring the target
language. Therefore, the researchers believe that the integrated skills will facilitate the learner
in acquiring the language in a better manner as it makes the learning a more enjoyable
experience for both the learner and the teacher.
Keywords: improving, integrated, skills, tertiary, TESL
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THE USE OF FIRST LANGUAGE IN TEACHING SECOND LANGUAGE
VOCABULARY FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
(WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO STUDENTS AT SRI JAYEWARDENEPURA
UNIVERSITY)

W. M. M. M. J. T. Weeraratna
Department of Languages, General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University, Sri Lanka
jayanitan@gmail.com

English has become the “Global language” (Crystal, 2003) and is taught as the second language
in most of the countries around the world. In Sri Lanka too, there is a considerable demand for
English Language Teaching (ELT). The research is based on teaching English vocabulary to
university students who are non-native speakers of English. The aim of the research was to find
out whether the use of L1 in teaching L2 vocabulary hinders the students’ ability in improving
their L2 vocabulary. Fifty first year students and five lecturers of University of Sri
Jayewardenepura were taken as the sample group and the students were put into two groups
where one was exposed to L1 in teaching L2 vocabulary. The students were given a pre-test
and a post test where the marks obtained were compared. They were also administered a
questionnaire to collect background information. The lecturers were interviewed and their
experiences and ideas regarding teaching university students were gathered. It was found out
that from the pre-test to the post-test, the students who were exposed to L1 did not show any
difference in scores and some showed a decrease in marks whereas the students who were not
exposed to L1 showed a remarkable increase in obtaining marks. So it was noted that the use
of L1 in teaching L2 vocabulary to university students hinders their ability in improving L2
vocabulary. It was further found that the lecturers use L1 at times in explaining the most
difficult vocabulary related to the field of study of the students.
Keywords: ELT, hinders, L1, L2
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NEW SOCIAL REALITIES OF SRI LANKA AND WOMEN: A CRITIQUE ON
NAYOMI MUNAWEERA AND SHEHANI GOMES
R. P. D. Madhumini
Sabaragamuwa University of Sri Lanka
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Sri Lanka as a third world country has faced drastic changes since independence. With the
introduction of Information Technology, the concept of Globalisation has become integrated,
causing people to be more dependent on one another. The Post –War Sri Lankan society we
presently live in is conforming to these new social realities. It has given the citizens of the
nation’s freedom of thought. However, the question arises as to whether Sri Lankan literature
did evolve hand in hand with such changes. One wonders if the authors witness the social
realities of the people who lived in this society. It is hence questionable if these authors
referenced these changes in their literary works and addressed them by means of research.
Apart from renowned authors such as Shyam Selvedurai, Michael Ondaatje, Romesh
Gunesekara and Punyakante Wijenaike, today we are able to wıtness new ‘female authors’ who
have manifested this present scenario in their novels. Although authors such as Punyakante
Wijenaike did portray the role of women in a feudal society and the mysticism which revolved
around their lives, the presentation of women in the modern age was not illustrated until recent
years.Therfore, in the light of new social realities and theories on feminism, this research
focuses on Learning to Fly (2008) by Shehani Gomes and Island of a Thousand Mirrors (2012)
by Nayomi Munaweera. Learning to Fly by Shehani Gomes depicts some unseen aspects of
the adolescent world. Kala, the female protagonist of the novel tends to question patriarchal
social values. İn comparison to this, Island of A Thousand Mirrors by Nyomi Munaweera is
creatively demonstrated with two female protagonists who deal with issues such as war, love
and immigration. Thus, it is believed that these writers have been able to envision the situation
in Sri Lanka simultaneously with the changing world.
Keywords: female ideology, modern fiction, new realities, Sri Lankan
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FACTORS INFLUENCING READABILITY AND
EFFECTIVENESS OF ANNUAL REPORTS PRODUCED BY SRI LANKAN
COMPANIES: BEVERAGE, FOOD AND TOBACCO INDUSTRIES
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The study aims to understand the strengths and weaknesses of annual reports produced by Sri
Lankan companies by examining a sample of fifteen listed entities of the Colombo stock
exchange. Analysis of the annual reports was conducted based on criteria such as “Readability,
Reliability, Completeness, Balance and Comparability, Relevance, Understandability and
Investor Decision Making”. Subramanian et al. (1993) investigated the relation between
the performance of an organization and the annual the Readability of annual reports. Courtis
(2005) argues that Understandability is measured using transparency and cleanness of the
information in annual reports. . Thomas (1997) examined the linguistic structures of a set of
letters of a single organization with the objective of looking for differences between the
disclosure of good and bad news. Belkaoui (2002) noted that qualities of financial reports
include relevance, understandability, reliability, completeness, objectivity, timeliness and
comparability. Best (2009) suggested that the fundamental qualitative characteristics (that
is, relevance and faithful representation) are most important. They determine the context of
financial reporting information. According to the findings of research, the Fog Index is slightly
lower than ordinary reports, since technical jargon is not considered. Such long words have
three or more syllables and are explained under the notes of financial reports or in the glossary.
Readability of annual reports is given a high weightage since language is considered a decisive
factor in SriLanka . All the other variables are analysed by using appropriate criteria related to
the quality of annual report of the respective variable. According to the findings, all the
variables analysed except for completion and understandability are up to the standard.
Keywords: annual report, effectiveness, Readability, relevance
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Acquisition of argument-structure is constrained by UG both semantically and syntactically
(Pinker, 1989, 2013). There is a logical problem in the acquisition of the argument-structure of
the dative alternation (double object construction) because all dative verbs do not alternate.
The dative alternation is constrained by both broad and narrow-range lexical rules. (Pinker,
2013) From the point of view of Sinhala/ Tamil, the dative alternation in English is a superset
grammar because Sinhala and Tamil do not permit dative objects to be accusatively case
marked (indirect object). The research problem is ‘can the Lankan L2 English learner acquire
the dative alternation in English?’ ‘Is there a logical problem of acquisition?’ ‘Do semantic
constraints operate in L2 dative alternation acquisition?’ A grammaticality judgement task was
carried out to find out how much unconscious linguistic knowledge that L2 English learners
have about dative alternation. For this purpose, two L2 English learner groups and an L1
English user group were employed. The task consisted of both grammatical and ungrammatical
sentences. Results show that though the learner group at a higher proficiency level seems to
have acquired the broad-range lexical rules involved in the dative alternation more than the
lower proficiency group, both groups have failed considerably in acquiring the narrow-range
lexical rules involved in the English dative alternation. It should be noted that L1 values do not
directly influence the English dative alternation in L2 learners as dative alternation is a superset
grammar for learners. Learners do overgeneralize with regard to dative alternation and this
gives evidence to the fact that the narrow-grammar involved in the English dative alternation
is more difficult to acquire than broad-range lexical rules. The results also suggest that for a
successful acquisition of English dative alternation learners may have to be either explicitly
instructed or they need to be provided with corrective feedback.
Keywords: dative alternation, logical problem, superset grammar
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THE IMPORTANCE OF X.34TH HYMN OF RIG-VEDA AS A DIDACTICAL
COMPOSITION
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According to the theme, Rig-Veda can be classified under a few categories. The Didactical
Hymns are elaborated in a particular category. The X.34th hymn of Rig-Veda represents an
important role as a didactical composition. Some scholars who belong to Sanskrit didactic
literature interpret this hymn as a “fertile seed of origin”. This hymn is a perfect example of
good evidence which has been sourced from the history of the Sanskrit Didactic Literature. The
composer of this hymn steadily explains the aftermaths of gambling through the voice of a
defeated gambler. Even though the whole hymn consists of only fourteen stanzas, the melodic
narrator utilizes impressive examples and appropriate words to convey the negative image of
gambling in a broader view. Therefore, anybody can understand the real meaning of the hymn
without any hesitation. The main perceptions of this hymn could be enlisted as follows:
collapse of the stability of mind and self confidence, depression derived from the aftermath of
gambling, ill reputation gained in society, alienation from one’s family, and the determination
and encouragement to refrain from bad habits. The Rig-Vedic society people used to gamble,
paving the way for the spiritual ruination of lives that succumb to its practice. On the other
hand, some people aim to educate others saving them from sinful activities. Thus, people used
their creativity and gave advice for the betterment of mankind. Many Sanskrit didactic writers
follow this paradigm. Giving advice to humans with the objective of uplifting their behaviour
is the foundation of Sanskrit didactic literature. The first step of this research will be based on
a general discussion on the content of the particular hymn with special reference to main points
mentioned above. The second step will highlight the importance of the didactical features.
Keywords: didactic, gambling, Rig-Veda, X.34th hymn
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CODE SWITCHING AS A CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
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Among the bilingual language contact that occurs in a variety of phenomena which include
switching, mixing, interference, etc, code switching, which is, a bilingual phenomenon is more
or less employed in the second language teaching. The main objective of the paper is to explore
the employment of code switching as a classroom management strategy in the teachers’
discourse at tertiary level with reference to the second language teaching context in the English
Language Teaching Unit of the University of Sri Jayewardenepura. The data was gathered
through the recordings of 35 teaching hours from 10 classrooms selected randomly and the
respondents including 10 teachers and 30 students were interviewed to find out the intentions
and expectations of the subjects with regard to the use of code switching in the pedagogy of
ELT classrooms. The findings of the study can be analysed under six categories, namely;
maintaining disciplines, saving time, reminding of rules, changing the topic/ subject, physical
setting and the style and giving directions. It is apparent that the methodical choices of codes
made by the teachers have an immense impact on the classroom behaviour. Accordingly, the
judicious integration of code switching for classroom management purposes in L2 teaching is
identified as a pedagogical strategy that can be employed to address the issues embedded in L2
teaching/learning. Moreover, it is believed that the conducted study can change the stigmatized
beliefs of teachers on bilingual English teaching while illustrating the ways teachers can
incorporate the advantages of bilingualsm to create a positive learning environment. In the
light of this study, another challenging research avenue is opened to explore ways of building
up a structured/principled bilingual methodology to integrate code switching in the teacher’s
discourse to sustain its pedagogical weight and to minimise the haphazard or the unnecessary
use of L1 in the L2 classroom.
Keywords: code switching, pedagogy, second language classroom
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AWARENESS AND SURMOUNTING OF THE FIVE HINDRANCES
FOR A FLOURISHING INITIATION OF MEDITATION
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and Nāgānanda International Buddhist University, Sri Lanka
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Awareness of the Five Hindrances (pañcanīvaraṇa) is significant as it helps one to surmount
them. The root causes of the five hindrances are greed, hatred and delusion. The five hindrances
which hinder the initiation of Buddhist meditation and overwhelm the potentiality of mind and
the development of meditation are causally conditioned. The hindrances arise in correlation
with the factors that support their origination and cease in correlation with the factors that
support their cessation. Unwise consideration (ayoniso manasikāra) causes the arising and
growth of the five hindrances. Hence, the prime purpose of this paper is to expose inimical
effects of the Five Hindrances on mind development and expedient measures for de-nourishing
them for a thriving initiation of Buddhist meditation. Proper attention (yonisomanasikāra),
cultivation of morality, the observance of precepts, the performance of ten meritorious deeds,
ten perfections, engagement in wholesome occupations, restraint in deed, speech and thought
etc. are some of the preliminary conditions that encourage one to overcome the detrimental
effects of the five hindrances. Numerous ways to de-nourish hindrances according to Buddhist
teaching should be adopted and thus the Five Hindrances should be surmounted for a
flourishing initiation and progress of meditation. Only a temporary suspension and partial
weakening of the hindrances can be attained by a “worldling” (puthujjana). The final and
complete elimination of the five hindrances nonetheless takes place on the stages of the path
of sanctity (ariyamagga).
Keywords: Buddhist meditation, proper attention, the Five Hindrances
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THE THREE REVELATIONS OF DAOISM FOR MODERN MANAGEMENT
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The Daoist system of Chinese belief inherited the ancient Daoist school's aim of “inner sage
outer king,” and from its beginnings took the principle of “managing the body and managing
the kingdom as the same path” to pursue the “way” obtaining the Dao and becoming an
immortal the ultimate goal. “Obtaining the Dao” is premised on immortality. In order to live
forever one must first live long. In order to live long one must survive with a healthy body and
mind. To survive with a healthy body and mind is not just a matter of personal physiology, but
of an adjusted psychology and a favorable social environment. Stating in the broadest sense,
individual physiology, an adjusted psychology and a favorable social environment all require
management. Speaking in a narrow sense, the preservation of a favorable social environment
undoubtedly is the content of modern management studies; specifically administrative
management studies and the object of public management. Daosim with its eighteen hundred
years of historical development has done a lot of exploration in administrative management
and public administration. It leaves us with a rich legacy of thought worthy of our exploration.
Keywords: Daoism, Daoist, modern management, philosophy
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“Samanala Kanda” in Sri Lanka is a well-known sacred place in the world. “Sripāda”, located
on the summit of Samanala Kanda, is so sacred a place that it is visited by Buddhists, Hindus,
Christians, and Muslims every year. This is because that there is a sacred foot print on Sripāda
which is believed by all visitors to belongs to their religious leader or someone affiliated to
their religion. However, most rituals are performed there by the Buddhists. The history
connected with this place is of the Buddhist history. There are many historical sources in
“Mahāvansaya” (Sri Lanka’s Great Chronicle) and many different historical sources, which
reveal that a Buddhist environment existed in Sripāda. There are very few sources found here
affiliated to other religions. Therefore the Buddhists believe that the footprint there belongs to
the Buddha. Many Buddhist devotees believe that the deity “Sumana Saman”, considered to be
a Buddhist deity, protects it. There is strong evidence to justify its Buddhist identity in the
revelation of the Buddhist rituals and the Buddhist history connected with Sripāda. It gives an
explicit example of peace and harmony of the people all over the world with the existence of
religious relief witnessed there. This research paper reveals those facts. The main focus of this
research is heavily based on literary sources such as Mahāvansaya and Poojāvaliya. In
addition, secondary sources such as books and historical reports based on Sri Pada are used.
The facts collected from the field researches are supplementary sources.
Keywords: Buddhist, Footprint, history, rituals, Sripāda
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BUDDHIST MEDITATION AND TAOIST MEDITATION
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The main purpose of this research was to explore meditation practices of Buddhism and Taoism
in order to figure out the similarities and differences between them. Taoism and Buddhism are
the two religions in the world, which go hand in hand with latest developments in the world.
The teachings of Lord Buddha in his 45 years of life had been well preserved in Pali canon for
more than 2600 years. Taoism was also founded thousands years before by a great teacher
called Lao Tzu. In Taoism, an equivalent to Pali canon can be found in the form of three main
texts called Tao Te Ching, Chuang Tzu, and Daozang. These books illustrated the fundamental
value systems of Taoism. In Theravada meditation, two main categories called Samatha and
Vipassana ideologically coincide with the concentration and insight meditation of Taoism.
Vidarśana Meditation looks similar to Taoist practices and sheds more light on the subject.
Vidarśana as the term itself is obviously interpretative, is an effect of a certain form of Samādhi
which is indispensable for getting up to it though there are some extraordinary numbers of
circumstances that beings were able to attain there. This clearly encapsulates that there is a
need to practice Śamatha for most of beings to go by Vidarśana Meditation. Also this
correlation is as same as in Taoism. Furthermore, the insightful being (One who attained the
knowledge of Vidarśana Meditation) cannot only ground himself but also he can then penetrate
the right view under the steps of insight and thereby eventually achieve a full-fledged
knowledge of the Universe. One of the cruxes of leading observations was additionally how
this nature can push the life towards enlightenment or whatever the final destination called in
many religions and philosophies.
Keywords: Taoism, Buddhism, meditation, comparative study
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±l" krUd" wdiajdo fldg" nqoaêfha ksï j<¨ mq¿,a lr .; yelsh hk woyiska ixialD; oDYH
ldjHh tkñka ye|skafõ' fuu w¾: ±laùug fya;=j wdrïNfha mgka ñksid l;kaor lSug iy
wkqlrKh lssÍug ,eÈùu;a kdgH l,dj thska mej;f.k tkakla jYfhka ie,lSu hs' kdgHh
ks¾udKlrefjda wdrïNfha isg u kdgH l,dj ;=< úúOdx. we;=<;a l<y' tfuka u fonia"
ix.S;h" k¾;kh wNskh jeks m%dix.sl l,dfõ úúO biõ fidhd tajd ;u kdgHhg we;=<;a
lr .ekSug o Wkkaÿ jQy' fuu m%h;akfha § W;aiql jQfha isxy, kdgH l,dfõ m%.ukh
Wfoid fjfiiska ixialD; kdgH l,dfõ wdNdih ljr wdldrhlska isÿ jQfha o hkak
ùuxikhl fhoug hs' ta wkqj isxy, kdgHhg È.= b;sydihla ysñ fkdjk nj meyeÈ,s úh'
¥rd;S;fha isg u Ndr;fha wd.ñl" foaYmd,ksl" ixialD;sl n,mEu ,xldjg fhduq jQ nj
fkdryils' ta wkqj isxy, kdgH flfrys o Ndr;Sh kdgH iïm%odhla jk ixialD; kdgHhkays
n,mEu t,a, ù ;sfí' ixialD; kdgHh ms<sn| úuiSfï § meyeÈ,s jk lreKla jQfha tu kdgH
fnfyúka úo.aO ckhd wruqKq fldg f.k rpkd jQjla nj hs' tajd ;=< kdgHl ;sìh hq;=
ish¨ u .=Kdx.hka wka;¾.; fjhs' iEu úg u mqoa.,hd wdkkaofhka m%{dj fj; fhduq lrk
whqrla tajdys olakg ,efí' tneúka j¾;udk isxy, kdgH l,djg o il= kdgHfha wdNdih
;j ÿrg;a ,nd .ekSfï wjYH;dj" u. fmkaùu fuys wfmaCIs; wruqK úh' ta wkqj úfYaIfhka
ixialD; kdgH wdNdih nyq, f,i u fhdod .;a kdgHlrejd f,i kS;s{ fcdaka o is,ajd lemS
fmfka' Tyqf.a rdudhKh kdglh" W;a;rrdupß; kdglh" k, rdc pß;" iS;dyrKh"
Yl=ka;,d" r;akdj,S" kd.dkkao hk kdgH ixialD; wdNdifhka ks¾ñ; h' tfuka u isxy,
kdgHfha wNsjDoaêh me;+ irÉpJø o ixialD; kdgH u.ska o wNdih ,nd ;sfí' j;auka
kdgHlrejl= jk mrdl%u ksßwe,a, o tjka mqoa.,fhls'

fï jk úg w'fmd'i ^Wfm<& g

ks¾ÈIag r;akdj,S kdgH lD;sh o ixialD; wdNdih ,oaols' fï wkqj i|yka l< yels jkqfha
isxy, kdgHlrejd NdIdj" ffY,sh" jia;= úIh" md;%hska" fõÈldj hk iEu wxYhlska u il=
kdgHfha wdNdih hï ;rulg fyda ,nd we;s ;sfnk nj hs' fuu m¾fhaIKfha § ta nj jvd;a
;yjqre lr .ekSu i|yd mqia;ld, mßyrKh" idlÉPd l%uh yd wka;¾cd, mßyrKh Ndú;
lrk ,È'

m%uqLmo( wdNdih" m%dix.sl" m%.ukh" NdIdj" kdgH" kQ¾;s
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jkakï hkq Y%S ,dxflah k¾;k l,dj yd ne÷Kq l,d wx.hla jk w;r th Ydka ;sl¾uj,ska
neyerj ks¾udKh jQjls' isxy, jkakï Wvrg my ;rg iy inr.uq iïm%odh ;%hla hgf;a
ú.%y l< yels h' fï w;=ßka my;rg k¾;k iïm%odhg wh;a jkakï y÷kajkq ,nkafka iskaÿ
jkakï kñks' Wvrg iy inr.uq jkakï úfkdaod¾:h u; mokï jqj o iskaÿ jkakï rpkd
ù we;af;a úfkdaod¾:hg jvd mQcd¾:hl iajrEmfhks' iskaÿ jkakï ixLHdj 32la jk w;r
jkakï ;siafol u tlu oduhlska ne÷Kq lõ mka;shla f,i ie,lsh yels h' fuu jkakï
ish,a, i|yd foúkqjr jev jik úIaKq foúhka m%ia;=; ù we;' iskaÿ jkakïj, NdId ,laIK
wkqj fuu jkakï mYapd oa uykqjr hq.hg wh ;a rpkd úfYaIhla neõ is ;sh yels h' tfy;a
ta ms<sno úúO u; mj;S' iskaÿ jkakï fiiq isxy, jkakïj,g jvd jHla; NdId ffY,shlska
rpkd ù we;s nj fmfka' fuu wOHhkfhys wruqK jkafka iskaÿ jkakïj, NdIdfõ we;s
úfYAI ,laIK ms<sn| j úu¾Ykhl fhoSu hs' fuys§ meyeÈ,ss jQ lreKla kï fuu jkakï
Nla ;s .S; ffY,shlska yd iskaÿ m%nkaO ,laIKfhka hq;=j rpkd ù we;s nj hs' ;j o iskaÿ
jkakïj, NdIdj ixialD; ñY% NdId ffY,shlska yd ÿIalr úß;a l%u weiqre lr .ksñka rpkd
ù we;s neõ meyeÈ,s h' fuu wOHhkfha oS ta yd iïnkaO uQ,dY%h fiùu b;d ÿIalr lreKla
jQ w;r m%d:ñl uQ,dY%h jYfhka ie,lsh yels mqiafld< fmd;a iy w;a msgm;a tys oS jeo.;a
úh'

m%uqLmo( P‡ia" Nla;s .S;" jkakï" úrs;a" iskaÿ
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ixialD; idys;Hh" Y%jH yd oDYH hk idys;Hoajfhka iïNdjkhg md;% ù we;a;ls' Y%jKh
fldg ri ú|sh hq;= .oH" moH" ñY% ^pïmQ& hk ldjH ks¾udK Y%jH .Khg wh;a fõ' oDYH
ldjH hkq n,d ri ú|sh hq;= kdgH ks¾udKhka h' fm%aCIlhdf.a mQ¾K ri{;dj msKsi Ndú;
úúO Ys,amSh l%u" ri ixl,amh yd wNskh ixialD; kdgHlrejka úYsIag f,i Ndú; lr we;'
tneúka u úYaj kdgH idys;Hfhys úfYaI ia:dkhla ixialD; kdgHhg ysñ fjhs' kdgH
ks¾udKfhys ,d wod< ks¾Kdhl úYaf,aIKh ù we;af;a o ixialD; idys;Hfhys h' ta Nr;
uqksf.a kdgHYdia;%fhys h' ixialD; kdgH idys;Hh fmdaIKfhys ,d wkQmfïh odhl;ajhla
±lajQjka f,i Ndi" ld,sodi" Y%S y¾I yd NjN+;s y÷kd.efkhs' ixialD; kdgH iïm%odfhys
iïu;h blaujd .sh kdgH rplhka ;sfofkla f,i Y=øl" NjN+;s yd úYdLo;a; lemS fmfkhs'
wjika j i|yka l< úYdLo;a; uqødrdCIifha l¾;D h' Tyq talSh kdgH rgdj fnfyúka
W,a,x>kh l< kdgHlrefjls' fuu m¾fhaIK m;%fhka Tyqf.a kdgHfhys wka;¾.;
wkkH;d ,CIK yd idudkH ,CIK ms<sn| wOHhkh flßK' fuu m¾fhaIKh" uQ,sl
jYfhka m%d:ñl yd oaú;Shsl uQ,dY%h mokï fldg f.k isÿ lrk ,oS' tys § uqødrdCIih yd
ta ms<sn| j rpkd ù we;s .%ka: mßYS,kh lrk ,oS' úIh ms<sn| m%dudKsl úoaj;=ka iu. lrk
,o iïuqL idlÉPdj,ska uQ,dY%h u.ska fy<sjk f;dr;=re úYaf,aIKh flßK' uqødrdCIifhys
l¾;D úYdLo;a; mQ¾j ld,Sk j mej; wd iïm%odfhka ñ§ug reÑl;ajhla oelajQfjls'
kdgHYdia;%fhys wka;¾.; we;eï ixl,am fkdi,ld we;s Tyq we;eï tajd wkq.ukh lr
we;' Tyq wNsu; l:djia;=jg .e<fmk mßÈ iqÿiq wdlD;shla ish lD;sh i|yd Ndú; lr ;sfí'
uqødrdCIih fl!á,Sh w¾:Ydia;%d.; prmqreI ixl,amfhys m%dfhda.sl;ajhg lÈu kso¾Ykhls'
ta wkqj kdgH idys;Hfhys úYdLo;a;f.a N+ñldj úfYaI fjhs'
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my jir YsIHh;aj úNd.fha ,l=Kq flfrys n,mdk idOl yd tu idOlj, n,mEu
^ud;r l,dmh weiqßka lrk ,o wOHhkls&
mS' ã' ,shk wdrÉÑ 1" ví' ta' tka' ã' úfÊisxy2
1 ñoafoksh" Y%S ,xldj; 2ud;r" Y%S ,xldj
prabathsts21@gmail.com

m%d:ñl wOHdmk fËa;%h ;=< YsS% ,xld úNd. fomd¾;fïka;=j úiska mj;ajkq ,nk m<uq
úNd.h jkafka my jir YsIH;aj úNd.h hs' fuh j¾;udkfha iEu mqoa.,hl=f.a u l;dnyg
,la jk úNd.hla njg m;a ù ;sfí' wfkl=;a úNd. yd ii|d n,k úg YsIH;aj úNd.fha §
YsIHhd ,nd.kakd ,l=Kq flfrys YsIHhdf.a idOlj,g wu;rj fjk;a idOl /ila o n,mEï
lrhs' úfYaIfhka u YsIHhdf.a mjq,a mßirh" hy¿jkaf.a n,mEu" mdi,a mßirh" iudc
mßirh wd§ idOl o YsIH;aj úNd.fha § isiqjd ,nd.kakd ,l=Kq flfrys n,mEï lrk nj
fndfyda fokdf.a woyi hs' fuu wOHkfha m%Odk wruqK jQfha my jir YsIH;aj úNd.fha §
isiqka ,nd .kakd úNd. ,l=Kq flfrys n,mdk idOlj, n,mEu wOHhkh lsÍu" my jir
YsIH;aj úNd.fha § isiqka ,nd .kakd úNd. ,l=Kq by< kexùu i|yd .;hq;= ls%hdud¾. yd
jeä ÈhqKq l< hq;= wxY y÷kd.ekSu o fuys wruqKla úh' kshe|sh f;dard .ekSu i|yd ia:r
kshe|sh yd l%ñl kshe§ï l%uh fhdod.;a w;r mrdh;a; úp,Hh yd iajdh;a; úp,Hka 09 la
fhdod .kakd ,§' fuu wOHkh uÕska m%;spdrlhd wOHdmk lghq;= i|yd i;shlg jeh l<
iuia; ld,h foudmshkaf.a by< u wOHdmk uÜgu" wOHdmk lghq;= i|yd i;shlg jeh l<
msßjeh" m%;spdrlhd úfkdaodxY" l%Svd iy iudkhka yd iudc weiqr i|yd i;shlg .; l<
ld,h YsIH;aj úNd.fha ,l=K flfrys n,mdk nj y÷kd.kakd ,§' flá ld, iSudjla ;=<
m¾fhaIKh isÿ lrk neúka úYd, m%foaYhla fyda iuia; ,xldj u ksfhdackh jk wdldrhg
m¾fhaIKh isÿl< fkdyels ùu" m¾fhaIKh i|yd o;a; ,nd .ekSfï § m%Yakdj,s u`.ska
f;dr;=re ,nd .kakd neúka o;a;j, ksrjoH;djh ksYaÑ; fkdùu wdÈh fuu wOHkfha iSud
úh' úfYaIfhka fuu wOHhkh YsIH;aj úNd.fha isiqkaf.a ,l=Kq flfrys n,mdk idOl
fudkjdo hkak yd bka we;sjk n,mEu fldmuK o hkak y÷kd.ekSug jeo.;a fõ'
j¾;udkh jk úg YsIH;aj úNd.h flfrys foudmshka yd .=rejrekaf.a n,mEu b;d by<
uÜgul mj;sk nj fndfyda fofkl=f.a woyi hs' th orejdf.a úNd. ,l=Kq flfrys n,mdk
wdldrh y÷kd.ekSu i|yd fuu wOHhkh jeo.;a fõ' tfiau YsIH;aj úNd.fha ,l=Kq flfrys
n,mdk idOl y÷kd.ekSu rchg yd wfkl=;a wOHdmk wdh;kj,g m%;sm;a;s ilia lsÍug
yd wOHdmk m%;sixialrK isÿlsÍug o jeo.;a fjhs' YsIH;aj úNd.hg uqyqK fok isiqkaf.a
úNd. ,l=Kq jeä lsÍu i|yd .;hq;= ls%hdud¾. fudkjdo" isiqjd ,nd .kakd ,l=Kq by<
kexùu i|yd jeä wjOdkhla fhduq l< hq;= wxY fudkjdo hkak y÷kd .ekSu i|yd YsIH;aj
úNd.fha ,l=Kq flfrys n,mdk idOl y÷kd.ekSu jeo.;a fjhs'
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mdi,aj, YsIH úkh hym;a j mj;ajd .ekSu ms<sn| úu¾Ykd;aul wOHhkhla
fla' ù' iqo¾ud yßiapkaø
fomdku O¾umd, lKsIaG úoHd,h" YS% ,xldj
isasudharma@gmail.com

isiq úkh" mdi,l lS¾;sh fuka u M,odhs;dj r|d mj;sk m%Odk idOlhls' mdi,a
wOHdmkfhka wfmalaIs; mrud¾: yd b,lal imqrd .ekSfï oS mek k.sk ndOd w;r YsIH úkh
.eg,q m%uqLia:dkhla .kS' ±k W.;alu" ismai;frys ksmqKnj iy úkfhys uekúka yslaóu
jeo.;a nj —ndyq iÉpxp ismam[ap úkfhd p iqislaÅf;d˜ hk md,s mdGfhka meyeÈ,s fjhs'
úkh jYfhka y÷kajkafka lh" jpkh" is; hk ;=kafodr ixjr lr .ekSu hs' —kshu

wOHdmkh hkq yqfola lsishï f;dr;=re iïNdrhla jkfmd;a lrùu" ldjeoa§u" wëlaIKh
lrùu yd oDIaá.%yKfhka ±ä f,i w,a,d .ekSug u. fmkaùu fkdfõ'˜ ^ùrisxy" 1992(7&
hkqfjka olajd we;' fuu ú.%y úu¾Ykh lrk úg meyeÈ,s jkafka úkh hkq w;HjYH
idOlhla nj h' mdi,l úÿy,am;s" ksfhdacH iyldr úÿy,am;sjre" wxY m%OdkSka" fY%aKs
m%OdkSka" úIh m%OdkSka yd ish¨u .=rejrekaf.a j.ùï lafIa;% w;r YsIH úkh yev.eiaùu o
w;sYh Ndr¥r l¾;jHhls' fuu wOHhkfhka úu¾Ykh lrk ,oafoa YsIH úkh hym;aj
mj;ajd .ekSu ms<sn|j h' mdi,aj, j¾;udk YsIH úkh .eg¨j, iajNdjh y÷kd .ekSu" úkh
.eg¨ we;sùug fya;= úu¾Ykh lsÍu" úkh .eg¨ úi|Sug .kakd l%shdud¾.j, m%n,;d yd
ÿn,;d úu¾Ykh iy ÿn,;d bj;a lsÍug l%fudamdh fhdackd lsÍu hk m¾fhaIK wruqKq ;=k
mdol lr .ksñka l%shd;aul l< fuu wOHhkh i|yd úia;rd;aul m¾fhaIK m%fõYh Ndú;
lersKs' ta hgf;a m%Yakdj,s" iïuqL idlÉPd yd mdi,a jd¾;d 4la u.ska o;a; ,nd .kq ,enqfõ
kshe|sfha mdi,a úÿy,am;sjreka iy .=rejreka 50la yd isiqka 200l f.ks' mdi,a
l<ukdlrejkag isiq úkh ixl,amh ms<sn| meyeÈ,s wjfndaOhla ke;' mdif,a úkh kS;s
moaO;sh ms<sno j isiqka ±kqj;a ù we;s wdldrh i;=gqodhl ke;' úkh kS;s moaO;sh iïnkaO
j YsIH jd¾;d fmdf;ka ±kqj;a ù ;sìKs' úkh msßySug" foudmshka orejka .ek fidhd ne,Su
wvq nj" ck ixksfõok udOHhkaf.a n,mEu" .=rejrekaf.ka isÿjk wvqmdvq" mx;sldurj,
wiSñ; YsIH ixLHdjla isàu" mdi,aj, ksis ud¾f.damfoaYhla l%shd;aul fkdùu" fkd.e<fmk
isiq lKavdhï weiqr fya;= ù we;' mdif,a úkh moaO;sh ms<sn| j ish¨ md¾Yaj oekqj;a lsÍu
w;HjYH h' úkh leãfuka we;s jk .eg¨j,g úi÷ï fiùug jvd úkh /lSug iqÿiq
j;djrKh mdif,a we;s l< hq;= h' ksrka;rfhka u bf.kqï b.ekaùï l%shdj,sh il%sh lsÍu"
úIh ndysr iy úIh iu.dñ l%shdldrlïj, § ;ukaf.a olaI;dj wkqj ta i|yd we;=<;a ùfï
iu wjia:d isiqkag ,nd§u" mdif,a wd.ñl lghq;= ixúOdkh yd ksis WmfoaYk fiajdjla
l%shd;aul lsÍu úi÷ï fõ'
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fh!jk jD;a;sh yelshd by< kexùu i|yd jD;a;sh mqyqKq jevigykaj,
.=Kd;aulNdjh ms<sn| wOHhkhla
^;,,a," wkqrdOmqrh" kdrdfyakamsg hk jD;a;sh mqyqKq uOHia:dk weiqßka&
wd¾' Ô' .hd;s%
iudc úoHd yd udkj úoHd wOHhkdxYh" YS% chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" YS% ,xldj
k.gayathri.gamage@gmail.com

furg ls%hd;aul jkafka b;d ;r`.ldÍ wOHdmk rgdjls' ish¨fokdf.a u wjika b,lalh
úYajúoHd, m%fõYh hs' tfy;a úYajúoHd, m%fõYh ysñlr .kafka 22] la ;rï iq¿ m%;sY;hls'
b;sß 78] /lshd úrys; udkisl;ajfhka miq fõ' fï wkqj tu msßi i|yd we;s tl u úl,amh
jD;a;sh wOHdmkh hs' oaú;Sshsl wOHdmkh wjika lrk ,o m%cdj fjkqfjka YS% ,xldj fï jk
úg jD;a;sh mqyqKq jevigyka rdcH uÜgñka ls%hd;aul lr we;' jD;a;sh mqyqKqj yodrkakka
/lshd.; ùfï oS fuu mdGud,dj,ska ,nd .kakd ksmqK;dj ;=< jev f,dalh ch .ekSug
Tjqkag yelshdj ,efnk nj fuys oS meyeos,s fõ' fuu wOHhkfha wruqKq jQfha fh!jk jD;a;sh
yelshd by< kxjd .ekSu i|yd jD;a;sh mqyqKq mdGud,dj, .=Kd;aul nj fidhd ne,Su" ;reK
.eg¨ i|yd wjYH ms<shï fidhd ne,Su" fuu jevigyka jeä oshqKq l< hq;= wdldrh ms<sn|
j rcfha wjOdkh fhduq lsÍu yd ta i|yd kj m%;sm;a;s iïmdokh lsÍu h' m¾fhaIKh i|yd
kdrdfyakamsg" ;,,a," wkqrdOmqrh hk jD;a;sh mqyqKq uOHia:dk ;=fkys mdGud,d yodrk
iuia; msßfika 20]l kshe|shla we;=<;a lr .eksKs' tysoS j¾;udkfha isiqka jeä msßila
fhduqjk f;dard.;a mdGud,d 5 la jk fudag¾ ld¾ñl" rEm,djkH" mß.Kl oDVdx." úÿ,s
ld¾ñl yd iQmfõoS hk mdGud,d yodrk isiqka i|yd fhduq l< m%Yakdj,shla weiqßka yd
iïuqL idlÉPd uÕska ,nd .kakd ,o m%udKd;aul yd .=Kd;aul o;a; úia;rd;aul yd
ixLHdk úoHd l%ufõo wkqj úYaf,aIKh lsÍug lghq;= lrk ,oS' ta wkqj mqoa., /lshd.;ùu
i|yd jD;a;sh mqyqKqj Wmldrjk nj;a" jD;a;sh mqyqKq jevigyka ;jÿrg;a kjHlrKh
^fj<|fmd< wNsuqL& úh hq;= nj;a" ta i|yd j¾;udk jev f,dalhg WÑ; mßos mqyqKq mdGud,d
kj ;dlaIKsl Ys,am l%u iuÕ hdj;ald,Sk úh hq;= nj;a fuu wOHhkhg wkqj ks.ukh l<
yels h'
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úi÷ï uQ,sl ¨yq~q m%;sldrfha iajNdjh yd tys Ndú;h
wreK Ydka; j,afmd," fk,a,sj, fu;a;dkkao ysñ
md,s yd fn!oaO wOHhkdxYh" Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" Y%S ,xldj
nellivala@gmail.com

kQ;k ufkda WmfoaYk l%shdj,sfha oS Ndú;hg .efkk m%Odk m%fõYhla jk úi÷ï uQ,sl
¨yq~q m%;l
s drh (Solution Focused Brief Therapy) iafÜõ ã fIY¾ iy bkafida lsï n¾.a úiska
1970 oS y÷kajd oS we;' fuu m%fõYfha uQ,sl wNHqm.ukh w;S; u;lh wu;l lr j¾;udk
;;a;ajhg wkqj ufkda WmfoaYkh isÿ lsÍu hs' fuh fm%dhsâf.a ufkdaúYaf,aIKjdohg b÷rdu
fjkia h' fuys oS WmfoaYk,dNshdf.a wNsu;hg jvd;a ióm m%;sl¾u fhdackd lrkq ,nhs'
Okd;aul wkqyqrej (Positive Orientation) fuu m%;sldrfha uQ,sl ,laIKh hs' fuu WmfoaYkh
l%shd;aul ùfï oS m%;suqLlrKhg (Confrontation) m%uqL;ajhla ysñ fõ' m%;sldrh isÿ lsÍfï oS
WmfoaYk,dNshd iy WmfoaYljrhd w;r we;sjk in|;dfõ iajNdjh fldgia ;=kls'
mdßfNda.sl iïnkaO;dj" meñKs,sldr iïnkaO;dj iy wd.ka;=l iïnkaO;dj jYfhks'
tfiau wfkHdakH iyfhda.S iïnkaO;dj" mQ¾j m%;sldr fjkialï" jH;sf¾l m%Yak weisSu"
ydialï m%Yak weiSu" mßudK.; m%Yak weiSu" wdÈh m%;sldrd;aul Ndú;fha oS iy m%;sldr Ys,am
l%ufha oS fhdod .efka' iEu WmfoaYk ieishla wjidkfha oS u tÈk isÿ jQ lghq;= iïmsKavkh
lrñka m%;sfmdaIKhl fhoSu fuys we;s iqúfYafYaIS ,laIKh hs' tys oS Ndú; wdlD;s ;=kls'
tkï i;=g m< lsÍu (Complements)" iïnkaêlrKh" ld¾h fhdackd fyj;a mejreï jYfhks'
fuu m¾fhaIKfha wfmalaIdj jQfha úi÷ï uQ,sl ¨qyq~q m%;sldrfha iajNdjh yd tys Ndú;hka
ms<sn| ufkdaúoHd;aul wOHhkhla isÿ lsÍu hs'
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fn!oaO foaj jkaokd iïm%odfhys ksrEms; BYajr foaj jkaokh
ví,sõ' ù' mS' tÉ' rKùr
NdId yd ixialD;sl wOHhkdxYh" Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" YS% ,xldj
wvphr123@gmail.com

zYsjZ fyj;a zBYAjrZ hkq yskaÿ foaj Oqrdj,sfha m%Odk;u foú flfkls' yskaÿ ck;dj úiska
woykq ,nk m%uqLfoaj;ajhla f,iska fuka u úúO foaj jkaokdjkays ksr; jk fn!oaOhkaf.a
weoySula f,iska o Ysj jkaokh ,dxflah iudchg jeo.;a fjhs' foúhka weoySu f:rjdo
fn!oaO iïm%odhg wkql+, fkdjqk o úydria:dk wdY%s; foaj jkaokd w;r BYAjr jkaokh o
mj;S' BYAjr foaj jkaokdj ,xld b;sydifha iqúfYaI ld, jljdkqj, oS fn!oaO úydria:dk
weiqf¾ jHdma; ùu yd jkaokd l%uhla f,i j¾;udkfha úydria:dk wdY%s; j l%shd;aulùu
y÷kd.ekSu fuu m¾fhaIKfha wruqKq úh' mqia;ld,hSh wOHhkh hgf;a m%d:ñl yd oaú;Shsl
uQ,dY%h mßYS,kh lsÍu;a" lafIa;% wOHhkh hgf;a ksÍlaIKh" iïuqL idlÉPd yd m%Yakdj,s
l%uhkq;a o;a; /ialsÍfï oS fhdod .eksKs'

,laosj m%p,s; we;eï yskaÿ foaj weoySïj,g

idfmalaI j BYAjr jkaokdj fn!oaO úydria:dkhkays wvq jHdma;shla mej;Su yd Bg miqìï jQ
idOl o o;a; úYaf,aIKfhka wkdjrKh flf¾' Ysj foúhka úydr iïm%odh yd noaO ùfï oS
fjk;a yskaÿ foújreka fuka fn!oaOlrKhlg ,la fkdjQ kuq;a hï muKlska foaYSh;ajhg
ke.=Kq wjia:d mj;S' yskaÿ wd.ñl ixia:dfõ oS zYsj Z kñka ye|skafjk foúhka isxy, fn!oaO
ixialD;sfha oS zBYAjrZ kñka jHjydrhg m;a ùu tjeks wjia:djls' fuu foúhka jgd
wdfrdamKh ù we;s úúO fN!;sl yd wfN!;sl ,laIK;a" ne;su;=kaf.a wfmalaId yd úYAjdi;a
u; foúhka weoySug olajk kdu%;dfjys úúO;d mj;sk nj fmfka' Ysj jkaokh jgd f.dv
ke.S we;s iY%Sl;aj ixl,am u; mokï fjñka oreM, wfmalaIdj yd .%y wm, iukh jeks
wruqKq fjkqfjka we;eï fn!oaOhka fuu foaj;ajh

úYAjdi lrk

kuq;a" th nyq,j u

isÿjkafka fn!oaO foaj ukaÈrj,ska ndysr j h' ,dxflah wd.ñl b;sydifha úúO wjia:dj,
Ysj foúhka úydria:dk wdY%s; m%;sud>rhkays ksrEmKh úh' tfy;a j¾;udkh jk úg úIaKq"
l;r.u" .fKaY jeks jkaokd l%u fuka BYAjr jkaokh fn!oaO úydr iïm%odh iu. m%n,j
ne|S fkdmj;sk nj wOHhk kshe|sj,ska wkdjrKh fõ' kdYl foú flfkl= fia ie,lSu"
,sx. jkaokdj" w¾OkdÍ yd kfÜYajr jeks ,laIK fn!oaO ixialD;sh yd fn!oaO iïm%odh
iu. wkq.; fkdùu"fn!oaO úydria:dkj,ska fuu foaj;ajh ÿrialsÍug fya;= idOl ù ;sfí'
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nqÿ oyu yd ;=,k kHdh( úYaf,aIKd;aul wOHhkhla
ixLmdf,a m[a[didr ysñ
md,s yd fn!oaO wOHhkdxYh" Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" YS% ,xldj
sankhapala1984@gmail.com

i¾j fN!ñl w.hlska hq;a nqÿoyu f,dalfha mj;sk h:d¾:h ;;ajQ mßÈ bÈßm;a l< o¾Ykhls'
f,dal l%shdldß;ajfha olakg ,efnk h:d¾:jdoS iajNdjhla f,i ;=,k iajNdjh oelaúh
yelsh' tu iajNdjh kùk úoHdfjka o ms<s.;a;ls' ;=,k iajNdjh hkq tla fohla wNsnjd
wfklla ke.S fkdisák mßÈ iunrj mej;Su hs' f,dal úIh ;=< mj;sk iunr ;;a;ajh
blaujd hkq ,nk ´kEu úgl iajNdj oyu ueÈy;a ù tu ;;a;ajh md,kh lrkq ,nk nj
kùk úoHdkql+,j o ;yjqre lr.;a i;Hhls' tu ;=,k kHdh nqÿoyu ;=<ska o y`ÿkd.;
yelsh' tla b.ekaùula ;j;a b.ekaùula wNsnjd fkdhk mßÈ nqÿoyu ks¾udKh ù we;' th
ikd: lsÍug ;rï m%udKj;a idOl nqÿoyu ;=<ska imhd.; yels h' uOHu m%;smodj" uyd
m%{dj yd uyd lreKdj" wdñi yd m%;sm;a;s mQcdj" .sys meúÈ ksjka ud¾.h" ñ;% weiqr yd
WNhd¾: idOkh wdoS b.ekaùï ta i`oyd kso¾Yk jYfhka bÈßm;a l< yelsh ' nqÿrcdKka
jykafiaf.a by; ud;Dld iïnkaO b.ekaùï ;=< fowxYhla ms<sn`oj lreKq olakg ,efí'
WodyrKhla f,i uyd lreKdj yd uyd m%{dj ms<sn`o fn!oaO b.ekaùfï oS mqoa.,hdg m%{dj
w;HjYH lreKla jYfhka i`oyka l<d fia u Ndjd;aul me;slv ksfhdackh lrk lreKdj
o w;HjYH .=KO¾uhla fia y`ÿkajd fohs' uOHu m%;smodfõ oS wka; fol flfrys u uOHia:
jk f,i i`oyka fldg ;sîu o tlla wfklg ;=<kh lsÍuls' WNhd¾: ÈhqKqfõ oS fuf,dj
fyda mrf,dj hk foflka tla wxYhla fkdj fowxYfha ÈhqKqj wfmaCId lrK ,È' th
nqÿrcdKka jykafia úiska weia fmfkk yd fkdfmfk mqoa.,hka lsym
s fofkl= Wmudjg
f.k wkaO iQ;%fha oS fmkajd jod<y' fuf,dj yd mrf,dj ms<sn`o fkdis;kakd wkaOfhl=
f,i;a" tla wxYhla muKla olskakd tleia lfKl= f,i;a" fof,dj ms<sn`oj u is;kakd oEi
u fmfkk mqoa.,fhl= f,i;a yÿkajd foñka fof,dj ixj¾Okh lr.ekSu jeo.;a nj
fmkajd jod<y' ksjka oelSfï ud¾.fha oS nqÿrcdKka jykafia úiska meúÈ ud¾.hla fia u .sys
ud¾.hla o fmkajd fok ,È' tfuka u mqKH l¾uj, wjYH;dj .syshdg fuka u meúoaodg o
wjYH nj fmkajd oS ;sfí' fuu kso¾Ykj,ska nqÿrcdKka jykafia uOHia: iajrEmSj ;=,k
kHdh wkq.ukhfldg we;s nj ;yjqrelr.; yelsh'
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.egqï iu:lrKh úIfhys fn!oaO o¾Ykfha Wmfhda.S;dj
fk,a,sj, fu;a;dkkao ysñ
md,s yd fn!oaO wOHhkdxYh" Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" Y%S ,xldj
nellivala@gmail.com

kQ;k iudcfha idudkHlrKhla njg m;aj we;s .egqï w¾:l:kh újdodmkak ld¾hhls'
.egqï hk woyi fok bx.%Sis jpkh Conflict hkq hs' th ,;ska NdIdfõ Cofligere hk
jpkfhka ì|S wd tlg .eàu hk w¾:h m%lg lrk jpkhls' is xy, NdIdfjka >Ügkh"
wr.,h" w¾nqoh" ix.%duh" wdrjq," hqoaOh" igk" wdÈ f,i újrKh jk .egqul uQ,sl ,laIK
04 ls' tkï mqoa.,hka fofofkl= fyda fofofkl=g jeä ixLHdjla isàu" Tjqkag uQ,slj jeo.;a
wruqKla ^wjYH;djla& flfrys tlÕ;djlg m;aùug fkdyels ùu ^jHqyh&" ta fya;=fjka
wfkld ;u wjYH;d j<lkafka h hkqfjka oelau ^wdl,am&" tu oelSu wkqj Tjqfkdjqka
úreoaOj l%shd lsÍu ^p¾hdj& wdÈh hs' .egqu i|yd n,mdkq ,nk idOl folla we;s nj nqÿoyfï
b.ekaùu hs' ta wNHka;r idOl yd ndysr idOl jYfhks' tu idOl md,kh lsÍfuka .egqï
ksrdlrKh l< yels nj nqÿoyfï woyi hs' .egqu we;s jkafka mqoa.,hdf.a is; ;=< hs' is;
md,kh lsÍfuka .egqï wju l< yelsh' fuhg wu;rj ñksid l%shd l< hq;= wdldrh ms<sn|
nqÿoyfï W.kajhs' tkï" ffu;%S iy.; ufkdalïu ^ñ;%;ajh&" ffu;%S iy.; jÖlïu ^jpkh
ixjr lr .ekSu&" ffu;%S iy.; ldh lïu ^ldhsl ixjrh& hkdÈh hs' w;a;+mkdhsl O¾uh
^;ud Wmud lr wkHhka foi ne,Su& o .egqï we;sùu j<ld .ekSug msgn
q ,hla ,efnkakls'
ish¨ i;ajfhda oKavkhg" urKhg ìh fj;s' tneúka ;ud Wmud lr lsisÿ if;la fkdurkak'
wkHhka ,jd fkdurjkak" hkqfjka olajd we;' fuh fn!oaO .egqï iu:lrKfha § Ndú;hg
.kq ,nk úYsIag isoaOdka;hls' ;udg;a fiiq whg;a ish¨ wjYH;d imqrd .ekSug we;s whs;shg
ish,af,dau .re l< hq;h
= ' flfkla ;j flfkl=f.a whs;Ska W,a,x>kh lrhs o Tyq iajlSh
udkj whs;sjdislï o W,a,x>kh lr .kS' ;ukag idfmalaIj wka mqoa.,hka ms<sn|j o is;d
wú .;af;da wú ìu ;eîu ;=<ska .egqï iu:lrKh lr .; yelsh' m%{d iïmkak jQ ñksid
iS,hl msysgd is;;a" wjfndaOh;a j¾Okh fldg ±ä ù¾hfhka lghq;= lsÍfuka ish¨ .egqï
ksrdlrKh lr.; yels nj fn!oaO ks.ukh úh' iqNdis; ch;= iQ;%hg wkqj .egqfuka f;dr
fjk;a l%u u.ska .egqï iu:lrKh W.kajkq ,efí' ;u whs;Ska ms<sn| j idOdrKj idlÉPd
lsÍfuka hqO .egqï ksud jk nj fuhska W.kajhs' fuu iQ;%hg wkqj iqrhka yd wiqrhka w;r
hqoaOfhaoS wiqrhkaf.a m%Odkshd jQ fõmÑ;a;s iy iqrhskaf.a m%Odkshd jk Yl%hd w;r
idlÉPdfjka .egqï iu:lrKh lr .ekSug tlÕ;djla we;s úh' tys§ Yl%hdf.a ksjerÈ yd
idOl iys; woyia ;=<ska ch.%yKh Yl%hd fj; § we;' fn!oaO o¾Ykh ;=< .egqï iu:lrK
úê rdYshla olakg ,efí' fuys§ jvd jeo.;a jkqfha lsisodl nqÿoyu wkHhka iu. lsisÿ
.egqula we;s lr fkd.ekSu hs'
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fn!oaO mQcd pdß;%j, wka;¾.; Ndj úfYdaOk ,laIK
wdpd¾h ví' tï' hdmdr;ak
md,s yd fn!oaO wOHhkdxYh" Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" Y%S ,xldj
yapaweerasekara@gmail.com

Ndj úfYdaOkh hk moh Ñ;a;fõ. uqodyeÍu hk w¾:fhka Ndú;fha fhfohs' bmerKs wd.ñl
yd iudc ikao¾Nhkays Ndj úfYdaOk ,laIK mej;sh;a m<uq jrg Ndj úfYdaOk (catharsis)
ixl,amh weßiafgdag,a bÈßm;a lrkqfha idys;H l,djkaf.ka ñksidg w;ajk m%fhdack
f.kyermEu i|yd h' we;eï mqoa.,hka iïnkaOfhka m%n, f,i n,mdk Ndjhka wvqjeä
m%udKfhka ish¨ fokd flfrys u olakg ,eîu tys ;sfnk úfYaI;ajh hs' Ñ;a;fõ. md,kh
lr .ekSug Ndú; lrk úúO l%u Ys,am mj;S' fn!oaOd.ñl úIh .;a l,ays bka Ndjkdj m%Odk
fõ' kuq;a ñksiqka ;=< tjeks l%u Ys,amj,g jvd mdßydßl nqÿiufha ckms%h wx. fj;
keUqreùfï m%jK;dj by< hñka mj;sk nj fmkS hhs' fndaê mQcdj" nqoaO jkaokdj" msÉp u,a
mQcdj wdÈh ta i|yd ksoiqka imhhs' Ndj úfYdaOkh kQ;k ufkdaúoHdfõ m%;sldr l%uhla
jYfhka j¾Okh lf<a is.aukaâ fm%dhsâ úisks' ukig fjfyildÍ yd mSvdldÍ yeÕSï iudch
wkqu; l%u u.ska uqody< yels nj tu.ska fmkajd § ;sfí' Ndj úfYdaOk l%u Ys,am w;r yeéu"
je<mSu" ú,dm lSu wd§ idïm%odhsl l%u fukau ffjckh (ventilation) yd W;al¾IKh
(sublimation) wruqKq lr.;a fjk;a kjH l%u o ;sfí' ;ukaf.a mSvdldÍ yeÕSï ;jfll=g
m%ldY lsÍu ffjckh hs' th fndaê mQcdj jeks mQcd pdß;%hla weiqßka o isÿ l< yelsh' ;ukaf.a
yeÕSï fjk;a fohlg wdfoaY lsÍu W;al¾IKh u.ska l< yelsh' fï ish¨ l%u Ys,am u.ska
Ndj úfYdaOkh isÿ lsÍfï yelshdj mj;S' fuu m¾fhaIKfha wruqK jkafka fn!oaO mQcd
pdß;%j, wka;¾.; Ndj úfYdaOk ,CIK wOHhkh lsÍu h'
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oajdoix. máÉpiuqmamdo újrKh( ksldhd.; yd wNsO¾ud.; újrKhkays iu-úiu;d
ms<sn`o úuiqula
yika; jdikd iurisxy
md,s yd fn!oaO wOHhkdxYh" Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" YS% ,xldj
hasanthasamarasingha89@gmail.com

i;a;ajhdf.a meje;afuys fya;=M, iïnkaOh meyeÈ,s lsÍug nqÿoyfuys Ndú; tla úYaf,aIK
l%uhla jYfhka oajdoix. máÉpiuqmamdoh ye`Èkaúh yels h' wúÊcd" iÙLdrdÈ wx. fod<i
oajdoix.h jYfhka .efka' ta ms<sn`o úia;r md,s iQ;% msgld.; ksldh .%ka:hkays fiau wNsO¾u
msgld.; m%lrK .%ka:j, o ths' ta w;r jvd merKs jkafka iQ;%d.; úia;rhka h' ixhq;a;
ksldfha wNsiuh ixhq;a;fha wx. fodf<dilska hq;= j máÉpiuqmamdoh úia;r ù we;' wNsO¾u
msglhg wh;a úNÙ.mamlrKd.; iq;a;ka;Ndcksfhys we;s máÉpiuqmamdofha we;eï wx. iQ;%
msglfha olakg ke;' tys iÙLdr wx.fha m%fNao jk ldh iÙLdr wdÈh fjk u l%uhlg
úia;r ù we;' iQ;%d.; l%uh wkqj ldh - jÖ - Ñ;a; iÙLdr f,i .efkkafka wdYajdi m%Yajdi"
ú;¾l úpdr" ix{d fÉ;kd h' tfy;a úNÙ.m%lrKh ldh-jdla-ufkda i[afÉ;kd ms<sfj<ska
ldh-jÖ-Ñ;a; iÙLdr fia f.k we;' tmßoafoka u kdurEmj,g wod< j iQ;%d.; fõokd"
ix{d" fÉ;kd" Miai" ukisldr hk wx. úNÙ.mamlrKfha oS bj;a ù fõokd" i[a[d" iÙLdr
hk ialkaO ;=kg iSud ù we;' Nj wx.fhys iQ;%d.; f;jeoEreï fNaoh tkï ldu" rEm yd
wrEm hk ;%súO fNaoh fuysoS lïu Nj yd Wmam;a;s Nj hkqfjka fNao folla jYfhka bÈßm;a
ù we;' máÉpiuqmamdoh ms<sn`o ;rul fjkia úia;rhla we;=<;a oS> ksldfha uydksodk
iQ;%fhys kdurEm ksid iam¾Yh we;s jk nj oelafjk w;r tys i<dh;k wx.h olakg ke;'
fuu ,CIKh úNÙ.mamlrKfhys m%;H p;=Ialfhys o olakg we;' tysoS kdurEm wx.fha rEm
fldgi bj;a ù kdu wx.h muKla fYaI j tu kduh ksid iam¾Yh we;s jk nj oelafõ'
uydksodk iQ;%fhys u kdurEm ú[a[dKhg;a" ú[a[dKh kdurEmj,g;a wfkHdakH jYfhka
m%;H jk wdldrh olajd we;' fuf,i ta ta wx. Tjqfkdjqkg m%;H ùfï iajNdjh
úNÙ.mamlrKfhys w[a[u[a[p;=lalfhys o oel .; yel' fï wdldrhg iQ;%d.;
máÉpiuqmamdo oajdoix.h wNsO¾uh iu`. we;eï ;ekloS iu.dó jk w;r we;eï ;ekloS
tfia fkd fõ'
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ishÈú ydkslr .ekSu ms<sn`o fn!oaO wdl,amh
ueáneôfha Oïuisß ysñ" ksfrdañ .=Kr;ak
md,s yd fn!oaO wOHhkdxYh" Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" YS% ,xldj
dhammasiri85@gmail.com

ish Ôú;h ydks lr .ekSu fyj;a wd;au >d;kh f,dalfha fjfik udkj iudch mqrd me;sr
.sh iudc m%Yakhls' ukqIH j¾.hdf.a wdrïNfha isg wo olajd u fuu fYdapkSh ;;a;ajhg
iudch uqyqKmd we;' cd;s" f.da;%" l=, fNaohlska f;drj iudch ;=< l%shd;aul jkakls' kQ;k
;dlaIKh bÈßfha ñksidg ch .ekSug yels jqj o Ôú; úkdY lr .ekSfï j¾Okhla ñi
wvqùula ±l.; fkdyels h' wdYdjka ix;¾mKh lsÍfuys fjfyfik ukqIH j¾.hd
bÉPdNx.;ajh yd idudðl fya;= u; Èú f;dr lr .ekSfuka úi÷ï fiùug fm<fUhs'
iudchlg rglg udkj iïm; ;rï jákd iïm;la fkdue;' rgl ÈhqKqj fyda mßydksh
;SrKh jkafka udkj iïm; u; h' tod fuod;=r f,dj my< jQ ish¿ wd.ï o¾Ykjdo udkj
iïmf;ys we;s jákdlu fmkajd § we;' ;u wd.u oyug wkqj Ôú;fha we;s jákdlu f;areï
.kafka kï ñksid ishÈú kid.ekSfï ;SrK fkd.kq we;' ñksidg ;u Ôjk fk!ldj ksis
mßÈ l<ukdlrKh lr .ekSug fkdyelsj iudch bÈßfha ÿ¾j, ;SrK .ekSug fm<fUhs'
nqÿoyug wkqj ukqIH wd;auhla ,eîu ÿ¾,N h' tjeks jákd ukqIHNdjhla ,en ;ud úiska
u th úkdY lr .ekSu nqÿoyu wkqu; fkdlrhs' ks;r u ñksia is; ;=< ffjrh m<s.ekSu
wd§ fÉ;kdjka f.dvkef.a' tjeks fÉ;kd ;ud ;=<ska u ;ud foig u wd úg ishÈú kid
.ekSug ñksid fm<fUhs' fï whqßka mqoa., uki ;=< is;=ú,s le<öfuka mqoa.,hd wiykhg"
w;Dma;shg m;afõ' mqoa.,hdf.a is; Y=oaO jQ l,ays thska iem; o wY=oaO jQ l,ays ÿlg o m;afõ'
;jÿrg;a wfmaCId Nx.;ajh" yqol,dj" iajhx wNsudkh ìojeàu" fm!reI .eg¨" kq.;alu wdÈ
lreKq ksid mqoa.,hd ishÈú ydks lr.kshs' ñksid úiska fuu .eg¨ldÍ ;;a;ajhka
f;areïf.k nqÿoyu fmkajd § we;s O¾u ldrKd wkqj lghq;= lsÍfuka .eg¨j,ska f;dr
id¾:l cSú;hla .; l< yelsnj nqÿoyu fmkajd § we;'
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bf.kqï ld¾hlaIu;dj by< kexùfuys ,d Wmhqla; fn!oaO wOHdmk uQ,O¾u
fla' ta' ùrfiak" fk,a,sj, fu;a;dkkao ysñ
md,s yd fn!oaO wOHhkdxYh" Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" Y%S ,xldj
nellivala@gmail.com

mqoa.,fhl=f.a id¾:l osú meje;au Wfoid f;dr;=re" oekqu" l=i,;d" mqreÿ" wdl,am" úYajdi
ms<sn| lreKq w;am;a lr.ekSfï l%shdj,sh fyj;a bf.kqï l%shdj,sh w;HjYH jkakls'
bf.kqï b.ekaùï l%shdj,sh úêu;a ùug kï ld¾hlaIu;dj ;SrKd;aul idOlhls' kQ;k
wOHdmk ufkdaúoHdjg wkqj ld¾hlaIu wOHdmkhla i|yd bf.kqu ms<sn| fm<Uùula"
iQodkula" iaÓr wruqKla" wNHdi yd m%dfhda.sl l%shdud¾. .; hq;=h' merKs wOHdmk
l%fudamdhhkaf.ka iukaú; jQ fn!oaO wOHdmk l%shdj,sh ;=< o kQ;k wOHdmk úoHdjg
fndfyda fihska iudk jk bf.kqï ld¾hlaIu;dj by< kexùfuys l%shdud¾. .Kkdjla fjhs'
fuu m¾fhaIKfha wfmalaIs; wruqK jkafka tu l%shdud¾. ms<sn| úu¾Ykhla isÿ lsÍu hs' tu
l%shdud¾. w;r ksYaÑ; wruqKlska hq;=j b.ekaùu b;d jeo.;a fjhs' tysoS nqÿrcdKka
jykafiaf.a l%uh jQfha wjfndaOfhka O¾uh foiSu" iifrka tf.dvùu i|yd O¾uh foiSu"
.eUqre oekqu i|yd O¾uh foiSu wdÈh hs' mqoa., pß; ms<sn| wjfndaOh bf.kqï ld¾hlaIu;dj
i|yd jeo.;a fõ' ta ms<sn| fn!oaO ú.%yhg wkqj jyd wjfndaO lr.kakd mqoa.,hd" uola
úia;r lsÍfuka miqj wjfndaO lr.kakd" w¾:h iïmQ¾K lsÍfuka miqj wjfndaO lr.kakd"
jpk muKla ñi w¾:h f;areï fkd.kakd wdÈ f,i j¾. lsÍulg ,lalr we;' iqiaiQi;s
iQ;%fha oS wikakd ;=< we;s ÿ¾j,;d wdldr ihlg fnod olajd we;' wikakg fkdfm<öu"
weiqj o uekúka ijka fhduq fkdlsÍu" oek .ekSug is; fhduq fkdlsÍu" jrojd f;areï
.ekSu" ienE w¾:h neyer lsÍu" wkqf,dañl reÑl;ajhla fkdoelaùu wdÈhhs' bf.kqï
b.ekaùï l%shdj,sh ld¾hlaIu ùu i|yd .=re N+ñldj o b;d jeo.;a h' iÉpúNx. iQ;%fha oS
ta i|yd Ndú; ikaksfõok l%u .Kkdjla olajd we;' foaYkd l%uh" ;d¾lsl isoaOdka; l%uh"
mqkÍlaIK l%uh" úYaf,aIK l%uh" úu¾Yk l%uh" fkdmeyeÈ,s ;eka meyeÈ,s lsÍu wdÈh hs'
mdvula bf.k .ekSfï oS wkq.ukh l< hq;= l%shdud¾.h f,i nqÿrcdKka jykafia olajd
we;af;a fyd|ska weiSu" fyd|ska ord .ekSu" mßYS,kh" m%;HfõlaIKh" wjfndaOh hkdÈh hs'
tfiau .=re N+ñldj ms<sn| ie,lSfï oS w¾:l:dfõ olaI ùu" oyfuys olaI ùu" mo ks¾jpkfhys
olaI ùu" f,aLkfha iy WÉpdrKfha olaI ùu" mQ¾jdmr jYfhka .e,mSfï olaI ùu wdÈh
ld¾hlaIu bf.kqulg n,mdk nj m%ldY lr we;' fujeks fn!oaO wOHdmk l%fudamdhka
;=<ska ld¾hlaIu bf.kqula <Õdlr .;yels nj fuu m¾fhaIKfhka meyeÈ,s fjhs'
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fma%u ixl,amh ms<sn`o fn!oaO woyi yd kQ;k iudcfha Woa.;j we;s fma%u .eg¨
ksrdlrKh úIfhys nqÿoyfï Wmfhda.s;dj
je,afyakf.a úkaOHd l=Idks
Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" YS% ,xldj
vkushani@gmail.com

fma%uh hkafkys jdpHd¾:h úuiSfï § thska —iafkayh" wdorh" wd,h˜ hk w¾: bÈßm;a fõ'
md<s ;s%msglfhys ffu;S% iy.;j wiañ udkfhka úks¾uqla;j ksrfmaCIl wfhl= ;j flfkl=
fj; olajk ,eÈhdj ye|skaùug o zfmuZ hk jok Ndú; lrhs' Oïumo újrKfha § fma%uh
we;s wh jYfhka ujq - msh - ¥ - mq;a - oeis - oia hk msßia y÷kajd we;' fma%uh hkq iudchg
wkQrEm f,i yev.eiqKq ñksid ;kslfuka uqojd,k wfkHdakH udkisl iïnkaO;djhls'
j;auka iudchys mqoa., .sys Ôú;h wk¾:ldÍ ùu fya;= fldg f.k .eg¨ fndfyduhla Woa.;
ù we;' ta w;r fma%uh yd neÿKq .eg¨ o oelsh yelsh' nqÿoyfuys fukau wfkla wd.ï o
fma%uh hkq l=ulaoehs w¾:l:k imhhs' wd.ï fNaohlska f;drj fma%uh Wfoid jákdlula
,nd ÿkak o fma%uh yd ne÷Kq .eg¨ wvqjla fkdue;' ;reKshka meyer .ekSu" ¥IKh lsÍu"
ìß|j ieñhd úiska >d;kh lsÍu" ieñhdj ìß| úiska >d;kh lsÍu" fhdjqka úfha miqjk
;reK msßia fma%uh fya;=fjka fndfyda wmrdO j,g ,laùu wd§ fÄockl isoaëka Y%S ,xldfõ
o isÿ fõ' fuh iuia; udkj j¾.hdg u ms<s,hla jQ wNd.Hhls' fuys ish,a,g u fya;=j fma%uh
l=ulaoehs yß yeá y÷kd fkd.;a mqoa.,hkaf.a is;aj,g lduh" rd.h" ;DIaKdj jeks flf,ia
m%úIag ùu hs' f,dalfha ish Èú ydks lr .kakjqkaf.a ixLHdj o Èfkka Èk by< hñka mj;S'
tlsfkldf.a fm%au in|;d ì`o jefÜ' ta fmïj;=ka fofokdf.a mEySula fkdjQ l< fõ' úfgl
tu iïnkaO;d jqjukdfjka ì`o fy,kq ,efí' wfhl=f.a pm, .;s fya;= fldgf.k fma%u
iïnkaO;d ì`o jefÜ' bjiSula ke;s mqoa.,hd m%pKavldÍ fõ' wfkldf.a Ôú;hg jqj o ydks
lsÍug fm<fò' nqÿoyu ;=< by; .eg¨ldÍ ;;ajhka u. yrjd .ekSug wfkalúO b.ekaùï"
WmfoaYk i|ykaj we;' fuu lafIa;% wOHhkh yryd j¾;udk iudcfha Woa.;j we;s tu
úlD;s;djh m%lD;s ;;ajhg yrjd kQ;k ;reK iudchg nqÿoyfï fmkajd § we;s O¾fudamfoaY
l=ula ± hkak idlÉPdjg ,la flf¾'
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miaúis nqÿrcdKka jykafia,df.a fjkialï
ueáneôfha Oïuisß ysñ
md,s yd fn!oaO wOHhkdxYh Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" YS% ,xldj
dhammasiri85@gmail.com

nqoaO ixl,amh f:rjdoS o¾Ykfha m%uqL ixl,amhls' uydhdk o¾Ykfha wkka; nqoaO
ixl,amhla olakg ;sfí' f:rjdoS o¾Ykfha oS th i;a nqÿjre" miaúis nqÿjre" wgúis nqÿjre
wdÈ ixLHd;aulj iSudù we;s ixl,amhla fia fmkS isáhs' f:rjdoS nqoaO ixl,amh úia;r jk
nqoaOjxi md<sfha yd nqoaOjxi wÜGl:dfõ i`oyka jkafka nqqÿrcdKka jykfia,d úis myla
muKs' Wla; miaúis nqÿrcdKka jykafia,d lreKq wglska fjkia fõ' tu nqÿrcdKka
jykafia,d ms<sn`oj lreKq wOHhkh lsÍu fuu m¾fhaIKfha wruqK úh' nqoaOjxi
wÜGl:dfõ oS o Wla; miaúis nqÿrcdKka jykafia,d ms<sn`o f;dr;=re úia;r jqjo
Wkajykafia,d w;r mj;sk fjkia lï wgla olakg ,efí' tkï wdhqI" Wi m%udKh" l=,h"
m%Odkh" rYañh" hdkdj" fndaê jDCIh" m¾hxlh fjki hk fjkialï h' fuu lreKq wfgka
ta ta nqÿjrekaf.a nqoaO;ajfha fjkialï yd Wkajykafiaf.a O¾ufha Ñria:dhs yd wÑr:dhs
;;a;aj o ksrEmKh fõ' ta wkqj oSmxlr" fldKav[a[" wfkdau oiaiS" mÿu" mÿuq;a;r" w;a:oiais"
Oïuoiais" isoaO;a:" ;siai hk nqÿjrekaf.a Ydik j¾I ,CIhla fyj;a fndfyda ld,hla mj;s'
ux.," iquk" fidaNs;" kdro" iqfïO" iqcd;" mshoiais" Mqiai hk nqÿjrekaf.a Ydik j¾I wkQ
oyila o f¾j;" fjiaiN=" úmiais" isÇ" ll=i`o" fldaKd.u" ldYHm" f.!;u" hk nqÿrcdKka
jykafia,df.a idik fndafyda ld,hla fkdmj;s' f:rjdoS ms<s.ekSug wkqj miaúis nqÿrcdKka
jykafia,df.a idik ;=< oS isÿ jQ fjkialï ms<sn`oj wOHhkh lsÍu fuhska wfmaCId flf¾'
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oUfoKs l;sldj; iy Y%S ,xldfõ ix> ixúOdkh
wdpd¾h ta' tï' tka' jika; fukaäia
md,s yd fn!oaO wOHhkdxYh" Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h
wasantha_mendis@yahoo.com

fojk mrdl%undyq rcq oji ^l%s j 1236 - 1276& j¾I Y; j¾Ihlg wdikak ld,hla Y%S ,dxflah
NslaIQka jykafia,d NslaIq m%;srEmhg mgyeksj" hka;% uka;% .=relï lrñka .; l< NslaIq
Ôú;h fjkia fldg tjeks l%shd ;ykï lrñka ÿYaYS, NslaIQka fkrmd oud" ;;ald,Sk NslaIq
iudchg WÑ; jk wdldrfhka úkh kS;s ilia lrñka" jkr;kdNsOdk nqoaOjxi
uydia:úrmdohka jykafiaf.a m%Odk YsIHfhl= jQ wdrKHl fïOxlr uydiajdñ m%uqL .%du iy
wdrKHjdiS ldrl ix>hd jykafia,d uq,a ù ix> ixfYdaOkhla isÿ lrk ,o w;r tys oS .kakd
,o ;SrK we;=<;a f,aLkh oUfoKs l;sldj; kñka ye|skafõ. mKavqm,dihka" idufKar
NslaIQka jykafia,d iy Wmiïmod NslaIQka jykafia,d Wfoid nqoaO úkh fuka u nqoaO úkfhka
Tíng f.dia ;;ald,sk NslaIq iudcfhys we;s j ;snQ .egM wju lr .ekSu Wfoid ilia l<
úkh kS;s fuu l;sldjf;ys wka;¾.; jk fyhska fuu hq.fhys úiQ NslaIQka jykafia,d
uyK lsÍfï oS iy Wmiïmod lsÍfï oS wkq.ukh l< jerÈ ms<sfj;a iy tajd ksrdlrKh
lsÍug f.k we;s ;SrKhka o tu kS;s Í;s flf;la ÿrg NslaIq Ydikfha Wkak;shg fya;= jQfha
o hkak;a fuys oS wOHhk flßK' NslaIQka jykafia,df.a úkh l¾u lsÍfï oS wkq.ukh l<
hq;= kS;sÍ;s" nqoaO úkh yd thg mßndysrj tl;= lrk ,o fldkafoais o fuys oS m¾fhaIKh
lrk ,oS' nqÿka jykafiaf.a mßks¾jdKfhka miq nqÿiiqfkys kdhl;ajhg m;a jkafka O¾uh
yd úkh hs. fuu l;sldj; wOHhkh lsÍfï oS Y%S ,xldfõ NslaIq ixúOdkh ;=< m%:u jrg
kdhl;ajhg NslaIQka jykafia kula m;a lrf.k ;sfnk w;r u tu.ska NslaIQka jykafia,d
uyd ixúOdk ie,eiaulg wkqj ilia fldg we;s nj i|yka l< yelsh' tu ixúOdk ie,eiau
fuu m¾fhaIKfha oS ;yjqre lsÍug yelsúh' oUfoKs hq.fhys úiQ Y%S ,dxflah NslaIQka
jykafia,d uekúka ilia lsÍu Wfoid oUfoKs l;sldjf;ys wka;¾.; kS;s Wmfhda.S ù we;s
nj;a nqoaO úkh fuka u nqoaO úkfhka Tíng .sh NslaIq úkh kS;s fuu l;sldjf;ys
wka;¾.; jk nj;a" l%s' j' 13 jk ishji jkúg Y%S ,xldfõ mej;sfha Y%S ,dxflah NslaIq
ixia:djla nj;a ks.ukh flf¾'
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